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Abstract

A new method for modelling and controlling complex nonlinear systems

is developed. It is elaborated for arbitrary, rigid multi-body systems in

particular.

First, a formalism is worked out for the description of the kinematics and

dynamics of rigid multi-body systems. It can cope with open and closed

kinematical chains as well as with unilateral constraints.

The controller possesses a hierarchical structure. The key idea is to

define the overall control task by a set of subtasks to be solved separately

rather than by specifying a demanded trajectory and applying an explicit

control law for guiding the system along that trajectory. These subtasks

form the elements of the hierarchical structure. Their interdependencies are

given by the interconnections. The main advantage of this controller struc¬

ture is the resulting flexibihty, as there is no upper limit to the number of

elements that can be added. Therefore, the controller can be improved step

by step until the given control task is solved with the desired accuracy and

minimum effort.

Every subtask is defined by a set of goals or rules, i.e., implicit or explicit

linear equations, and weighting functions specifying their importance or

precision. The solution of a subtask is the decision complying with the rules

as closely as possible, weighing their importance. Thus, instead of defining

the solution of a subtask explicidy the solution is specified by a non-nega¬

tive performance index to be minimized. With this procedure, a solution can

be found for determined, overdetermined, and underdetermined problems.

This is especially useful in connection with singularities and redundancies.

Also, the goals can be activated and deactivated smoothly by the corre¬

sponding weighting functions. This allows the introduction of a certain

"fuzziness" in the modelling or in the control rules in a rather straightfor¬

ward manner.
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The solution of the minimization problem is achieved numerically. The

algorithm applied is very robust and well-suited for parallel computation.

The fact that it can be optimized off-line for an arbitrary number of proces¬

sors allows for a substantial reduction of the computational costs.

The evaluation of the performance indices defining the kinematics and

dynamics of arbitrary rigid multi-body systems and the off-line minimiza¬

tion of the numerical effort to compute the minima of the performance

indices is computerized using a symbol manipulation program.

Finally, two simulation examples for the modelling and control of a cart

pole system and a walking robot are given, illustrating the application of the

proposed method.
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Zusammenfassung

Vorgestellt wird eine neue Methode zur Modellierung und Regelung

komplexer, nichtlinearer Systeme, welche speziell fur starre Mehrkorpersy-

steme ausgearbeitet wird.

Zunachst wird ein Formalismus zur Beschreibung der Kinematik und

Dynamik starrer Mehrkorpersysteme hergeleitet. Dieser eignet sich sowohl

fur Systeme mit offenen und geschlossenen kinematischen Ketten als auch

fur Systeme mit einseitigen Bindungen.

Der Regler besitzt eine hierarchische Struktur. Die Grundidee besteht

darin, das Regelungsproblem durch Teilaufgaben zu definieren, die separat

gelost werden konnen, start eine Solltrajektorie vorzugeben und das System

mittels eines geeigneten, expliziten Regelgesetzes entlang dieser Trajektorie

zu fiihren. Die Teilaufgaben bilden die Elemente der hierarchischen

Struktur. Dire Abhangigkeiten werden durch die Struktur beschrieben. Der

Vorteil einer solchen Reglerstruktur liegt in ihrer groBen Flexibilitat. Diese

erlaubt es, den Regler durch Hinzufugen von Elementen schrittweise zu

erweitern, bis das Regelungsproblem mit der geforderten Genauigkeit und

minimalem Aufwand gelost wird.

Jede Teilaufgabe wird durch einen Satz von Zielen oder Regeln in Form

von expliziten und impliziten linearen Gleichungen und den zugehorigen

Gewichtungsfunktionen festgelegt. Die Gewichtungsfunktionen sind ein

MaB fur die Wichtigkeit oder die Prazision der einzelnen Regeln. Die

Losung einer Teilaufgabe ist die Aktion, welche alle Regeln unter Beriick-

sichtigung ihrer Gewichtungsfunktionen moglichst schwach verletzt.

Anstelle einer expliziten Definition werden die Losungen der Teilaufgaben

damit als Minima der zugehorigen Giitekriterien definiert. Auf diese Weise

laBt sich sowohl bei bestimmten als auch bei unter- oder uberbestimmten

Problemstellungen eine Losung finden. Dies ist ein groBer Vorteil im

Zusammenhang mit Singularitaten und Redundanzen. Die Gewichtungs¬

funktionen erlauben ein kontinuierliches An- und Abschalten der einzelnen
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Regeln. Damit ist es auf einfache Weise moglich, eine gewisse Unscharfe

bei der Modellbildung und bei den Regelgesetzen einzubringen.

Die momentane Losung einer Teilaufgabe, d.h. das Minimum des zuge¬

horigen Gutekriteriums, wird numerisch berechnet. Der verwendete Algo-
rithmus ist sehr robust und gut geeignet zur parallelen Verarbeitung. Er kann

off-line optimiert werden, was zu einer erheblichen Verringerung der nume¬

rischen Kosten fuhrt.

Die Ermittlung der Gutekriterien, welche die Kinematik und die

Dynamik beliebiger starrer Mehrkorpersysterne beschreiben, sowie die Off-

line-Minimierung des numerischen Aufwandes zur Ermittlung der Minima

der Gutekriterien wird mit Hilfe eines Computer-Algebra Systems automa-

tisiert.

Die Anwendung der Methode wird anhand von zwei Simulationsbei-

spielen naher erlautert. Im ersten Beispiel handelt es sich bei der Regel-

strecke um ein auf einem Wagen befestigtes Pendel und im zweiten um

einen zweibeinigen, gehenden Roboter.
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Preface

There are numerous formulations for the problem of robot control. One

was given by [Corby85]:

"Robot should understand a problem, resolve it and apply an appropri¬

ate solution starting with incomplete information; in addition robot can use

on-line information derived from the environment to modify behavior to

attain a set ofobjectives."

Except for executing the most simple working tasks, today's robot

manipulators still are far from being competitive with man. The prime rea¬

sons for this are that their sensor equipment is much inferior to man's per¬

ceptive capabilities and that they possess a relatively small number of

degrees of freedom. Additionally, they depend on a solution trajectory. They

are not yet capable of "understanding" a problem and finding a reasonable

solution or of reacting to unforeseen events. There are mainly two ways to

deal with these problems. One is to enhance the system's versatility by

introducing redundancies of all kinds, i.e., a more comprehensive sensor

equipment, extra degrees of freedom, or additional actuators. The resulting

redundancies are rather natural and highly desirable. Redundant sensor

information, for example, provides improved reliability of the input data

[Hager90]. Structural redundancies can be applied for a more specific use of

the single degrees of freedom [Egelan87], while redundancies in the actua¬

tor space may be introduced for safety reasons or to keep away from force

and torque limits. The second way of improving a robot's flexibility is to

supply the controller with the necessary degrees of freedom by not com¬

pletely specifying the demanded trajectory.

The main topic of this work is the development of a controller capable of

taking advantage of all kinds of redundancies in a well-coordinated way.

Additionally, this controller is to be able to find an acceptable solution to a

problem, even where this solution is not fully prescribed. This controller is

especially devised for arbitrary, rigid multi-body systems.
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Figure I gives an overview of the interdependencies of the various chap¬

ters.

Chapter 1 begins with a short review of existing control concepts for

robot manipulators and lists the main difficulties in robotic control. The spe¬

cific objective of this work is then described in more detail.

The main problems in the modelling of robot systems stem from the

intricacy of the kinematical equations, especially the difficulties in describ¬

ing rotations in 3-dimensional space. Any redundancies enhance a system's

complexity and thereby further increase these difficulties. The problem is

not so much the derivation of the dynamical equations, but an appropriate

formulation of these equations leading to numerically efficient algorithms.

Chapter 2 introduces a mathematical tool called "Geometric Algebra." With

this algebra it is possible to give a global one-to-one representation of the

kinematics of arbitrary, rigid multi-body systems. The derivation of the

kinematical and dynamical equations using this algebra is the content of

Chapter 3. These equations are valid for multi-body systems with open and

closed kinematical chains and for systems with boundary constraints.

The best controller is always the one that solves a given task with the

desired accuracy and the least effort possible. The control algorithm there¬

fore has to offer the necessary flexibility to perfectly "tailor" the controller

to the given plant and task. The structure of the controller proposed in this

work, its specification, and the numerical evaluation of the control signals

are explained in Chapter 4. The application of this concept to mechanical

systems is the content of Chapter 5.

The usage of the proposed method is explained for a cart pole system and

a biped robot walking in a vertical plane. The simulation results and the

numerical costs to evaluate the control vector are given in Chapter 6.

Finally, Chapter 7 completes this work with a summary and some con¬

cluding remarks on the proposed method.
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List of Symbols

A symbol index can be found in Appendix A

Symbol Significance

a,p integers specifying body reference frames

O aj rotational velocity vector of the unitary spinor S"aj

Xa hinge torque vector (hinge a)

(0 rotational velocity vector of the unitary spinor R

a integer specifying hinges

a real number, scalar part of R, or magnitude of a

a vector in the unprimed reference frame {ek}

a' vector in the primed reference frame { e'k}

a unit vector of vector a

a first time derivative of vector a

1

a resultant vector of vectors a'i to a'n

s = K] matrix representation of vector a

A =

r

multivector

<A)r, Ar r-blade or r-vector part of multivector A

A' reverse of multivector A

IAI magnitude of multivector A

A'1 multiplicative inverse of multivector A

AB geometric product of multivectors A and B

AB inner product of multivectors A and B

AaB outer or wedge product of multivectors A and B

A = [a,k] matrix



Symbol Significance

A+ Moore-Penrose-Inverse of matrix A

A sparse representation of matrix A

caa> cIa» caa connectivity coefficients

C connectivity matrix

D.O.F. degrees of freedom

{ ek} orthonormal reference frame, unprimed frame

{ e'k} orthonormal reference frame, primed frame

{ e'ak} orthonormal frame rigidly attached to body a

£3 3-dimensional EucUdean space

E unit matrix

f linear function, linear operator, or linear transformation

f transpose or adjoint of f

fa hinge force (hinge a)

Fo resultant force exerted on body a

Fga gravitational force acting on body a

Q geometric algebra

(73 geometric algebra of 3-dimensional Euclidean space

i dextral unit pseudoscalar

/ak principal value of the inertia tensor % body a in direction

e'ak

J Jacobian matrix

% inertia tensor of body a

J (Z, Y) performance index (node)

J (p, r) performance index (dyadic reduction)

la angular momentum of body a

ma mass of body a
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Symbol Significance

M mass matrix

n number of hinges

"a number of links in hinge a

"raj number of rotational D.O.F. in link j of hinge a

Utaj number of translational D.O.F. in link j of hinge a

N number of rigid bodies

(P,r) dyadic reduction step

P position vector

{p} position space

Pc momentum of body a

% rotation operator of the unitary spinor R

R = a + ih unitary spinor or quaternion

Ra quaternion (orientation of {e'ak} relative to {ek})

'R product of spinors R\ to R'«

R matrix representation of the unitary spinor R

R = [rlk] matrix representation of the rotation operator %

{Kla} rigid displacement

{Ra 1 Xa} rigid displacement specifying position and orientation of

reference frame {e'<*k} with respect to the inertial frame

{ek}

s'a vector defining the translation from the body reference

frame {e'pt} to the body reference frame {e'ak} of the

two bodies connected by hinge a

s'a, vector defining the translation from reference frame

{ e'aj k} to reference frame { eVi k} of hinge a



Symbol Significance

5'a unitary spinor defining the rotation from the body refer¬

ence frame {e'pk} to the body reference frame {e'ak} of

the two bodies connected by hinge a

S'a, unitary spinor defining the rotation from reference frame

{ e'aj k} to reference frame { e'aj+i k} of hinge a

{ 5'a I s'a} rigid displacement relating the position spaces of the two

rigid bodies connected by hinge a

{ 5"aj I s'aj} rigid displacement specifying link j of hinge a

up pth control force or torque vector

U control vector

U monic, upper triangular matrix

Xa position vector of reference frame {e'ak} v/ith respect to

the inertial frame {ek} .

y node input vector

y node output vector

z vector of internal node variables

zd demanded values for vector z



Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Brief Review

Most of the robot manipulators in use today have up to six degrees of

freedom. Every joint is actuated by a separate drive and is equipped with

sensors measuring the joint positions and velocities.

The most straightforward and wide-spread control concept nowadays is

the joint motion control. The demanded trajectory in joint coordinates is

computed off-line and the system is guided along this trajectory with inde¬

pendent PID-type controllers for each joint. This results in simple control

laws and therefore high sampling rates. This type ofcontroller is well-suited

for working tasks like spraying, painting, and welding, as well as simple

pick-and-place tasks. However, this concept has several shortcomings.

As the joints are controlled independently, they disturb each other, i.e.,

the resulting error dynamics are coupled. Moreover, the error dynamics of

the manipulator are nonlinear due to the nonhnearities of the mampulator

dynamics. This leads to a performance deterioration of the control system,

especially for fast movements. Another shortcoming is that the trajectory

has to be determined in advance. The controller is thus precluded from

reacting to unforeseen events, e.g., to avoid collision with unknown objects.
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To improve the dynamical behavior of the controlled system, it is there¬

fore necessary 1) to compensate the nonlinear terms, 2) to find an appropri¬

ate linear feedback law, and 3) to calculate the demanded trajectory on-line.

With an actuator in each joint, the compensation of the nonlinearities of the

plant is always possible. This results in linear error dynamics, which are

defined by the linear feedback control law. They can be formulated in joint

coordinates or in task coordinates [Markie73], [LuWaPa80b], [Freund82].

Standard approaches to the determination of the linear feedback law are, for

example, decoupling and pole placement, or multivariable robust servo-

mechanism theory [DesRot85].

These approaches theoretically solve the motion control problem of

robot manipulators. Unfortunately, they presume that the precision of the

dynamic model is rather high and that the feedback law and the demanded

trajectory are computed sufficiently fast, i.e., with a bandwidth about 10 to

50 times higher than the bandwidth of this system. In reality these are the

real annoyances in robot control. There are always effects such as payload

variations, friction, or actuator dynamics that cannot be modeled exactly. At

the same time, using such complex feedback laws it is, generally, not yet

possible to attain the necessary sampling frequencies with the existing hard¬

ware.

Several approaches have been in use to bring the on-line computational

costs back to a feasible level. While one method compensates only part of

the nonlinear dynamics, another one updates the terms for the dynamics

compensation at lower rates than the linear feedback terms, as proposed by

[Leahy89]. A third approach is to off-line determine the demanded trajec¬

tory, linearize the dynamics for an arbitrary number of states, and evaluate

the corresponding feedback laws [Seraji87], [Sperli86]. This method is

especially suited for repetitive tasks. For arbitrary tasks, however, it quickly

ceases to be feasible as the storage requirements for the feedback matrices

covering the complete state space tend to become huge.
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The drawback of pure motion control is that it is not adequate for contact

tasks with stiff contact. The first of the two main reasons is that motion and

contact forces depend on each other. It is therefore not possible to realize an

arbitrary motion and an arbitrary force in the same direction at the same

time, i.e., a compromise is always necessary between the demands from

motion control and force control in the same direction. The second reason is

that the contact forces depend on the robot's dynamics and on the dynamics
of the contact surface. Additionally, the force mechanism is usually rela¬

tively stiff, i.e., small changes in the relative motion between the robot

manipulator and the contact surface lead to massive changes for the contact

forces. This makes it extremely difficult to predict the contact forces with

the needed accuracy.

The easiest way to solve these problems is through the introduction of

special-purpose mechanical devices ensuring selective compliance. If they

are chosen properly, they permit the solution of simple contact tasks with

pure motion control. Unfortunately, this is at the price of higher elasticities

in the robot manipulator structure.

The alternative to this is to supply the robot manipulator with force sen¬

sors and to additionally control these forces. The difficulty arising then is

the interdependency of motion and forces. There are mainly two approaches
to deal with this:

In the first approach, motion and force are controlled simultaneously in

all directions. This can be achieved in numerous ways. The force error can

be transformed into a motion error signal in Cartesian coordinates. This

error signal is then added to the corresponding error signal from the motion

control loop (cf. stiffness control, damping control, impedance control in

[Whitne87]). Another technique is to transform the motion error into a force

error, i.e., to define the forces necessary to act on the robot system to com¬

pensate the actaal motional errors, and to add these forces to the measured

force error (cf. implicit force feedback in [Whitne87]).
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The second approach distinguishes between purely motion controlled

directions and purely force controlled directions [Khatib87]. This strategy is

especially suitable for tasks with well-defined contact surfaces.

Applying concurrent motion and force control allows even more com¬

plex contact tasks like grinding, deburring, or assembly tasks to be exe¬

cuted. However, since the force measurements are given in task coordinates,

time-consuming on-line computations for the coordinate transformations

cannot be avoided.

For the motion control cycle, this means that we have to evaluate the

inverse of the Jacobian (due to inverse kinematics). The matrix inversion

may cause additional problems when the mapping between Cartesian space

and joint space is not one-to-one, as is the case if we have redundancies or

singularities. In the force control loop, however, there is no need for a

matrix inversion. As the transformation of the force error in Cartesian space

into joint space is given by multiplication with the Jacobian transpose,

motion control via the force control loop (implicit force feedback) then

becomes a rather attractive solution.

1.2 Main Difficulties

Summing up, a main source of problems in robotic control is the com¬

plexity of the kinematical equations. The solution of the forward or inverse

kinematics already represents a considerable computational burden. This

becomes even worse in the presence of singularities or redundancies where

the inverse kinematics, i.e., the mapping between Cartesian space and joint

space, is no longer one-to-one. In addition, numerical problems close to sin¬

gularities may arise.

The dynamics of robot manipulators are even more intricate than the

kinematics. Additional problems often occur in connection with the model-
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ing of friction, with elasticities in the joints, or changes in the system struc¬

ture. Such changes in the system structure take place due to boundary

constraints, e.g., as the robot gets in contact with the environment.

The trouble with the standard approach to control robotic systems

described in Section 1.1, besides the very complex control laws, is its lack

of flexibility, due to the predetermined trajectory. This restricts the possibil¬

ities of the controller for reacting to unforeseen events, thus making the

application of more sophisticated sensory equipment such as vision sensors

unavailing.

Another drawback is the somewhat rigid controller structure. The feed¬

back law is given explicitly. Thus, for systems with a changing structure a

feedback law has to be found for every possible configuration. For more

constrained systems moving in complex environments this is not a feasible

approach as, in general, all possible situations for such systems are impossi¬

ble to be foreseen.

1.3 Objectives

The purpose of this work is the development of a control algorithm suit¬

able for the control of nonlinear systems. This algorithm is especially elabo¬

rated for robotic systems, i.e., for arbitrary, rigid multi-body systems with

redundancies, open and closed kinematical chains, and boundary con¬

straints. The objective is to obtain a controller capable of solving the given

control task with the desired accuracy and minimal effort.
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The main elements of the approach selected for the achieving of this

objective are

• a hierarchical controller structure,

• a suitable subtask formulation, and

• an efficient and robust computation of the control vector.

One of the major problems in control, generally, is to properly weigh the

inefficiency produced by inexact modelling against the inefficiency due to

time losses incurred in the computation of more complex models and feed¬

back laws. Hence, it is rather important to have a concept allowing to easily

improve the controller complexity. The hierarchical controller structure is

chosen to attain this flexibility. Its natare being more general than that of

typical controllers allows the definition of the overall task by an arbitrary
number of dependent subtasks.

Obviously, a lucid representation of these subtasks and, as a conse¬

quence, of the whole control task is of major importance in robot control, as

the complexity of the kinematical and dynamical equations describing these

systems renders their utilization very difficult.

However, the subtask representation is only one aspect of the approach

selected. At the same time it is a prerequisite for the efficient numerical pro¬

cessing of the sensor input to evaluate the control vector. As a result, the

minimization of these numerical costs needs to be given serious attention as

well.
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Geometric Algebra

This chapter gives a short introduction to the mathematical tool called

geometric algebra. Geometric algebra is a unified mathematical language

integrating other algebraic systems such as vector algebra, complex num¬

bers, quaternions, and matrix algebra in a coherent way. Also, it is a very

efficient and versatile computational tool. The basic motivation for the use

of geometric algebra emanates from its great efficiency in representing geo¬

metrical relations in 3-dimensional space, both algebraically and numeri¬

cally. This is of great importance in the modeling of robot kinematics and

dynamics. Of course, it would be far beyond the scope of this work to

describe the geometric algebra as a whole. The interested reader is therefore

referred to [HesSob84] and [Hesten86], where the new ideas and concepts

of geometric algebra are developed and explained in a most exciting and

fascinating way. Thus, the emphasis here will be on transformations in

3-dimensional Euclidean space.

The axioms of geometric algebra are defined in the beginning of

Section 2.1, whereas the end of this section gives some geometrical inter¬

pretations for the elements and operations introduced. Since the physical

space is a 3-dimensional EucUdean space, Section 2.2 specifies the subalge-

bra for this space. This subalgebra will be the mathematical tool used. Addi¬

tionally, some important identities are established. Linear operators and

transformations are introduced in Section 2.3. The emphasis is on rotations

and rigid displacements. Both are of major importance for the modeling of
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kinematical and dynamical relations for arbitrary, ngid multi body systems

Finally, Section 2 4 covers the matrix representation of the elements of geo¬

metric algebra to be used for computations

2.1 Axioms of Geometric Algebra

An algebra is an abstract mathematical system consisting of a vector

space, a multiplication, and some axioms relating this multiplication to vec¬

tor addition and scalar multiplication The geometric algebra Q uses the

same axioms as elementary scalar algebra except for the commutativity of

the multiplication But, in contrast to scalar algebra, the elements of geo¬

metric algebra contain much more information They are called multivec

tors.

• A multivector A is composed of elements of mixed grade

A = X<A>r = <A)0+<A>1 + <A>2 + <A>3+ (2 1)
r

{A)T or Ar are elements of grade r, also referred to as r vector part or

r blade of the multivector A r-blades are directed numbers, representing a

magnitude, a direction, and an onentation They are symbolized with upper

case bold letters The 0-blade or scalar (A)0 = A0 = a is the only excep¬

tion to this, possessing no directional property Therefore, scalars can be

interpreted as real numbers They will usually be denoted by lower case,

italic letters A 1-blade (A), = A, = a is what we conventionally call a

vector, describing length and direction of a line It will normally be repre¬

sented by lower case, bold letters A bivector (A)2 = A2 and a tnvector

(A)3 = A, characterize magnitude and directional properties of a plane and

of 3-dimensional space, respectively
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Geometric algebra is defined by the subsequent set of axioms:

• The algebra is closed, i.e., the sum and the product of two multivectors

yield multivectors.

• Addition is commutative

A + B = B+A. (2.2)

• Addition and multiplication are associative, i.e.,

(A + B) + C = A + (B + C) and (2.3)

(AB) C = A (BC). (2.4)

• Multiplication is left and right distributive with respect to addition

A (B + C) = AB+AC and (2.5)

(B + QA = BA+CA. (2.6)

• There exist unique additive and multiplicative identities

A + 0 = A and (2.7)

1A = A. (2.8)

• There is a unique additive inverse:

A + (-A) = 0. (2.9)

• All r-blades form a linear subspace, i.e.,

(A+B), = (A)t + (B)r and (2.10)

(aA): = a(A), = (A\a if a = (a)0 (2.11)
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• The square of a non-zero vector a is a scalar value (Euclidean Axiom)

aa = a2 = (a2)0 = lal2>0. (2.12)

• r-blades can always be factored in the following manner

Ar = a,a2...ar for r>0,with (2.13)

asak = -a^ = -(aJak)t. (2.14)

In equation (2.14) the operator of reversion, t, is introduced. This opera¬

tor is a very helpful tool to reorder factors in algebraic manipulations. It has

the following properties:

(ABY = B^A\ (2.15)

(A+B)* = Af+B\ (2.16)

(Af)0 = <A)0, and (2.17)

(A*), = (A),. (2.18)

There are three types of multiplications, called inner, outer, and geomet¬

ric product.

• The inner product is defined by

AB = XIArBs, with (2.19)

<ArBs>|r.sl ifr,s>0,

Ar • Bs = (2.20)
I 0 if r = 0 or s = 0

.
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• The outer, or wedge product, is given as

A a£ = ££Ar aBs, with (2.21)
r s

A,aB« = (ArBs)r+s. (2.22)

The inner and the outer products both describe relative directional prop¬

erties of their factors. The inner product is a grade-lowering operation,

whereas the outer product raises the grade. Inner and outer products com¬

plement each other, specifying independent directional properties. This will

be explained in more detail at the end of this section. Thus, the complete

description of the directional relations between different spaces is only

given by the geometric product of the corresponding blades, because the

geometric product merges the inner and the outer product.

• The geometric product is defined by

AB = ££ArBs, with (2-23)
r s

ArBs = i<ArBs>,_|+2k m =

r + S"'r~Sl
. (2.24)

• The inner and the outer products are united in the geometric product.

This is evident for the product of a vector with an r-blade (cf.

Appendix B4):

aBr = a-Br + aABr, with (2.25)

a Br = <aBr>M = i(aBr- (-l)rBra) and (2.26)

a a Br = (aBr)[+1 = \ (aBr + (-l)rBra). (2.27)
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To avoid too many parentheses, it is convenient to introduce the

following precedence conventions:

• inner and outer products before geometrical products and

• outer products before inner products

The magnitude \A\ of an arbitrary multivector A is now defined as

\A\ = (tiA)\n (2.28)

The multiplicative inverse A"1 of a multivector A satisfies the following

equation:

A'1A = 1. (2.29)

The inverse of an r-blade can always be evaluated. In Appendix B3 the

following relation is established:

(AJA,),, = AjA,. (2.30)

Additionally, using equations (2.28) and (2.29) the subsequent transforma¬

tions can be performed:

IA,lV = (AjArVC = (AJAJA,-1 = Aj(ArA;') = AJ. (2.31)

Thus, the inverse of the r-blade Ar is always given by

A;' = -^4 . (2.32)

So far, geometric algebra has been established purely mathematically. As

already mentioned in the introduction, it is a mathematical tool to describe

geometrical relations in an efficient manner. But, to use this tool appropri¬

ately, it is necessary to understand its elements and their geometrical mean¬

ings.
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We start with the relative directional relations of two vectors described

by the inner and the outer products, as mentioned in Section 2.1. The equa¬

tion a • b = 0 is a simple way of expressing that two vectors are orthogo¬
nal. The inner product (2.19) is a grade-lowering operation. Thus, the inner

product of two vectors a and b is a scalar quantity. Geometrically, a • b can

be interpreted as the perpendicular projection of a on the unit vector fe of b,

dilated by the magnitude I al of a (cf. Figure 2.1). As the perpendicular pro¬

jection

a b = lalcostp (2.33)

depends on the angle ffl between both vectors, the inner product does so as

well. But, in contrast to the perpendicular projection, it depends on the

magnitades of both vectors, having the following important symmetric

property as a consequence

a • b = a • 6 Ibl = lal cos© Ibl
(2.34)

= Iblcoscp ial = b • a lal = ba
.

Summarizing we can say that the inner product relates scalar quantities

as angles and vector magnitades to vectors. But the inner product fails to

specify the plane defined by two vectors if they are not parallel.

Ibl

b

a b

Figure 2.1 Inner Product of two Vectors
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The outer product (2.21), as a grade-raising operation, bridges this gap,

relating vectors to bivectors. The bivector B = (B)2 = a a b represents

the plane defined by the two vectors a and b, its magnitude, corresponding

to the area of the parallelogram specified by these vectors, and its orienta¬

tion (cf. Figure 2.2). Thus, the statement a a b = 0 implies that the two

vectors are parallel. The magnitude of this bivector can be given as

IBI = lal Ibl sin (p. Additionally, it can be seen that a change in the order

of succession of the vectors results in a plane with the same magnitude and

direction, but with opposite orientation. The bivector

bAa = -(aAb) = -B, e.g., is oriented in opposite direction to B, i.e.,

clockwise (cf. Figure 2.2.)

Figure 2.2 Outer Product of two Vectors

Example 2.1

The components of vector a parallel and orthogonal to vector b, a«

and a±, can be expressed most simply with the inner and outer prod¬

ucts:

a = bba = b(ba) = b(b a + bAa)
(2.35)

= b (b a) +b(b a a) = an +a±.
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The outer product of a vector a and a bivector B = b a c is a trivector

T = <D3, with

T = aAB = aA(bAc) = (aAb)AC = aAbAC. (2.36)

Geometrically, a trivector characterizes a parallelepiped (cf. Figure 2.3), the

magnitude ITI now standing for the volume of this parallelepiped. There¬

fore, the condition that the three vectors a, b, and c lie on the same plane is

most simply formulated with a a b a c = 0. This concludes the geomet¬

rical interpretation of the elements to be used in 3-dimensional Euclidean

space.

Figure 2.3 Outer Product of Vector and Bivector

2.2 Algebra of Euclidean 3-Space

The physical space is a 3-dimensional Euclidean space. Therefore, it is

reasonable to specialize and restrict the geometric algebra Q to the geomet¬

ric algebra of the 3-dimensional Euclidean space T.3, denoted with Qi.

We first introduce an orthonormal reference frame or basis {e,, e2, e3}

defined by
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f ej Aek = -ekej for j *k,

ejek = (2.37)

[ 1 forj = k.

In short notation we will write {ek} for {e,, e2, e3} .
To describe the set of

all elements in £3 and their orientation, the dextral unit pseudoscalar i of

£3 is defined, additionally,

i = e,e2e3 = e|Ae2Ae3, (2.38)

dextral meaning that e„ e2, e3 form a right-handed reference frame.

The 3-dimensional Euclidean space can now be defined simply as the set

of all vectors x satisfying the equation

x a i = 0. (2.39)

The consequence of this is that

xi = x i + x a i = x i = i • x = ix. (2.40)

The properties of i can be given as follows:

(2.41)

(2.42)

for every A in G3, and (2.43)

for a, b, ein Qi. (2.44)

The proofs for these equations are given in Appendix C. From equation

(2.43) we can see that i behaves like a scalar in G3 (cf. (2.11)), although it is

a trivector, which justifies the name pseudoscalar.

•t
I - -I,

i2 = -1,

iA = Ai

a a b ac = Xi
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The product iA of the unit pseudoscalar i and an arbitrary multivector A

is denoted as the dual of A. The relation between vector algebra and geo¬

metric algebra is defined by the duahty relation between the cross product

and the outer product

aAb = iaxb. (2.45)

Example 2.2

Geometric product of two multivectors composed of a scalar and a

bivector part. Axioms and equations employed: (2.5), (2.11), (2.42),

(2.25), and (2.45). Note that the result is again a multivector with the

same structure (scalar and bivector part).

(ai + ibi) (az + ibi) = a\ai + i(aib2 + a2bi) +i bib2

= aia2 + i(aib2 + a2bi) - (bi • b2 + bi Ab2) (2.46)

= aia2 -bi • b2 + i(aib2 +a2bi -bi xb2).

Example 2.3

Proof of the relation (a x b) • c = a • (b x c). Axioms and equations

employed: (2.4), (2.45), (2.27), (2.43),and (2.26)

<(ab)c>3=<a(bc)>3

(aAb) ac = a a (b ac)

(ia x b) a c = a a (ib x c)

\ ((ia x b) c + c (ia x b)) = \ (a (ib x c) + (ib x c) a)

\ i((axb)c + c(axb)) =\ i(a(bxc) + (bxc)a)

i(axb) c=ia- (bxc).

Example 2.4

Proof of the relation a • (b a c) = a • be - a • cb. Axioms and equa¬

tions employed: (2.25), (2.26), and (2.27)

abc = (ab) c = (2a • b - ba) c = 2a • be - b (ac)
(2 48)

= 2a • be - b (2a • c - ca) = 2 (a • be - a • cb) + bca.
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Reordering of (2.48) yields

5 (abc
- bca) = a be - a - cb. (2.49)

On the other hand we can write

\(abc - bca) =\ (a(be) - (be)a)

= j(a(b-c + bAc)-(b-c + bAC)a) (2.50)

= 2-(ab ac-b a ca) = a (bAc).

Finally, equating (2.49) and (2.50) the proof is established.

2.3 Linear Operators and Transformations

A linearfunction f, also named linear operator or linear transformation,

is defined by

/(x + y) = /(x)+/(y) (2.51)

/(ax) = a/(x) (2.52)

Linear functions will be written in script type.

Example 2.5

Inner and outer product are both linear functions. This can be seen

from (2.5) and (2.11), with

f(\ + y) = a (x + y) = a • (x + y) + a a (x + y)

= ax + ay =ax + ay + aAX + aAy

and
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f(bx) = a (bx) = a • (bx) + a a (bx)

= bax = b&x + ba a x .

(2.54)

Properties of linear operators:

• product and sum are again linear operators,

• linear operators are associative

f(£fy = (M&, (2-55)

• linear operators are distributive with respect to addition

j(8+h) =fy+fh,and (2.56)

• scalar multiplication is commutative

af=fa. (2.57)

Additionally, the transpose or adjoint f of a Unear operator f in £3 is

defined as the unique linear operator in £3 satisfying the relation

*-{fr) = (/*)-y (2.58)

for every x, y in £3.

2.3.1 Rotations

Rotations are linear, orthogonal transformations. For orthogonal transfor¬

mations the inner product is invariant. Introducing the rotation operator %

we can write

(4cx) • ($y) = x y = x (^y). (2.59)
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It is obvious from (2 59) that the inverse is equal to the adjoint for the

rotation operator, implying that this inverse is a non singular operator and,

therefore, always exists Rotations in £3 are represented in the following

canonical form

!Rr'=Rfr'R (2 60)

R is said to be a spinor or quaternion A spinor is a multivector possess¬

ing a scalar and a bivector part The magnitude of spinor R is 1,1 e
,

R*R = 1. (2 61)

Therefore, R called a unitary spinor It is usually written as

R = a + ih = a + ibb (2 62)

R = coSj(p + (sini(pb (2 63)

To explain the meaning of these parameters, the transformation

r = R*r'R = <Rj' (2 64)

is depicted in Figure 2 4 It can be seen that the unit vector b defines the

rotation axis, while the dual of b, ib, characterizes the plane of rotation

The rotation angle is given by (p (nght-hand rule') or the parameters a, b

The relation between a, b, and cp is defined by (2 62) and (2 63) The reason

for having two parameters a, b in one case and only one parameter (p in the

other case is that the parameters a and b have to fulfill (2 61), additionally

Note that (2 61) is always true for (2 63) Thus, there is only one indepen¬

dent parameter in either case r' can be interpreted as a vector rigidly

attached to a rotating reference frame called primed system { e'k} ,
1 e

,

A r' = r' = 0 (2 65)
at
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Figure 2.4 Rotation of Vector r'

r represents the corresponding vector after the rotation and in the non-

moving or unprimed system { ek} .
The relation between the primed and the

unprimed reference frame can now be evaluated as follows. Assume that the

primed and unprimed reference frames are identical before the transforma¬

tion, i.e.,

r' = Xr'kek. (2.66)

Next, assume that the primed system is rotated, resulting in a new vector

r or, in mathematical terms,

r = Xrkek = %' = 3C2>'kek
k

'

k

= Sr'k%k = Xr,ke'k (2.67)

Thus, the primed system is defined as

ek = ^.ek (2.68)
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with respect to the unprimed system. From now on, the term primed system

will always stand for a moving reference frame, whereas the unprimed

system denotes the non-moving system.

In Example 2.2 it was shown that the product of two quaternions is again

a quaternion. Therefore, two arbitrary, consecutive rotations can always be

replaced by a single rotation, i.e.,

^.r' = $2%} r' = R\R\ t'RiRi = tfr'R (2.69)

with

R = RyR2 = {RlR2)0+(RxR2)2

= axai -bi • b2 + i(aib2 +a2bi -bi xb2).

The first time derivative of r can be specified in the following manner:

With (2.64) and (2.65) it can be written as

i = A (ft1) = fo' + !fr' = A (flVfl) + 0

R\'R+R*r'R.
(2.71)

The magnitude r of vector r can also be expressed as

rfr = rr = r r = r. (2.72)

Therefore,

A(rr) = i-r + rr = 0. (2.73)
at

This implies that rf is a bivector, i.e.,

rf = -fr = tat. (2.74)

Left multiplication with r~ and substitution of r" a f by ico result in
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r = r
'

(r a r) = r (r a r) = r (r at)

= r (ia) =i(rA(o) =ooxr

The vector CO is called rotational velocity of the unitary spinor R Equa¬

tion (2 75) can also be written as

r = r (rco) =

'

(nco-jcor)

. t t
<276)

= \ (Kr'Rm-mPJr'R)

Thus, by combination of (2 71), (2 75), and (2 76) the following two

important relations are deduced

%' = 0)X%' (2 77)

and

R = \Ri(d (2 78)

Example 2.6

Evaluation of to in component form From (2 61) we know that

A (/?'/?) =0 (2 79)

Using (2 62) we can thus write

A(a2 + b2) =2aa + bb + bb
df

'

= 2aa + b b + bAb + b b + bAb

= 2aa + 2b b + bAb-bAb

= laa + 2b b = 0

(2 80)
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Left multiplication of (2.78) with -2i R? combined with relation (2.80)

then result in the following expression for to:

0) = -2i^/?

= -2i(a + ib)f (ri + ib)
(2.81)

= -2i ((ad + b • b) + i (ab - db + b x b))

= 2(ab-ab + bxb).

2.3.2 Rigid Displacements

The position of a particle P is given by its position vector p. This vector

describes the position relative to some rigid body or reference frame. The

set of all possible positions forms the position space {p} .
The position

spaces of two reference frames are related by a transformation called rigid

displacement. A rigid displacement is an isometry, i.e., a point-to-point

transformation leaving the distances between two points unchanged. Thus,

it is well suited to describe the motions of all particles of a rigid body. A

rigid displacement is the superposition of a rotation and a translation and is

denoted with {R I a}. The unitary spinor R characterizes the rotation,

whereas vector a defines the translational motion. The relation between p

and p' (cf. Figure 2.5), i.e., the position of the same particle in the unprimed

and the primed reference frames, is given by

p = {/? I a} p' = tfp'R + a = %' + a. (2.82)

Symbolically, the rigid displacement in (2.82) is represented as shown in

Figure 2.6. In case of more than one primed reference frame, the different

primed systems are going to be distinguished by indices, the indices on the

baseline specifying the reference frames and the subscript indices being

used for numbering.
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Figure 2.5 Position Spaces {p} and {p'}

{Ala}

-o
Q Unprimed System

O Primed System

Figure 2.6 Rigid Displacement

Example 2.7

Vector x'i denotes a vector from the primed system {e'ik} ,
and x'aj,

characterizes the ith vector given in {e'aJk} ,
with

e ajk %ek for k = 1, 2, 3 (2.83)

The rigid displacement caused by two consecutive rigid displacements is

defined as follows:
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p= {R'2 I a'2} {R'l I a'i}p'

= {R'2 I a,2}/f'itp,/f,i+a,i

= R'21 (R'Sp'R'i +a'i)R'2 + a'i

= {R'iR'2 I R'2*a'\R'2+a'2}p'

(2 84)

Symbolically, this transformation is represented by the following graph (cf

Figure 2 7) Thus, the resulting rigid displacement is defined as

t

{R I a} = {rt'ifl'2 I /?'2'a'i/?'2 + a'2} (2 85)

{/?'i/f'2 I /?2a

{fl'21 a'2}

I a'i}

A Unpnmed System

0 Primed Systems

Figure 2 7 Two Consecutive Rigid Displacements

In analogy to this, the rigid displacement caused by n consecutive rigid

displacements (cf Figure 2 8) can now be defined as

{R I a} = {R\ I a'n} {R'2 I a'2} {R't I a'.}

= {R'lR'2 R'n\(R'2R'l fl'OVl (/?'2/?'3 fl'n) (2 86)

+ (R'i R\)ta'2(R'i R\) + +a'n}

To simplify expression (2 86), we introduce the following definitions
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f R\R\+i...R\ = YlR'i l<i<n,

lR = \ j- (2.87)

I 1 else,

and

r X,+'i? aV+I« = XJ flfr'i l<i<n,

'a = j J=" H
(2.88)

L 0 else.

Using these definitions, (2.86) can now be expressed in the simple form

{/Ma} = {'R\ a}. (2.89)

Remark 2.1:

Equations (2.87) and (2.88) are very suitable for recursive evaluation.

We can write

•r = r\'+1r,
1 < i < n (2.90)

i i+l
,

,+1
rt> i

a= a+ %..

Figure 2.8 shows the difference between the rigid displacements

{/?' I a'i} and {'/? I 'a} .
The first one defines the relation between

the position space of the reference frame {e\k} with respect to the

reference frame { e\+i k} ,
while the second one specifies the relation of

the position spaces of the reference frame {e\k} and the unprimed

reference frame { ek} .
We can also see that the two rigid displacements

{R\ I a'n} and {"R I "a} are equivalent.

The first time derivative of a rigid displacement is

{/Ma} = {'/M'a} = {i'/Ji'col 'a}. (2.91)
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{'*!'•}

{/?'. I a'i}

{R\ I a'„}

{R'2 I a'2}

Figure 2.8 n Consecutive Rigid Displacements

For 'co and 'a, in relation of co'j and a'j we can write (cf. Appendices Dl

andD2)

J+1,'<B = X %>'"

1 < i < n (2.92)

'a = XJ %'j+X Wxfa-'a),
j=i j=i+i

In recursive formulation, (2.92) is expressed as (cf. Appendices Dl and

D2.1)

,to = ,+1co + '+1%)',

'a = ,+1a + '+1cox ,+1%\+'+V>.
1 < i < n (2.93)
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Finally, the second time derivative of the rigid displacement { R I a}

introduces the new variables CO and a. They are defined as (cf. Appendices

D3 and D4)

'co = xJ+VJ + XJ+lcoxJ+VJ,
j=i

a= XJ+VJx('a-Ja)+X,+'%'J +

j=i+i j=i

X(x r,coxj*+vJ-)xj+vJ+
j=i j*=j+i

j+i /J+i
.,

J+1rr>„' , i >+,n

l<i<n (2.94)

'cox (J+1cox J+3?a'J+2J+%'J) ).

To simplify these equations we additionally define the vectors Jg and Jh by

'g = XJ+1wxJ+Vi, (2.95)

'h = X(X C*1®*' W>-)x*W,+
j=i j»=J+i

,+1co x (J+1co x '+\a', + 2 J+1^'J)) (2.96)

= X (J+'g x **»'> +J+'« >< (J+'» x J+Vi + 2 J+Vi)) •

Remark 2.2:

Both definitions are again very appropriate for recursive evaluation.

We write

1g = i+1g + '+1cox'+1%)\,
(2.97)

'h = ,+,h + ,+,g x ,+'%\ + 1+,co x (I+1co x '+V, + 2 l\a\)

for 1 < i < n with the initial conditions "g = 0 and "h = 0.
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The simplified form of (2.98) can, therefore, be written as

j+i

co = X ^cb'j + 'g,

(2.98)

'a=X ^to'jxCa-^+X ^') + 'h.

2.4 Matrix Notation

This section introduces the matrix notation of vectors, spinors, and vec¬

tor valued linear transformations. The matrix representation is very useful

for computational evaluations. Note that the matrix representation is signi¬

fied by a new typeface.

The matrix representation a of vector a is given as

S = Kl = [a, a2 a3] (2.99)

with

a = Xa'ekek = (<3iei + a2e2 + a3e3). (2.100)

Thus, in case of one subscript index, this index designates the row number.

In the same way the matrix representation R of the unitary spinor R, with

R = a + ib = a + i(blel + b2e2 + b3e3) (2.101)

can be represented as
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r i
B =

\a b, b2 fc3J (2.102)

The underscore emphasizes that R, although with capital letter, stands for a

vector.

The matrix representation of arbitrary, vector valued linear functions f of

vector variables, y = fx, is derived as follows:

y = /x = /(X^ek) = X (/ek) *k- (2.103)

Since _/ek must be a vector again, it can be decomposed into its compo¬

nents, i.e.,

/ek = XMVA) = Xei/jk. (2.104)

the components being defined as

Tjk = ej '/ek- (2.105)

With this the initial equation (2.103) may be rewritten in the following

manner:

y = Xvj = X/ek*k = XXe/jk^
J k j k

In matrix notation, equation (2.106) is represented as

(2.106)

W
yl /n/12/13 *1

yi J 2 X J 22 J 21 X2

y-i 7 31 7 32 J 33 x3

L/jk] t-^k (2.107)
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Note that in case of two subscript indices, the first one always specifies the

row index and the second one the column index. The matrix representation
R of the rotation operator % can now be given as

R = irlk] (2.108)

with

(2a2-l)eJ-ek-2X^Ie1- (^xej +2blbk. (2.109)

The derivation of (2.109) is given in Appendix C6. Thus, the matrix

describing an arbitrary orientation in the 3-dimensional Euclidean space is

defined by

R

(2a2- 1) + 2b\ 2(blb2-abl) 2(blb3 + ab2)

2(b2bl+abi) (2a2-l)+2b22 2(b2b3-ab,)

2(bibi-ab2) 2(bib2 + abl) (2a2-l)+2b23

(2.110)

Remark 2.3:

Since the inverse of R is equivalent to its transpose (cf. (2.59)), it

always exists. We can, therefore, write in matrix notation

R" R' (2.111)

To represent the product of two spinors R = R1R2 in matrix notation we

additionally introduce the matrix R, with

R

-bi-fy-bs

a b3 -bi

-bi a bx

l^ -bi a

(2.112)
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The spinor product can then be written as

B = fei Ri]Bj. (2.113)

To prove this relation, we simply expand the spinor product (cf. Example

2.2),

R = RiR2= (ai+ibi) (a2 + ib2)

= aia2-bi • b2 + i(aib2 + a2bi -bi xb2).
(2.114)

and transform it into matrix notation

B =
a

_b
=

T

aia2-bi b2

aib2 + a2bi -bi xb2

a\ —b\x —bi2 —bij 02

=
b\l ai bi3 —b\2

bi2—bi3 a\ b\x

b2,
-[

b >3 !>i2 —bil ai *>h

= [Bi Ri]Bj

(2.115)
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Chapter 3

Kinematics and Dynamics

The main problem in the control of robots arises from the great

complexity of the kinematical and dynamical equations describing these

systems. Therefore, it is of great importance to use a numerically efficient

and suitable representation of these equations for the controller.

As long as the main interest lies in the modeling of the gross motions, it

is appropriate to neglect vibrations and to model the parts of the robot as

rigid bodies. Elasticities can be included in the connections between these

bodies. A lot of work has been done in the field of modehng the dynamics of

rigid multi-body systems. The bases for the different methods are the

Newton-Euler laws, the Euler-Lagrange equations, or d'Alembert's prin¬

ciple. Using the Newton-Euler equations, the dynamics of a rigid multi-

body system are described in redundant form [Witten77]. The state of the

system is both specified in Cartesian and in joint coordinates, and, as inter¬

mediate variables, there are the joint forces and torques. The dynamics are

given by the Newton-Euler laws, relating the Cartesian coordinates to the

forces and torques, whereas the redundancies can be resolved using a

supplementary set of constraint equations. In the Euler-Lagrange approach,

the dynamical equations are directly derived from two scalar quantities, the

kinetic and the potential energy of the system. This results in a minimal

state representation of the dynamics, i.e., there are no redundancies or inter¬

mediate variables anymore. Thus we obtain a more compact form for the

dynamics. The connection between both approaches is given by d'Alem-
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bert's principle which allows to transform the Newton-Euler representation

of the dynamics into the Euler-Lagrange representation (cf. [KanLev80],

[KanFas84], [KanLev85], and [WaBuSh85]).

The numerical efficiency of a model not only depends on the physical

laws or principles chosen to derive the equations but, to a large extent, on

the variables selected and on the representation of the resulting equations.

One possibility to improve the numerical efficiency for the evaluation of the

dynamical equations consists in using recursive formulations. This was

done, for example, by [LuWaPa80b] for Newton-Euler equations or by

[Holler80] for Euler-Lagrange equations. [BalPat91] give a more detailed

comparison of some other recursive formulations and introduce their own

improved recursive representation.

In this chapter the dynamical equations are given in terms of Newton-

Euler equations. While this approach induces a larger number of variables

and equations, these equations are simpler, less coupled and more suitable

for parallel computations than the minimal state representations of the

dynamics usually derived with Euler-Lagrange equations. Since the redun¬

dant variables used to model the system represent physical quantities of

interest for the control of the system, cumbersome evaluations of these

unknowns can be avoided. Additionally, this approach permits to specify

systems with closed kinematical chains quite easily and is much more

appropriate for the definition of systems with variable structure, i.e., for

systems with a changing number of degrees of freedom. Such changes in the

system structure usually occur in connection with kinematic singularities or

unilateral constraints. Working with minimal state representations, we have

to change the dynamical model with every shift in the system structure. A

system possessing n unilateral constraints with two states each, for

example, has to be defined by 2° models in minimal state representation.

Using the Newton-Euler approach, such a unilateral constraint is specified

by a constraint that is valid only if certain boundary constraints are satisfied.
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The following sections derive the equations describing the kinematical

and dynamical properties of arbitrary rigid, open-chain or closed-chain,

multi-body systems. These equations form the basis for the kinematic and

dynamic models to be used by the controller described in Chapter 5. The

kinematical and dynamical equations are developed using the geometric

algebra introduced in Chapter 2. This algebra permits to express the

complex kinematical relations in rather simple form. The directional proper¬

ties are described with quaternions or spinors. The advantage is twofold.

First, there is no need to introduce angles if they are not required. Thus, the

numerical effort to calculate the trigonometric functions can be avoided. Of

course, it is always possible to evaluate an angle needed from the appro¬

priate spinor. Second, singularities, as they can appear in connection with

artificially introduced rotation axes, e.g., with Euler or Cardan angles for

ball joints, are prevented.

An arbitrary, rigid multi-body system is completely characterized by

• its interconnection structure,

• the number of rigid bodies and their masses and inertias, and

• the geometrical and physical properties of its interconnections.

The interconnection structure specifies which bodies affect each other. It is

represented by directed graphs as proposed in [Witten77]. This visualization

of the interconnection structure using directed graphs is explained in

Section 3.1. The coupling between two connected rigid bodies determines

their possible relative rotational and translational motion as well as the

forces and torques they exert on each other. Section 3.2 is concerned with

the definition of these geometrical and physical properties of a connection,

whereas Section 3.3 formulates the resulting motion and force constraints.

Finally, Section 3.4 specifies the dynamics in terms of Newton-Euler equa¬

tions. The constraints (geometric, force, and torque) and the dynamical

equations are all given in a form suitable for recursive evaluation. This

decreases the numerical effort substantially.
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3.1 Interconnection Structure

The interconnection structure can be described rather easily using
directed graphs. Rigid bodies are depicted by circles, whereas the connec¬

tions between the bodies are symbolized with arrows. A connection always
links exactly two rigid bodies. The interpretation of the direction of the

arrows will be explained in the next section. The unprimed reference frame

is symbolized by a black circle (cf. Figure 3.2).

Example 3.1

Definition of the interconnection structure of the system depicted in

Figure 3.1 using a directed graph. There are two rigid bodies related to

each other and to the reference frame by a total of four connections.

This is expressed in the graph in Figure 3.2.

e3 Reference Frame

Figure 3.1

Connection 1 links body 1 to me reference frame and connection 2 ties

body 2 to body 1. Connections 3 and 4, relating body 1 and 2, respec¬

tively, to the reference frame are only "active" if the joint between both

bodies or the tip of the second body touch the plane. This type of
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connection is called a unilateral connection, in contrast to bilateral

connections, such as 1 and 2. Graphically they are differentiated by

different line styles.

Q rigid bodies

reference frame

Figure 3.2

Next, this graphical representation of the interconnection structure is

translated into mathematical notation. Let us assume that we have an arbi¬

trary, rigid multi-body system composed of N rigid bodies linked with n

connections specified by a directed graph.

Remark 3.1:

To avoid confusion, the indices "a" and "P" are always used to

specify rigid bodies, while the index "a" refers to the connections.

Thus, these indices are defined as

{a,p} [1,N],

a 6 [l,n].
(3.1)

From now on, we will also refer to a body indexed with "a" or a

constraint indexed with "a" as body "a" and constraint "a", respec¬

tively.
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The complete directed graph is represented by the connectivity matrix

[caa] with the following definition for the matrix elements:

*TY»

-1 if arrow a is pointing away from body a

1 if arrow a is pointing towards body a (3.2)

0 else

Example 3.2

The connectivity matrix representing the directed graph (cf. Figi

3.2) in Example 3.1 is:

rure

[caJ =

-1 1-10

0-1 0-1
(3 3)

In addition, the following definitions are introduced for later use:

c+
= -c (c + 1)*-aa 2 aa *• aa

'
'

*-"aa ~~

2 aa V^oca ~~ *) »

(3.4)

both integers, c„a and coa, being equal to one if body "a" represents the end

or the beginning of constraint "a", respectively, and zero otherwise.

3.2 Hinge Definition

In the previous section, the interconnection structure of arbitrary, multi-

body systems was defined by directed graphs and the corresponding

connectivity matrix [caJ . Next, the coupling caused by the connections

has to be specified. We adopt the term hinge from [Witten77], standing for

this coupling between two bodies. Such a hinge possesses geometrical and

physical properties. The geometrical properties define the possible relative

motion between the two connected bodies, whereas the physical properties
determine the forces and torques that can be transmitted by the hinge. Both
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properties depend on the rigid displacement relating the position spaces of

the two connected bodies.

Assume that the hinge with index "a" is composed of na massless links,

each one again represented by a rigid displacement {S'ajl s'aj}. The

resultant rigid displacement {S'a I s'a} is defined as

{S'a I S'a} = {S'anals'ana}...{S'a2ls'a2} { S'al I S'al } . (3.5)

It can be computed recursively from by (2.87), (2.88), and (2.89). The same

is true for the resultant rotational and translational velocities 6'a and s'a as

well as for their first time derivatives (cf. (2.92), (2.97), and (2.98)). What

remains to be done now is to specify the geometrical and the physical prop¬

erties of the separate links of such a hinge.

The geometrical properties of a link consisting of nraj rotational and nttJ

translational degrees of freedom are fully determined by

S'aj = fl'aj + Jb'aj = d'aj + i^b'ajjj'a.,^, (3.6)
k=0

% %

S'aj = XSajk = XS'aJkSaJk' (3.7)
k=0 k=0

and the boundary constraints of the components b'aJk and s'aJk.

Remark 3.2:

The index "j" denotes a link of a hinge, while "k" specifies its degrees

of freedom. Thus,

je [l,nj (3.8)

and
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[l.nj for S'a,,
ke (3.9)

I tl.n^] for s'aj.

The components fc'aj0 and s\Jo are constant and represent the hinge

parameters. S'aj either represents a fixed rotational joint (nIBJ = 0), a pin

joint (nra] = 1), or a ball joint (nraj = 3). A Cardanjoint, for example, with

two rotational degrees of freedom is specified by two consecutive pin joints.

s'aj, on the other hand, characterizes the translational joints.

Example 3.3

The rigid displacement specifying a translational joint with one degree

of freedom in direction s'aj, is defined as

{S'al I S'al} = {lls'al0 +S'al, S'al,}. (3.10)

Example 3.4

The rigid displacement describing a ball joint is described as

{S'ails'ai} = {a'.i +i(fc'.i1e1+6\.i2e2 + &,ai3e3) I 0} . (3.11)

Example 3.5

The jth link of hinge "a", composed of a pin joint and two translational

joints (cf. Figure 3.3), is represented by the following rigid displace¬

ment:

{S'ajls'aj} = {a'aj+fe'ajB'ajl S'aj0 + s'.j,S,aj1+5,,aj2S'aj2}. (3.12)

Example 3.6

Specification of the hinges of the system depicted in Figure 3.1 (cf.

Figure 3.2): The first hinge, between body 1 and the unprimed refer¬

ence frame, possesses two rotational degrees of freedom. It is charac¬

terized by the following three rigid displacements:
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S aj.

S aj,

e'"+i3\ e-

e'aj+l,

aj+1,

S aj
eaj.

e aj2

{S aj I S aj /

Figure 3.3 Rotational and Translational Joints

{S'nl s'n} = {1 l-i/ues},

{S'nl s'12} = {a'i2 + ib'nxti I 0},

{S'i31 s'n} = {a'n + ifc'i31e31 0} .

(3.13)

Hinge 2, between bodies 2 and 1 and having one rotational degree of

freedom, is defined by the following two rigid displacements:

{S'2ils'2i} = {II -Z2ie3},

{S'22ls'22} = {a'22+ ifc'221e,l-Zi2e3} .

(3.14)

The hinges 3 and 4, relating bodies 1 and 2 to the unprimed reference

frame, are both described by two rigid displacements possessing three

rotational and three translational degrees of freedom each. Addition¬

ally, the plane represents a boundary constraint. Thus, both hinges have

to be defined by a rigid displacement and a boundary constraint:

{S'sils'3!} = {1 ljZi2e3},

{S'321 s'32} = {a'32 + j(/7'32ie, + Z5'322e2 + fc'323e3) I
...

j'32^! + 5r322e2 + S'323e3 },

(3.15)
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and

{S'4il s'4i} = {1 |i/22e3},
{S'42 I S'42} = {a'42 + i/j'42|e1+/7'422e2 + fe'423e3 I

... (3.16)

s'42^1 + s'#22e2 + ^'423e3 }.

Additionally, hinges 2 and 3 both possess one boundary constraint with

s'a23>-/o ae {3,4}. (3.17)

The rotational velocity vector 0'aj of spinor S'a, and the translational

velocity s'aj can be expressed in component form (cf. (2.81) and (3.6)) as

follows:

9 aj
— —2iS aj S aj — 2 (fl aj b aj

— a aj b aj + b aj X b aj)

= 2 [-a'ajb'aj +X^'aJk (fl'ajb'ajk + b'aj xb'ajk)
k=l

(3.18)

and

S aj
= XS aJk

= X^^k^^k- (3-19)
k=l k=l

Finally, 6'aj and s'aj are given as

9'aj = 2-j- (a'ajb'aj — a'ajb'aj + b'aj X b'aj)
at

— 2 (fl'ajb'aj + fl'ajb'aj — a'ajb'aj — a'ajb'aj

b'aj X b'aj + b'aj X b'aj )

and

(3.20)

= 2 -a'ajb'aj +X^'a)k (a'ajb'ajk + b'aj xb'aJk)
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S'a, = Xs'aJk = X*\s'ajk. (3.21)
k=l k=l

Example 3.7

Evaluation of the rotational velocity vector 0'aj for the pin joint speci¬

fied by the rigid displacement

{S'ajls'aj} = {a'aj+ifc'aj j b'aj, 10}. (3.22)

From (3.18) and (2.63) we obtain

i

8'aj = 2a'aj (-fc'ajb'a,) + X&'aJk (a'aj b'aj
k
+ b'aj X fc'ajj

k=l

= 2(-a\b\ii + a'aj/j'aj1)b'aj, (3.23)

= 2(- (-sinj(p'aj)^'ajsin^(p'a,+ cos^(p'ajCosi<p'aj(^q)'ai))b'aj1

= (p'ajbaj .

Example 3.8

Evaluation of the rotational velocity vector 0'aj for the ball joint speci¬

fied by the rigid displacement

3

{S'ajls'a,} = {a'aj+iX^'ajketl 0}. (3.24)
k=l

Thus, (3.18) becomes

9'aj = 2 (—a'ajfoaj, +a'ajfc'aj, — /?aj3&'aj2 + feajjfo'ajj) Cj +

2 (—a'aj/?aj2+fcajj/j'aj, + a'aj/j'aj2 — foajjfo'ajj) ^ + (3.25)

2 (—a'ajfoaj3 — fcajjfc'aj, + feaj1fc'aj2 + a'aj£>'aj3) 63.

Hitherto we have only defined the geometrical properties of an arbitrary

link with the corresponding rigid displacement specifying the direction and

type (rotational, translational or both) of its degrees of freedom. Next, we
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determine the resulting physical properties, i.e., the forces and torques trans¬

mitted by the links. They are denoted by /'aJk and t'ajk. We differentiate

between active and passive forces and torques. The active link forces and

torques are those which are used to control the system, i.e., the actuator

forces and torques. They are denoted with up, index "p" specifying the

actuator. All other forces and torques, as for example, friction forces and

torques, forces and torques caused by spring damping elements, etc., are

referred to as passive linkforces and torques. They are designated as /'pa]k

and x'pajk, respectively. For the torque and the force t'ajk,/'aik, transmitted

by link "aj" in directions ba,k and §ajk, respectively, we write

T'ajk = J,blnufUp+l'?*lk
p=l

(3.26)

and

Ak = X^2unpMP +/'PaJk. (3.27)

with

biu.
Up

• 6a,
k

0

if the torque up acts on joint bajk

else
(3.28)

u • §ajk if the force up acts on joint §a,k

0 else
(3.29)

a 1 na j-1

ir = ir(a,j,k) = X Xn-i+ Xnraj+k ke t1'11^]
a'=i J-.1 y-i

(330)
a-1 na j 1

i, = it(a,j,k) = X Xnta, + Xneaj+k ke [l.ntaj]
a'=l j=l ,=1
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Remark 3.3:

Ideal rotational or translational joints which are not actuated are char¬

acterized by x'ajk = Oor/'ajk = 0, respectively.

3.3 Constraints

So far, we have only specified the geometrical and physical properties of

arbitrary hinges. Next we define their consequences, i.e., the resulting

constraint equations. Assume that the position and orientation of each body

reference frame {e'ak} are given by the rigid displacement {Ra I Xa}

relating { e'ak} to the primed reference frame { ek} .
These rigid displace¬

ments describe the configuration of every body and, therefore, of the

complete system without taking the connections into account.

An arbitrary hinge "a" between bodies "p" and "a" (cf. Figure 3.4)

causes the following constraints

{Ra\ Xa} {S'al Sa} = {/?M XP}

{S'aflcc I ^oS'a + Xa} = {Rfi I Xf} (3.31)

{Sal Sa} = {fl|S I Xp}.

Figure 3.4
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This is the basic relation for the derivation of the motional constraints

and the force and torque constraints.

Remark 3.4:

{'Sa I 'sa} (cf. (2.87) and (2.88)) is the rigid displacement specifying

the link frame {e'aik} with respect to the base frame {ek}, whereas

{'S'a I 's'a} does so with respect to the body frame {e'ak} .
To apply

(2.87), (2.88), (2.92), and (2.98) on {'Sa I 's«} we must always keep

in mind that {Sa I Sa} is now composed of na + 1 rigid displacements

and that

S ana+l = Ra — Oa + iba,
(3-32)

S ana+l — Aa.

3.3.1 Positional Constraints

With equations (3.31), (3.32), (3.5), (2.87), and (2.88) we can write the

positional constraints

>»+1 n.

Sa = 'Sa = J] S'» = (l\S\)Ra = Rt (3-33>
J=l J=l

and

na+l n4

Sa = 'Sa = X ^aS'a, = X J+5aS'a, + Xa = Xp. (3.34)
j=l j=l

Equations (3.33) and (3.34) are both nonlinear. Thus, they can in general be

solved iteratively only. For that purpose it is a prerequisite to know their

linear approximation. The first order Taylor expansion of Sa (t + At) and

Sa (t + At), where t is an arbitrary scalar variable, is defined as

Sa(r + Af) = Sa(r)+ASa(f) = S.(0+Af&(f) (3.35)
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and

Sa(f + Af) =Sa(f)+ASa(f) = Sa (t) + AfSa (0 (3.36)

The linearized form of the constraint equations (3.33) and (3.34) can then be

written as

Sa + ASa-/?p-Ai?p = 0 (3.37)

and

Sa+ASa-Xf>-AXp = 0.

ASa and Asa are given as (cf. (2.91), (2.92), (3.18))

n,+l

ASa = At Sa = \ 'SaiAl X J+^a0'aj
J=l

= j'&iAr^^'j.e',+<Da)

= ^SaiX(J+15aA(p'aj+Ada)

(3.38)

(3.39)

and

ASa = Af'sa = At\ X ( *S»B\ X ('sa -JS.)) + X *&8\
J=2 J=l

= Ai XJ+!5a0'aj X ('sa-JSa) + (Oo X ('sa-Xa) +

Vj=2

/1 oaS a, + Xa

= X^aAtp'a, X (!Sa-JSa) + Ada X (lSa-Xa) +

]=2

J+l,
X J>aAs'aj + AXa,
1=1

(3.40)
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with

nraj f Acp'aj^aj, forpinjoints

)+15aA(p'aj = XA(P'aJkJ+1^D,i>Jk =j 3 (3-41)
k=1 [ XA(PaJke'aJk f°r ball joints

4-1
'

J+5aAs'aj = X^'^k' ^aS'ajk = X^'^k^Jk" (3-42)

Substituting ASa and Asa by (3.39) and (3.40) in (3.37), (3.38) and using

(3.2) we get the following linear approximations for the constraint equa¬

tions:

°. "m,
^

N

''SaXXA(P'aJk'>aJk+'X (Caa Sa-Caa7?a)Af}a +

J"1tI a=1

n
(3.43)

2X(C«a&-Caa*a) =0,

and

n. >-, n, n,„

XXA(P'ajk6ajk X (Sa-JSa) + X XAs\§ajk +

j=2k=l , = lk=l

N
(3.44)

X(c„aAr>aX (Sa-Xa) + CaaAXa + Cai Sa- CaaXa) = 0.

a=l

Remark 3.5:

Care has to be taken in the update step of a spinor, i.e., evaluating the

new spinor R (t + At) from R (t) and At} (t) if we use the first order

approximation

R(t + At) = R(t) +AtR(t) = R(t) (1 + 'iAr>(0) (3.45)
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to do so. This is due to the fact that the new spinor R (t + At) is no

longer unitary because

\R(t + At) I2 = (R(t + At) f (R(t + At))

= (1 + ^(0)^(0^(0 0 + ^(0)

= (l-^iAtXO) (1 + ^'At>(0)

= 1 + 1 Ar>2(0 •

Therefore, it additionally has to be "normalized", i.e., we have to write

R(t) (l + iiA«(0)

R(t + At) =
2-

^- . (3.47)

(l + ^'Ad2(0)

The boundary constraints are specified with the following supplementary

positional constraints:

A(p'ajk = 0 if 9'ajk <<p'mi„ajkOr <p'ajk>(p'maxa,k, (3.48)

As'ajk = 0 if S'aj,. <5'minajk Or i'ajk ^S'maxaj,.. (3.49)

Of course, they are only valid if the upper or lower boundaries of the corre¬

sponding variables are reached.

3.3.2 Velocity Constraints

Evaluating the first time derivative of (3.31) we can write

{Sal Sa} = {/JHI Xp},
(3.50)

{^SaiOa I Sa} = { ^jRp iCOp I Xp} .

Equations (3.31), (3.32), and (3.50) are only satisfied for
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9a = '0a = X'+^6'aJ =XJ+5a9'aj +COa = ^ (151>
J=l j=l

and

na+l
>+lc a< „

/•'«. J„ \ \ , V J+Ic
Sa = Sa = X ( Szd'v X ( Sa ~JSa)) + X «SaS'aj

J=2 j=l

= X J+^»6'aJ X ('Sa -JSa) +00aX (*Sa - Xa) +

J=2

na

/ t

3a S aj + Aa

= Xp,

(3.52)

with

(
nra,

^

f O'aj^a,, for pin joints
5a0'aj = X^'ajk ^aDaJk =

} 3 (3.53)
k=l X 0'aj

k
e'aj k

for ball joints

J>aS aj
— 2^S ajk J>a S aj k

— ^SajkSajk. (3.54)
k=l k=l

Thus, additionally incorporating the connectivity coefficients we write for

the velocity constraints:

". % N

XX9'a'kbaJk + XC<*a COa = 0 (3.55)
j=l k=l a=l

and
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XX0'aJkDaJkX (Sa-JSa) + XXS'ajk§aJk +

j=2 k=l j=l k=l

N

X ( cl„(£)a X (Sa - Xa) + CaaXa) = 0.

(3.56)

Furthermore, the boundary constraints yield

0'ajk = 0 if Cp'ajk < (p'mmajk OT q>'ajk > <p'mMa,k , (3.57)

i'ajj. = 0 if S'ajk < S'minajk Or s'ajk > s'maxaj,.. (3.58)

3.3.3 Acceleration Constraints

For the determination of the acceleration constraints we make use of

(2.97), (2.98), substituting 'R and 'a by JSa and JSa, respectively (cf. (3.32),

(3.33), and (3.34)). We get the following expressions for 0a and s'a:

0a = 0a = X J+15a0'a, + 'ga = X^iaO'a, + COa + 'ga
j=l J=l

(.J-J?)

= cop

and

na+l na+l

Sa = Sa = X
'

Sa&v X ( Sa -JSa) + X
'

SaS\j + ha

J=2 j=l

n

= X^aO'a, X ('Sa-JSa) + COa X (^a-Xa) + (3.60)

J=2

na

X 5aS'aj+Xa+ ha = Xp

with
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+1
nr.j

+| ^

6'aj
j baj, for pin joints

J>a0'aj = X9aJkJ ^aD'ajk = i 3 (3.61)
k=i [ X8'aJke'aJk for ball joints

k=l

j+ir •_•, v4--, j+i

LSajk
=1 k=l

J)aS aj
— 2_,S ajk ,5aSajk — X1* ajk"ajk' (3.62)

whereas the definitions for ga and ha can be found in (2.97). The acceler¬

ation constraints in dependence of the connectivity coefficients are then:

"' "">
-

N

XX^kkaJk + X^aCOa+'ga = 0 (3.63)
j=l k=l a=l

and

n. n„, n. n„

XX^'aJkbaJk X (Sa-JSa) +XX'S''aJk§aJk +
j=2 k=l j=t k=l

N

X (Caa COa X (Sa - Xa) + CaaXa) - 'ha = 0.

(3.64)

Finally, the boundary constraints are given by

0'a,k = 0 if P'ajk < P'mmajk Or P'ajk > p'maxajk, (3.65)

S ajk
— 0 if S ajk S 5 nunajk Or S ajk ic S maxajk. (3.00)

3.3.4 Force and Torque Constraints

A hinge "a" does not only specify the admissible relative movements of

two bodies "a" and "P", but also the forces and torques they exert on each

other. From now on, they will be designated as interaction variables,
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symbolized by Ta, fa. Let us assume that hinge "a" is defined from body

"p" to body "a".

Remark 3.6:

The cut between bodies "P" and "a" is performed at the origin of the

body frame {e'pk}, and the hinge moments and forces Ta, fa are

defined as the torque and force, respectively, exerted by body "a" on

body "P".

Two sets of forces and torques acting on the same body induce the same

motion if their resultant forces and torques are equivalent (Newton-Euler

laws, (3.86), (3.87), (3.88), and (3.89)). This knowledge is utilized to estab¬

lish the force and torque constraints. The resultant forces and torques of

Xi, fi and \2, f2, both acting on the same body at positions n and r2, respec¬

tively, are specified by (3.88) and (3.89). To be equivalent their resultant

moments and forces T, F have to be identical. Hence,

T = xi + n x fi = \2 + r2 x f2 (3.67)

and

F = fi = f2. (3.68)

Thus, the moments and forces Xi and fi are equivalent to X2 and f2 if

xi = X2+ (r2-n) xf2 (3.69)

and

fi = f2. (3.70)

Therefore, the relation between the joint moments and forces x'ajk,/'aJk and

hinge torques and forces Xa, fa can now be established as

X'ajk = Xaj -ba,k = (Xa + ('sa-'Sa) X fa) -feajk, (3.71)
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/ajk — faj •

Sajk — fa Sajk. (3.72)

In final form, also making use of (3.26), (3.27) and the relation proved in

Example 2.3., we can, therefore, write for the force and torque constraints:

nu

Xa • bajk +fa • (6ajk X (*Sa-JSa)) ~ X^lu.rpMP _ X'PaJk = ^'• (3-73)

fa-SaJk-X^»,,p"p-/'PaJk = 0. (3.74)
p=l

3.4 Dynamics

A body consists of many particles. If the relative position of these parti¬

cles is fixed we refer to such a body as a rigid body. Hereafter, we shall only

be concerned with the dynamics of rigid bodies.

An arbitrary rigid body "a" (cf. Figure 3.5) is characterized by its object

and state variables. The object variables determine the intrinsic, structural

properties of the body. These are mass ma, inertia tensor %, position of the

center of mass in the body frame, and size or shape of the body. The body

mass and the inertia tensor of body 2?a are defined by the following inte¬

grals:

ma = \dm (3.75)

and

%a = frara a &dm = f (ra a-rara -a) dm. (3.76)
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CM: Center of Mass

Figure 3.5 Rigid Body

The inertia tensor is linear and symmetric. It has three orthonormal principal

vectors e'ak (k=l,2,3) satisfying the equation

?ae'ak = 7ake'ak (3.77)

for the principal values /ak (k=l,2,3). The principal vectors specify direc¬

tions in a fixed relation to the rigid body "a".

Remark 3.7:

To obtain the simplest expressions for the dynamical equations, we

assume that the body reference frame e'at (k=l,2,3) always has its

origin at the center of mass of body "a" pointing in the directions of

the three principal axes of the inertia tensor.

Equation (3.76) can be written in terms of 7a as

%a = X-7ae\ (e'°k" a) = X/ake'ake'ak " a • (3.78)
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In case of axially symmetric bodies the numerical effort to evaluate %a

can further be reduced. Assume that /a, is the principal moment of inertia in

the direction of the symmetry axis e'a,. The principal moment for all direc¬

tions perpendicular to e'a, is 7a2. Depending on the symmetry axis e'a, the

expression jaa can be written as

J/aa = >e'aie'a,a = ^ae'a, (e'a, • a + e'a, a a). (3.79)

The term e'a, (e'a, a a) represents the projection of a onto the plane

orthogonal to e'a, (Example 2.1). Hence,

Jfae'a, (e'a, a a) = 7a2e'a, (e'a, a a). (3.80)

With (3.77), (3.80), and the relation established in Example 2.4 equation

(3.79) can therefore be transformed into the following simplified form for

axially symmetric bodies:

j?aa = 7o, e'a, e'a, • a + 7a2e'a,e'a, a a

= 7a. e'a. e'a. • a + 7a, (e'a, • (e'a, a a) + e'a, a (e'a, a a))
(3.81)

= 7a, e'a, e'a, • a + 7a2 (a - e'a, • a e'a,)

= 7a2a + (7a, - 7a2) e'a, e'a, • a.

The state variables specify the translational and rotational motion of the

body relative to the inertial frame {ek} .
The translational motion of body

"a" is given by the position Xa of the center of mass and its velocity Xa.

On the other hand, the rotational motion is defined by the unitary spinor 7?a

describing the attitude of the body and by the rotational velocity COa. These

variables completely characterize the motion of every particle of the rigid

body if we know its relative position r'a in the body fixed, primed reference

frame {e'ak} (cf. Figure 3.5):

Xa = Xa + %r'a = Xa + Ta
, (3.82)

Xa = Xa + !^ar'a + i^ar'a = Xa + COa X Ta . (3.83)
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The dynamical equations describing the changes of the momentum P

and the angular momentum 1 in dependence of the forces and torques acting
on a body are now rather simple to establish. For a body "a", momentum P

and angular momentum I are defined as

Pa = maXa (3.84)

and

la = j/aCOa. (3.85)

The Newton and Euler laws state that the first time derivative of the

momentum and the angular momentum of a body "a" are equivalent to the

resultant torque Fa and force Fa acting on this body. Thus

JftxCOa + COa X J/aCOa = Ta (3.86)

and

maXa = Fa, (3.87)

where the resultant torque and force acting on body "a" are specified as

r« = XT-+Xr<"xfa (3-88>
a a

and

Fa = £f.+R«. (3.89)
a

Fga stands for the gravitational force acting on body "a". All interaction

variables are related to a hinge, and vector raa defines the point of applica¬

tion of hinge force fa on body "a" (relative to the body frame {e'ak}).
Thus, the resulting forces and torques acting on body "a" can be given as

Ta = -X (caaXa + Caa (Sa - Xa) X fa) (3.90)
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and

Fa = -Xcaafa+FEa (3 91)
a I

Hence, the dynamical constraints can now be expressed in their final form

as

n

j7aC0a + C0aX J7a00a+X(caa't;a +C*a (Sa -Xa) Xfa) =0 (3 92)
a=l

and

n

maXa + X^aaf- ~ Fga = 0
. (3 93)

a=l

The constraint equations (3 43), (3 44), (3 48), (3 49), (3 55), (3 56),

(3 57), (3 58), (3 63), (3 64), (3 65), (3 66), (3 71), (3 74), (3 92), and (3 93)

will be the basis for the modeling and control of robot manipulators to be

described in Chapter 5



Chapter 4

Control Concepts

A controller needs to make a fast and correct assessment of a situation

and take an appropriate decision. Appropriate means that it should take the

control system closer to the solution of the given problem. To do so the

controller is in need of some information. Precision and amount of the

required information are determined by the problem.

A problem consists of a result to be achieved and the corresponding

desired accuracy. The most effective action to be taken is always the action

that solves the given problem with as little effort as possible. In determining

what the least possible effort is, we need to distinguish between off-line

costs, e.g., for modeling, controller design, or evaluation of the demanded

trajectory, and on-line costs to evaluate the control signal based on the

actual sensor information.

In general, controllers relying more strongly on off-line computations

require simpler control laws. But such controllers can only be as good as the

assumptions upon which they rely. Usually they are not able to adapt to the

momentary situation or react to unforeseen events. If the demanded trajec¬

tory is completely specified, the robot system is deprived of the necessary

degrees of freedom to, say, avoid collisions with unexpected objects. Thus,

care has to be taken not to over-specify a control problem. The other

approach consists in referring more strongly to the given sensor information

having more flexible controllers as a consequence. Of course, this procedure
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results in higher on-line computational costs to process the sensor informa¬

tion in a sophisticated way.

To simplify the problem definition and thus the solution, it is useful to

divide the main problem into subproblems which are easier to formulate and

to solve. This may lead to a less than optimal solution of the overall

problem, since every subproblem is solved separately, without taking the

other subproblems into account. On the other hand, considerable time gains
in the solution of these simpler subproblems may be expected. Therefore, in

trying to find the best compromise, the inefficiency caused by inexact

problem solving must be carefully balanced against the inefficiency

produced by time losses due to the evaluation of more complex problems.

The decomposition of the main problem into subproblems which depend

on each other leads to a hierarchical structure of the controller. There are

two main advantages of such a controller structure. The first is its adapt¬

ability resulting in more cost effective controllers. The hierarchical structure

permits the addition of as many extra elements as desired, introducing other

subproblems to be solved. Thus, it is possible to increase the complexity of

the controller step by step until the overall problem can be resolved with the

desired accuracy and minimal effort. The second advantage is that this hier¬

archical structure clearly shows the interdependencies of the different

subproblems and designates those subproblems that can be evaluated in

parallel. The proposed hierarchical structure is introduced in Section 4.1.

A question of major importance is how such a general subproblem or

task can be defined in the most suitable and simple manner. The answer is

that this can be achieved best by using a quadratic performance index; its

minimum defines the solution of the task. This approach allows the task to

be circumscribed by an arbitrary number of constraints to be kept and by
their relative importance or accuracy. It will be shown that this is a signifi¬

cant advantage, e.g., in connection with singularities, redundancies, or

unilateral constraints. This is explained in Section 4.2.
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Finally, Section 4.3 introduces an efficient way to evaluate the minimum

of such a performance index. For this purpose, a numerically very robust

algorithm, the so-called Dyadic Reduction, is used. Since it is capable of

finding a solution for determined as well as over- and underdetermined

problems, there is no need to further differentiate between these three cases.

Furthermore, this algorithm is very suitable for parallel execution, off-line

optimization, and sparse representation. The off-line optimization and the

sparse representation are described in Sections 4.3.3 and 4.3.4, respectively.

4.1 Structure

Many technical problems are too complicated to be solved directly. They

have to be decomposed into simpler subproblems with known interrelations.

This decomposition of the overall problem into subproblems which are

solved separately but depend on each other induces a hierarchical structure.

Various controllers with hierarchical structure have been introduced.

G. N. Saridis [Saridi83], [Saridi84], [Saridi85] describes such controllers in

the context of hierarchical intelligent control. The proposed controller

consists of three basic levels. All levels are measured by their entropies and

their entropy rates. Entropy is defined as a measure of the uncertainty of

information transmission [Shanno48]. The control problem is reformulated

as finding a control sequence such that the total entropy is minimized. J. S.

Albus et al. [Albus81], [AlMLBa85] suggest a hierarchical controller with a

tree structure consisting of an arbitrary number of levels. The goals and

plans of every level are always passed on to the next lower level where they

are again decomposed into subgoals and subtasks. The decisions at each

level are based on the sensor data processed, information about the state of

the lower hierarchical levels, and some local knowledge.

The proposed controller uses elements of both approaches. It is a discrete

element possessing a rather general structure as depicted in Figure 4.1. A

control cycle operates as follows: at the sampling time tk, the actual sensor
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Sensor Control

Information Instructions

Controller

Internal

Feedback

Information

Command

Information

Processing

Coordination

Execution

Figure 4.1 Controller Structure

information and the control instructions are sent to the controller, while the

output signals for the actuators, denoted with Command in Figure 4.1, are

emitted. For the evaluation of the next command there exist three informa¬

tion sources designated with Sensor Information, Control Instructions, and

Feedback Information. The sensor information includes all measurements

of the control system, i.e., all "external" feedback information, whereas the

control instructions represent the feedforward information. In addition,

there is an internal feedback path containing data such as the momentarily

valid command and its estimated consequences. Based on this information

the controller computes the command for the next sampling time rk+l. The

information flow in this evaluation process is strictly top down. It can be

decomposed into three major processing levels referred to as Information

Processing, Coordination, and Execution.
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The first level, Information Processing, is responsible for the extrapola¬

tion and the improvement of the estimates of the actual control system state,

utilizing the sensor and internal feedback information available. Thus, its

output Data represents the complete knowledge about the system state

accessible to the rest of the controller. The elements of the Coordination

level evaluate the currently most appropriate strategy, or the Demanded

Actions, based on the control instructions and the data vector from the infor¬

mation processing level. The Execution level, finally, tries to accomplish the

demanded actions by proper choice of the Command vector making use of

the data vector. Moreover, this level evaluates an estimate of the expected

consequences of this command vector.

In the simplest case, when complete and sufficiently accurate sensor

information and all necessary feedforward information are available, the

hierarchic levels of information processing and coordination can be

dispensed with. If, however, the errors in the feedback information exceed

certain tolerance limits, or if there is a need for the extrapolation of some

system states, these errors have to be reduced by the module information

processing. The coordination level has to be introduced whenever the

control instructions do not describe the task sufficiently or if they are inac¬

curate.

As illustrated in Figure 4.1, all three levels are composed of an arbitrary

number of nodes symbolizing the subproblems or tasks. It is assumed that

their interdependencies are constant and, therefore, that the hierarchical

structure is rigid.

As a next step, an efficient way needs to be found to define the input/

output behavior of such a node or, in other words, to characterize the task of

a single node.
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4.2 Task Definition

Every node (cf. Figure 4.2) in the hierarchical structure performs a

mapping from the input vector y onto the output vector y. From now on,

this mapping will also be referred to as node task or simply task. Of course,

there are numerous ways to specify such an input/output mapping. In the

course of this section the different possibilities for the task specification are

reviewed. It is our aim to develop a method to define the relation between

the node input and output in a general, simple, and efficient way.

y

Figure 4.2 Node

A task is specified by the internal knowledge or world model relating

input and output data in some way, e.g., goals to be attained, constraints to

be kept, or rules to be followed. Based on this knowledge and the actual

input y the output y is evaluated. This mapping is not necessarily one-to-

one, i.e., more than one input vector y resulting in the same output vector y

and vice versa is possible. This is the case, for example, if the internal

knowledge does not suffice to determine an unequivocal output. On the

other hand it is conceivable that the world model is contradictory. Thus, it is

very important to find a way for the task definition guaranteeing the input/

output mapping in any case.

The evaluation of the output is subdivided into two steps. In the first step

the internal variables z are determined based on the internal knowledge and

the input information. The second step is only responsible for the mapping
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of these internal variables onto the output vector, thus selecting the internal

variables of interest or performing additional simple transformations.

4.2.1 Explicit Task Definition

In the simplest case the internal knowledge is expressed in explicit form,

i.e., the internal variables are given explicitly in terms of the input vector.

Thus we can write

z = f(y)

y = g (z) •

(4.1)

Example 4.1

Formulation of the forward kinematical problem for the cart pole

system depicted in Figures 5.1 and 5.2. In this case internal knowledge
T

about the relation between input information y = [(p'223 .s'n, 6'223]
and output information \/ = [Jfo, X22] is represented by the explicit

equations

Z =
X2,

&2.
= f(y) =

1 -/COSCp'22j
0 -/sincp'223

S 11,

0'22 (4.2)

y = z-

4.2.2 Implicit Task Definition

Quite often it is much more straightforward to specify the internal

knowledge in linear, implicit form

A(y)Z + b(y) =0

Y = 9 (Z)
(4.3)
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where A is an (m x n) matrix. Thus, the internal knowledge is represented

with m linear, implicit equations in n variables.

Example 4.2

Formulation of the inverse kinematical problem for the system

depicted in Figure 5.1, i.e., evaluation of y = [s'u, 8'223] in depen¬

dence of y = [cp!223 X2, X22] .
The relation between y and y can be

given as

A(y)z + b(y) =

y = z.

l -/coscp'22

0 -Zsincp'22

s 11,

e'22

-Xi

-X.2 (4.4)

Example 4.3

The goal consists of moving mass 2 of the plant depicted in Figure 5.1

on a circle with radius r and arbitrary velocity. This can be expressed

rather simply by the restriction

X2?+X2^ = r. (4.5)

This nonlinear constraint can be approximated by the following linear,

implicit equation

2[X2, X22] AX2,
AX2,

+ X2'+X22-r2 = 0. (4.6)

Of course, (4.3) can be transformed into the explicit task formulation, if

the matrix A is invertible. Thus, we can write

z = f(y) =-A" (y)b(y). (4.7)

This is the case if A is non-singular. For sincp'223 = 0, for example, this is

not true in (4.4). In this singular position the problem is either overdeter-

mined (X22*0) or underdetermined (X22 - 0). In the first case, it is no
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longer possible to find a solution for the equations, whereas in the second

case, there exist an infinite number of such solutions. In contrast to this,

equation (4.6) from Example 4.3 is always underdetermined for

AX2,,AX22.

Solutions have to be found now which represent an acceptable compro¬

mise in the overdetermined case and in a sophisticated manner take advan¬

tage of the extra degrees of freedom in the underdetermined case.

One way to solve the linear, implicit equation (4.3) in the general case

(i.e., for m * n) is through the use of the generalized inverse [BenGre80].

This approach is based upon the work done by E. H. Moore ([Moore20],

[Moore35]) and independently by R. Penrose ([Penros55], [Penros56]).

That is why the generalized inverse is also referred to as Moore-Penrose-

Inverse. It uses a more general definition for the inverse A of a matrix A

postulating that the following equation must be fulfilled:

AA+A = A. (4.8)

For a square, non-singular matrix A, it is obvious that A = A
.
The

evaluation of the generalized inverse depends on the rank of the matrix to be

inverted. Usually this rank needs to be evaluated numerically. This is indeed

the weakest point of this method [Zielke83]. First, this results in additional

computational costs. Second, there may be severe numerical problems in

deciding upon the rank if the matrix is close to changing its rank. Further¬

more, supplementary transformations are necessary in cases where the

matrix to be inverted does not possess full column or row rank. That is why

this approach is mainly feasible for problems with constant and clearly

determined matrix rank.

Of course the examples given above are rather simple. But this type of

linear, implicit equations changing from overdetermined to underdeter¬

mined and vice versa is encountered quite frequently in robotics. It mainly

occurs in connection with redundancies, singularities, and unilateral
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constraints. Therefore, the pseudo-inverse approach is unsuitable for this

kind of problems.

4.2.3 Task Definition Using a Quadratic Performance Index

Another possibility for the representation of the internal knowledge is (he

use of a quadratic performance index transforming (4.4) into a minimization

problem. Instead of postulating z to be the exact solution of a linear

problem

A(y)z + b(y) = [A(y) b(y)] = B(y) = 0., (4.9)

Z is chosen such that a quadratic performance index / (Z, y) is minimized:

7(z,y) =5(A(y)z + b(y))TD(y)(A(y)z + b(y))

= 5[zTi]BT(y)D(y)B(y)
(4.10)

D stands for a diagonal, positive-definite (m x m )-weighting matrix

D(y) = D(y)T>0, (4.11)

i.e., a matrix with positive diagonal elements. The matrix B (y) contains

the complete internal knowledge of the task, every row of B (y) standing

for a rule, a constraint, or a goal. However, besides through the imphcit
world representation in (4.3), the importance or reliability of such a rule can

also be specified with the corresponding element in the diagonal matrix

D (y). Thus it is a simple step to introduce redundant rules into the world
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model, governing their domain of influence with the corresponding
elements of the weighting matrix D (y). This can be done rather smoothly
as the weighting factors are updated for every control cycle. It was found

that this redundant world modeling improves the robustness of the model.

Besides, it allows to further decompose the internal knowledge into locally

valid, simpler models.

Example 4.4

Solution of the linear problem from Example 4.2:

1 -/coscp'223
0 -Zsincp'223

S 11,

G'22.

-Xi

-Xi
&i^] (4.12)

For a constant value of cp'223 this problem can be visualized by the

substitute mechanical system depicted in Figure 4.3 possessing two

translational joints in directions 2, and i2, z, and z2 now representing

positional values instead of velocities.

The problem consists of finding the values for z, and z2 such that the

tip P of the vector z,£, + z2z2 + b points to the origin of the inertial

frame. This is equivalent to the request to minimize the potential

energy of the two springs shown in Figure 4.3. The second formulation

corresponds to the task definition using a performance index, the

performance index representing the potential energy and the spring
constants standing for the weighting factors. Obviously, both problem
formulations lead to the same result.

Remark 4.1:

From now on it is assumed without explicitly writing it anymore that

A, B, b, and D depend on the input data y.

Since J (z, y) is a positive, quadratic function in z, it possesses one

extremum only. This global minimum is defined by
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A- /(z,y) =oT
oZ

(413)

IzJ(z,Y)=^[ii]btdb
= [zTl][Ab]TDA=zTATDA + bTDA = 0T,

(4.14)

leading to the solution

Z = -(ADA) ADb. (4.15)

*- z.

Figure 4.3 Arbitrary Position

Of course, this only holds if the matnx A possesses full column rank.

Otherwise matrix A DA is not invertible Thus, we still have to evaluate the
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rank of A to decide whether a solution to the problem exists Furthermore,

in accordance with assumption (4 11) a constraint may not be deactivated in

that the corresponding weighting factor is set to zero

To avoid this we add n additional explicit equations embodied in the

matnx Bo This leads to an expansion of the matrices B and D which are

now of dimension (m + n) x (n + 1) and (m + n) x (m + n), respec¬

tively They have the following structures

B
E-Zd

A b
(4 16)

and

D =

Do 0

0 Di
(4 17)

where E stands for the unit matnx and zd represents the demanded values

for Z Thus we get the following extended performance index

J(z,y_) =^[zTi]Q (4 18)

with

Q = BTDB [e-z;
T

Do 0~ [E-Z,,]
A b, 0 Di A b

(4 19)

Do = Do >0, and

Di = DiT>0
(4 20)

With this reformulation the problem can no longer become underdeter¬

mined The internal knowledge is composed of an explicit and an implicit

part Even in the worst case, where Di = 0, i e
,
when the implicit world
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model is absolutely unreliable, the solution is still given as z = Zd On the

other hand, choosing the elements of D1 large enough in relation to the

elements of Do, the constraint equations can always be satisfied with the

desired accuracy.

Example 4.5

Expanded B matrix for Example 4.3:

B E-Z.
A b

1

0

0

1

0
[axJ

0 z =

AX?

,
+ X22 - r\

(4.21)

If Do = E, z is chosen in the direction of the closest point on the

circle, as it is postulated to minimize the length of z and to satisfy the

equation specifying the circle at the same time.

Example 4.6

Expanded B matrix for Example 4.2. As mentioned earlier, difficulties

may arise close to singularities or in singularities. Figure 4.4 depicts

such a situation (cp'223 = n):

Figure 4.4 Close to Singular Position
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It is evident that the values of z, and z2 approach infinity if the two

vectors z, and z2 become parallel. Using the following performance

index

B =

1 0 0

0 1 0

E-Zd
=

1 0 —Znun,

A bj 1 -Zcoscp'223 -X2,

0 -/sintp'223 -X22

z =

s 11,

e'22.
(4.22)

this can be avoided. The extended performance index defines the

potential energy of the system in Figure 4.5, the additional constraints

being represented by supplementary springs. Of course, equation

(4.12) can no longer be satisfied completely since the problem is over-

determined now. Hence, the solution can be regarded as the best

compromise to the extended problem only. On the other hand, the solu¬

tion is now numerically very robust and well-defined, even in the

singular position. Notice that one of the springs defines a unilateral

constraint being active for z, less than zmm, only. Thus, this is a

straightforward approach to model time and state dependent

constraints as well.

- 4,

Figure 4.5 Close to Singular Position with Additional Constraints
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The minimum, defined by (4.13), now has to satisfy the following equation

3Z J^=fzWi
E-Z,
A b

Do 0

0 Di

E-Z,
A b

E-zd
A b

Do 0

0 Di

= zT(Do + ATDtA) + (-z;Do + bTDiA) = 0T

or, in explicit notation,

Z= (Do + ATD.A) '(DoZd-ATDib).

(4.24)

(4.25)

If the matrix Do is positive-definite, matrix Do + A D i A will always be

positive-definite as well. Thus, it is always possible to invert this matrix.

This can be done either analytically or numerically. Experience shows that it

is only feasible to work analytically for n < 4. For those cases in which

n > 4 it is recommended to find the solution to (4.24) numerically.

The approach presented above allows the solution of arbitrary linear,

implicit problems with the same algorithm using an extended quadratic

performance index. It is no longer necessary to find out whether the implicit

problem is determined, overdetermined or underdetermined. Thus, costly

numerical evaluations of the rank of the matrix A can be avoided. The

explicit equations improve the robustness of the algorithm as they roughly

outline where the solution should be located. They thus prevent the solution

from grossly deviating from Zd which might happen close to singular posi¬

tions. An example for the control of a walking robot using such an extended

performance index for the task definition can be found in [BusGee91].

A final problem using this approach is the numerically efficient evalua-
T

—'

tion of the matrix (Do + A D i A) .
This is especially true in conjunction

with large, sparse A matrices. Therefore, the next section presents an algo¬

rithm particularly adapted to problems with such matrices.
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4.3 Dyadic Reduction

This section introduces a numeric algorithm well-suited for finding the

minimum of an extended quadratic performance index of type (4.18). It was

found in [Peterk86], where it is introduced as Dyadic Reduction. In contrast

to the former approach (cf. (4.18)), the matrix Do ought to be positive semi-

definite only, i.e,

Do = DoT>0 (4.26)

or, in other words, this algorithm is also capable of finding a solution for

underdetermined problems. With (4.26) it is theoretically possible to

completely deactivate the explicit equations in the performance index and

still guarantee that the algorithm finds a solution. However, this has to be

done with great care in order to avoid misfits of the solution close to or in

singularities.

While the algorithm is numerically very robust, it also is very suitable for

large linear and sparse problems. This is due to the fact that it can be opti¬

mized off-line by using the position of the non-zero elements of matrix B as

the only information. This is explained in Section 4.3.3. After this optimiza¬

tion the complete algorithm can be specified in sparse representation, i.e., it

is possible to avoid mathematical operations with zero elements and to store

only the matrix elements used in the evaluation of the solution. This is

described in Section 4.3.4.

4.3.1 Basic Idea

It is assumed that matrices B and D forming matrix Q (cf. (4.18) and

(4.19)) can be transformed in the following manner
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BTDB

T
n
T

r
_.

Bo Do 0 Bo E-Zd Do 0 E-Zd

Bl 0 Di Bi. A b 0 Di A b

U -zd

T

Do 0 u -Zd" Bo

1

Do 0 Bo

0 b 0 Di 0 b B, 0 Di Bi

(4.27)

§TDB.

U is a n x n monic, upper triangular matrix. Monic means that all diagonal

elements equal one. Thus, the performance index can now be written as

,7<Z,y)=i[z*1]BTDBZ=I[/1]B,DBJZ

.]
u -ll

T

Do 0 u -l] z

0 bj 0 Di 0 b 1
zTl|

= l((Uz-zd)TDo(Uz-zd)+bTD,b).

(4.28)

Therefore, the minimum as well as the corresponding solution vector Z are

defined by the two equations

rain J{z, y) = Ub D»b) (4.29)

and

Uz-Zd = 0. (4.30)

Equation (4.30) always possesses a solution. This solution is easily found by

backward substitution, thus eliminating the need for a matrix inversion.
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4.3.2 Algorithm

What needs to be found now is the transformation specified by (4.27).

The arbitrary matrices Q and B can be written in component form as

B = [bv] =

bu bn . &ln+l "rf"

Pm °S2 • ^Nn+1 Pi

(4.31)

and

BTDB=[b,...bN]
dx

...d.

= rfib,h, +... + ^NbNbN

(4.32)

= I^tf = IQ. = Z[«'»]=Q-

The proposed numerical algorithm proceeds as follows: It selects two

__
T T

matrices QP and Qr. The vectors bP and br, also referred to as p and r

rows of matrix B, have to be chosen such that they possess their first non¬

zero element in the same column. Additionally it is postulated that this

element equals one for the bP vector, i.e.,

K = K

K = i,

K *o.

o, for j = 1, ...,p-l

(4.33)

The aim is to find a transformation modifying the vectors bP and br in

such a way that the matrix sum QP + Qr remains unchanged and that the

first non-zero element of row r vanishes. The matrix sum QP + Qr has to

remain unchanged so that matrix Q and, therefore, the performance index

are not changed. Mathematically this can be expressed as
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[qp,kl + [?rjk] = [<7Pjk] + [q,lk]

= <fpbpb;+jrbrb: = dpb£+~drbrb< (4-34)

= L^Ak] + IX^M = K&PJ &pk 1 + K^riJ

with

0 for j = 1, ...,p- 1,

(4.35)

K = K

bpp = 1,

K = 0.

From (4.27) and (4.33) we can see that pe [l,n] and that

re [n+1, n+m] .
A reduction step with rows p and r will be symbolized

with (p, r), the first index always designating the p row and the second

one the r row. The transformation, preserving (4.34) and (4.35) at the same

time, is defined as

dv =df + d!b]p,

d.

K =

if dv > e>
(4.36)

else,

if dv > e,

else,

~bn = bq - b^ for j = p+1, ..., n+1, (4.37)

ba = b^+kj)^ forj = p+1, ...,n+l. (4.38)

The scalar e has to be chosen in accordance with the accuracy of the

computing device. The derivation of these equations can be found in

Appendix E.
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Remark 4.2:

Notice that the reduction step can be skipped if the element b^ to be

reduced turns out to be zero as this converts (4.36), (4.37), and (4.38)

into dp = dp, dT = dt, kt = 0, b^ = b^, and bpl = bn, and thus has

no effect on the transformation.

Remark 4.3:

If ba = 0, equation (4.37) does not have to be evaluated as we have

bn = bn in this case. The same is true for equation (4.38) if b$ - 0.

It is evident that this algorithm is very suitable for parallel execution as it

allows the simultaneous processing of all admissible pairs [<7pjk], [<7rjk]
simultaneously, i.e., of all pairs meeting condition (4.35). In a simpler form,

a reduction step can be described as follows: The first non-zero element of

the rows p and r must be in the same column. This element needs to be

unity for the p row. Therefore, a non-zero element in column j of the p

row, i.e., bPj *0, paired with a zero element b^ = 0 in the r row always

results in a new non-zero element in the r row and vice versa. Zeroes in

both rows cause zero elements in these rows again. The same is true for

non-zero elements. Thus, the structure of the B matrix, i.e., the position of

all non-zero elements of this matrix, after one reduction step, can be deter¬

mined without the exact numerical value of the matrix elements being

known. The only information necessary is whether or not an element equals

zero. Therefore, the complete transformation depends only on the structure

of the B matrix and the step sequence. This allows us to optimize the

complete transformation off-line. This is a major advantage over transfor¬

mations that depend on the numerical values of the matrix elements.

4.3.3 Off-Line Optimization

Symbolically the reduction step (p, r) can be described as follows, x

designating an arbitrary non-zero element.
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prow [oOlxxOO] (p,r) [OOlxxOx]
»»

r row [0 0 x 0 x 0 x] [o 0 0 x x 0 x]
(4.39)

It is obvious that such a transformation allows the conversion described

in (4.27) from an arbitrary B matrix into B zeroing the non-zero elements

of the matrix A to be achieved step by step.

Example 4.7

Transformation of matrix B from Example 4.5 is achieved in two

steps. Note that by supposition (4.33) we need to start with p = 1.

100

010

(1,3) 1 X X

010

Ox x

(2,3) 1 X x

Olx

OOx

(4.40)

Example 4.8

The transformation of the subsequent B matrix (Example 4.6 without

unilateral constraint) can be performed in two transformation steps

with two processors instead of three transformation steps with one

processor.

(4.41)

(4.42)

It follows from Remarks 4.2 and 4.3 that the numerical costs can be

reduced considerably if we know the structure of the matrix B, i.e., the posi-
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tion of the zero and non-zero elements. Assume that this structure is speci¬

fied for B = [bv] by

1 if b„*0

0 else

i e [l,n + m]

je [l,n + l]

(4.43)

The structure of matrix B after the reduction step, i.e., B, can then be

given by

v = v +Av
ij >i ij

i e [l,n + m]

je [l,n + l]
(4.44)

Av =

(1-v )v
v ij' rj

(1-V )V
v ij' PI

1 = p

i = r

(4.45)

Additionally we introduce the following definitions:

n+1

v = y v,

j=p+i

n+1

v = y v .

1 ^W IJ

pp+1

(4.46)

The total numerical costs for the reduction step (p, r) can now be given as

(cf. (4.36), (4.37), (4.38), (4.43), (4.43), and (4.46)):

Additions Subtractions Multiplications Divisions

1+V
r vp 3 + v +v 2

Table 4.1 Numerical Costs for one Reduction Step
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Remark 4.4:

If the structure of B is unknown we have to calculate (4.37) and (4.38)

for every column, i.e., instead of vr and v times, these equations both

have to be evaluated n - p times.

Example 4.9

Comparison of two different step sequences for the dyadic reduction of

the same matrix using one and two processors.

100

010

XXX

x Ox

(1,4)

lOx

010

XXX

OOx

(1,3)

1 X X

0 lx

Ox X

OOx

(2,3)

1 X X

Olx

OOx

OOx

(4.47)

100

0 10

X x x

x Ox

(1,3)

1 X X

0 10

Ox X

x Ox
72T3T

1 X X

0 lx

OOx

Ox X

(2,4)

1 X X

0 lx

OOx

OOx

(4.48)

The numerical costs for the step sequences (4.47) and (4.48) are given

in Table 4.2 (cf. Table 4.1). The third step sequence represents the

"longer" path if (4.47) is evaluated by two processors, i.e., if steps

(1,4) and (2,3) are carried out simultaneously. Obviously, the

overall computational costs to carry out the desired transformation

strongly depend on the step sequence. For step sequence (4.47) we

only have about half of the computational costs of step sequence

(4.47). Thus, it is worth investing in a proper selection of this step

sequence.

To define the optimal step sequence, i.e., the step sequence resulting in

minimal computational costs, a straightforward approach is again to use a

performance index. The optimization of the complete step sequence for

matrices exceeding a certain size is too expensive. Therefore, a performance
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Step Sequence + -
* /

(1,4), (1,3), (2,3) 6 1 13 6

(1,3), (2,3), (1,4), (2,4) 10 3 21 8

(1,3), (1,4), (2,4) 8 3 17 6

Table 4.2 Numerical Costs

index defining the momentarily optimal selection for the p and r rows will

be formulated.

The issue now is to select the p and r rows for the next reduction step

such that the supplementary numerical costs to be expected are kept as low

as possible. The additional costs depend on the new non-zero elements Av_
in row i and column j, caused by the reduction step (p, r). The new non¬

zero elements in rows p and r are defined by (4.45). However, the new non¬

zero elements in the p row, Av ,
will additionally yield non-zero elements

in the other rows to be reduced by this p row. Of course, a non-zero element

Av will only result in a new non-zero element in row i and column j if

this row possesses a non-zero element in column p and a zero element in

column j. Henceforth, we can write for Av, with index je [p + l,n + l]

r (i-v )v
v

pr q

Av = •
(1-v )v
v l' PJ

l (1-v )v v (1-v )

l = p

i = r

i *r and

i e [n+l,n+m]

(4.49)

Remark 4.5:

For i * r and i * p Avt is only an estimate of the supplementary non¬

zero elements from reduction steps (p, i) to follow the actual step

(p,r) as it is evaluated from the actual values for v .

Next, we have to quantify the numerical costs resulting from these addi¬

tional non-zero elements. The non-zero elements Av cause additional
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numerical costs in the reduction step (p, r), directly, as well as in the

ensuing reduction steps (p, i), with i e [n + 1, n + m], except for i = r.

Additional costs yet follow from the supplementary reduction steps

reducing the new non-zero elements vi for ie [n + l,n + m] and

je [p + l,n + l].

We start with the extra costs from Avt in the reduction step (p, r).

These are

n+1

X (2Avq + Avp]) = 2Avr + Avp, (4.50)
j=p+i

with

n+1

Av, = IAV (4-51)
J=p+1

Avr is multiplied by 2 as it leads to supplementary evaluations in (4.37) and

(4.38), while Av causes additional computations in (4.38) only.

The extra numerical costs from Av in reduction step (p, i) are

n+1

X(v Av +Av ) = v Av +Av i*r. (4.52)
ip pj y ip p j

j=p+i

Av will result in an additional evaluation of (4.37) in column j of row i if

this row is reduced by row p, i.e., if Vi = 1. The evaluations of equation

(4.38) can be judged as extra costs only if they have to be performed for

new non-zero elements, i.e., for Av = 1.
ij

Finally, we have to estimate the extra numerical costs from Avy for the

rest of the transformation. This is achieved with the following expression:

n+1 k-1 n n+1

I I v„Avft + S (5 + I (vy + Av„)) Av& (4.53)
k=p+lj=p+l k=p+l j=k+l
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The first term in (4.53) represents the supplementary numerical costs from

Av, for the reduction of the non-zero elements V from columns p + 1 to
ik ij

r

k - 1, while the second term stands for the costs to reduce element Av

itself, i.e., for the evaluation of (4.36) and (4.38) of the reduction step

(i, k) .
The index k in the second term runs from p + 1 to n only, as a non¬

zero element in the last column of matrix B does not have to be reduced.

The first part of the second term characterizes the costs to evaluate (4.36),

which are about five times higher than the costs for one evaluation of (4.37)

or (4.38). The second part of the second term gives an estimate of the

numerical costs in the evaluation of (4.38). Equation (4.53) can then be

simplified to the following expression (cf. Appendix E5):

Av - 1 + Av
,

viAvi+(Av,-Avin+1) (5 + —!

^
~>• <4-54)

Hence, adding up the extra costs defined in (4.50), (4.52), and (4.54) (cf.

Appendix E6), the following performance index gives a rough estimate for

the total extra costs to be expected from reduction step (p, r) to the end of

the transformation:

/(p,r) =Avr+ X (vipAvp+(l+vi)Avi) +

i=n+l

n Av - 1+Av,,.
Z (Av,-Av,n+,)(5+ - ""')

(4.55)

i=n+l

It therefore, should be minimized for every transformation step. Using

this performance index the whole transformation can be optimized off-line

based on the knowledge about the structure of the B matrix only. Examples

for the preservation of numerical costs using this performance index to opti¬

mize the step sequence are given in Chapter 6.

Example 4.10

Evaluation of the performance indices for the two possibilities in the

first reduction step of Example 4.9. The structure of matrix B is speci¬

fied by (cf. (4.43) and (4.46))
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Kj]

100

010

111

100

and [v] = (4.56)

The resulting values for Av,, Av,, and the corresponding performance

indices (cf. (4.49), (4.51), and (4.55)) for both cases are given in the

table below:

Reduction Step i*V [Av,] J(r,p)

(1,3)

0 1 1

000

000

pi i

2

0

0

2

12

(1,4)

bod

000

000

000

b

0

0

0

0

Table 4.3 Performance Indices

Clearly, step (1,4) is by far the better choice.

4.3.4 Sparse Representation

After determining the step sequence, the dyadic reduction is completely

fixed, i.e., the structure of the B matrix after every single modification step

is known. Hence it is possible to avoid calculations on zero elements in both

the dyadic reduction and the backward recursion and to specify the

complete transformation with index arrays. These index arrays and the

matrix B can be stored in sparse representation to avoid the storing of zero
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elements. For the sparse representation we apply a sparse row-wise format

(cf. [Pissan84]) as the dyadic reduction and backward recursion both

operate on rows.

An arbitrary matrix

A =

au ... aln

... a„ ...

ml a„

(4.57)

can be given in sparse representation by the vectors A
,

J a and J a .
Vector

A contains all non-zero elements of A in row-wise order

A* = [..aXi...a2}..], (4.58)

while the vectors J a and Ja hold the row and column information needed to

reconstruct matrix A from A
.
The row pointer vector J a = [Ia,] specifies

the last elements of every row in A
, i.e., index Ja, + 1 points to the first

element of row i. Thus, the j th non-zero element of row i is placed at posi¬

tion k = i a
,
+ j in vector A and the number of non-zero elements of row i

can be given as ia1+, - Ja, .
The column indices belonging to the elements of

A are given by the vector Ja = [JaJ ,
where JAk represents the column

index of the k th element of vector A •

Example 4.11

Sparse representation of the following matrix:

0 a,2 0 0

0 0 0 0

a31 0 a33 aMj

(4.59)
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The corresponding vectors A
,

J a and Ja are

A = [a,2 a3, a33 a34] ,

Ia -[Oil 4]T, and (4.60)

Ja = [2 1 3 4] •

The main problem in the sparse representation of the matrix B is that the

structure of this matrix changes with every reduction step. Therefore, the

vector

B Bo

B.*
(4.61)

must contain all elements being non-zero for at least one transformation

step.

Dyadic Reduction

After the optimization of the dyadic reduction, the step sequence and the

structure of the matrix B are known for every step. Now the issue is to

represent this information in sparse form. Thus, a way has to be found to

express both the B matrix and the algorithm in sparse notation.

First, the following index vectors are defined: JP = [iPl] and

Jr = [ir,] are the arrays specifying the p and r rows of the reduction step

i, while the elements of vector .U = [irp,] point to the elements b^, i.e.,

the elements to be reduced in the reduction steps. Thus, instead of the

indices p, r, and rp we have iPl, ir,, and irp,. The first part of the transfor¬

mation (4.36) is thus determined.
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Second, the rest of the dyadic reduction, i.e., (4.37) and (4.38), has to be

specified. This is achieved with the supplementary vectors Jd
,
J Dp, Jr*, and

Jdh .
Assume that the non-zero elements in the p and r rows are ordered in

groups of consecutive non-zero elements for the evaluation of (4.37) and

(4.38). The elements of the index vectors are now defined as follows:

Element iD2l., + 1 designates the elements in J Dp, Jdt and Jdh character¬

izing the first group of non-zero elements for transformation (4.37) of step

i, while Jd2i + 1 does the same for transformation (4.38). The number of

groups for both transformations is given by io2l - iD2l., and 1d2,+1 - jd2i,

respectively. For instance the j'f/i group of non-zero elements for transfor¬

mation (4.37) is defined by the elements Jdp,, Jdtj and jrtaj with

j = iD2l., + j'. Finally, the elements Jddj + 1 and jr*, + 1 point to the first

element of such a group in the p and r row, while j Dnj specifies the number

of non-zero elements of this group.

Thus the dyadic reduction is completely defined by B and the index

vectors JP, h, Jrp, Jd, J Dp, Jr*, and Jon. The transformation rules are still

given by (4.36), (4.37), and (4.38) except for the indices. For step i the

indices r, p and rp are replaced by

r -Mr,,

P ->ip„ (4.62)

rp -» jrp,,

in (4.36), (4.37) and (4.38), while rj and pj are substituted by

PJ —> JDp, +k 1 j = Jd,,., ...,
jd, - 1

J L (4.63)

rj -»JDrj+k J k = 1, ....JDnj

in (4.37) and by
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pj-MDPj+k j =iD2i,..., io2,+1-1
I (4.64)

rj ->JDrj +k J k = 1, ...Jdhj

in (4.38).

Example 4.12

Dyadic reduction step in sparse notation. Assume that we have the

following p and r rows in matrix B for step 3 (i.e. i = 3), with

p = 2 and r = 20.

row 2 [0 1 0 x x x 0 x 0 x] (2, 20) [oiOxxxxxOx]
r i r i

(4-65)
row 20 [0 x 0 x 0 0 x x 0 xj [0 0 0 x x x x x 0 xj

The sparse representation of matrix B after the second transformation

step could look as follows:

..
\5

B = [..., 1, 0, X, X, X, 0, X, X, ...

30 (4.66)

..., X, 0, X, 0, 0, X, X, X, ... ] ,

with

Jp = [xx2...],

Jr = [xx20...], and (4.67)

Jrp = [xx30 ..]•

The arrows symbolize pointers, i.e.^element 1 of the p row (p = 20)

is located in position 5 of vector B •
Notice that B may still contain

zero elements if they are becoming non-zero in a later step (e.g., the

elements of the third column in rows 2 and 20). If not they are no

longer included (e.g., the elements of the 9th column in rows 2 and 20).
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For the evaluation of the new elements in the r row (cf. (4.37)), the

non-zero elements can be ordered into two groups of three and two

elements, respectively. The appertaining index vectors could look like

this

T

Jd = [x xxx 9 11 ...],

Jdp = [...6 10...], (468)
\9

Jor = [...3135..], and

Jd» = [../3 2...].

The new B vector has the following structure after the transformation

(4.37):

B = [..., 1, 0, X, X, X, 0, X, x, ...

30
(4.69)

..., X, 0, X, X, X, X, X, X, ... ] ,

For the calculation of the p row elements (cf. (4.38)) all non-zero

elements of row r can be combined into one group. Thus, the index

vectors are extended by one element only.

Jd =[xxxx911 12...],
\9

Jdp = [...6 10 6..]T,
(47Q

\9
Jor = [...3135 31 ...], and

Jon = [...3 2 6..].
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Backward Substitution

To following hnear equations (cf. (4.30)) can be solved for z quite easily

by backward substitution:

Uz-zd u -zj = Bo = 0. (4.71)

Matrix Bo stands for the upper part of the matrix B after completion of the

dyadic reduction (cf. (4.27)). In sparse notation Bo is represented by Bo

and the pointer vectors J bo and J bo .

Bo - [... bh ... -zdx ... by ... -zd, ... -zdn\ i<j. (4.72)

Remark 4.6:

The diagonal elements of U need not be stored as their value always

equals one. Additionally we can see from (4.71) that Bo always

possesses non-zero elements in the last column. Therefore, these

elements do not have to be referenced in the vector J bo either.

Example 4.13

Sparse representation of the following problem for backward substitu¬

tion:

Bo

1 Ol2 0 <*14 -Zdx

z 0 1 fl23 fl24 -Zd2

1 0 0 10 -Zd}

0 0 0 1 -Zd4

= 0. (4.73)

In sparse representation (4.73) is defined as
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Bo = [a12 a14 -zd, a23 a24 -z<*2 —z^3 -z^J ,

Ibo =[0 2 444]\ and (4.74)

Jbo =[2434]-

With this information, the backward recursion is completely specified. If

n b is the number of non-zero elements of Bo the solution of (4.71) can be

computed with the following simple Fortran program:

k = n_B

DO 10, i = n,l,-l

dummy = - B_sparse(k)

k = k-1

DO 20, j = I_B(i+l), I_B(i)+l,-l

dummy = dummy - B_sparse(k)*z(J_B(j))

k =k - 1

20 CONTINUE

z(i) = dummy

10 CONTINUE
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Chapter 5

The Controller

This chapter elaborates on a controller which is specialized in the control

of robotic systems. The control concepts of Chapter 4 are applied to the

arbitrary, rigid multi-body systems treated in Chapter 3. The constraint

equations from Chapter 3 are valid for any type of robot systems, i.e., they
are applicable to rigid multi-body systems with open and closed kinematic

chains, redundancies, joint friction, boundary constraints, and changing
structures. For computation they only have to be rewritten in matrix nota¬

tion. Yet, the controller additionally depends on system properties, such as

available sensor equipment, control objectives, etc. Thus, to be more

specific, the controller presented in this chapter is developed for a rather

simple mechanical system. However, as Chapter 6 describes, with only
minimal changes this type of controller is suitable for much more complex

systems as well.

The chapter is organized as follows: Section 5.1 briefly describes the

cart-pole system to be controlled, its sensor equipment, and the goals to be

reached. The information processing level is characterized in Section 5.2,

whereas the levels coordination and execution are explained in Sections 5.3

and 5.4, respectively. Finally, Section 5.5 outlines the development of the

controller through use of the symbol manipulation language Maple (cf.

[ChGeGo88]). Some simulations of the control of this system are presented
in Chapter 6.
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5.1 Plant

The plant is composed of a pole (body 2) hinged to a cart (body 1) which

is driven by a horizontal force u (cf. Figure 5.1). The task is to balance the

pole moving its tip into the demanded position for an arbitrary initial posi¬

tion and velocity of both bodies. The sensor information consists of the

horizontal position of the cart, s'uv the orientation of the pole, (p'223 (cf.

Figure 5.2), and the corresponding first time derivatives i'n, and 8'223. In

addition, there is a boundary constraint for the horizontal movement of the

cart (cf. Figure 5.2).

/
Demanded Position for the Tip of the Pole

Figure 5.1 Plant

This is a problem frequently posed to students of control engineering as

the nonlinear dynamics of the plant are rather easy to model. The typical

approach to solve this problem is to linearize the model for the position and

velocity demanded and to design a linear controller. The disadvantage of

such a controller is that its performance will dramatically decrease if the
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system deviates too far from the demanded values. It can be shown that it is

not possible to stabilize this system with one linear, time-invariant

controller. This can best be seen from Figure 5.2. Consider the pole in the

two positions depicted, one in the upper and one in the lower half plane,

with zero angular velocity. For both cases we have the same sign in the

angular position error (p'22r However, to decrease the positional error we

have to push in the first case and to pull in the second case. This is not

possible for a Unear time-invariant controller.

The controller developed below, however, is capable of stabilizing this

system in the complete state space.

Figure 5.2 Boundary Constraint
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5.2 Information Processing

The information processing level (cf. Figure 4.1) is responsible for the

best possible update of the internal data to be used by the coordination and

execution levels. These data consist of all parameters, state variables, inter¬

action variables, and other intermediate variables. They are related to the

sensor data, on the one hand, and depend on each other due to constraint

equations, on the other hand. Therefore, the internal data first have to be

corrected to improve the consistency of the complete data set (internal and

sensor data). This update is subdivided into three steps:

• Improvement of the consistency of the internal data and the latest

sensor information

• Extrapolation of the system state at the next sampling time

• Improvement of this estimated system state using the kinematic

constraints

The first step, the improvement of the internal data based on the sensor

information, strongly depends on the kind of sensor data. Therefore, it

cannot be described too specifically for general systems. The mechanism is

the following: The point of departure consists of the sensor data and the esti¬

mates for these sensor data, or variables related to these data, from the

internal data set. This sensor information and these estimates result in a set

of linear, explicit equations for the corrected values of the internal data. The

interrelations can be defined by an additional set of linear, implicit equa¬

tions. Finally, the precision or reliability of the different equations is charac¬

terized by the corresponding weighting factors. The set of all equations and

weighting factors form a performance index, which is minimized numeri¬

cally.

Example 5.1

Improvement of the internal variable q> of the system depicted in

Figure 5.3: (p stands for an estimate of the angle (p. Assume that we
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only have a sensor measuring the torque ts caused by a rotational

spring between the rod and the horizontal. The characteristics of this

spring are modeled by Ts = ctp. The improvement step is now speci¬

fied by the following B matrix:

B =
1-cp

C-Ts

(5.1)

for the unknown Z = up] •
The weighting factors determine the reli¬

ability of the variables (p and Ts, respectively. Thus, if the torque

measurement is much more precise than the estimation of the angle,

the weight has to be chosen larger for the second row of B than for the

first. In case of a second sensor measuring the angle directly as tps, the

B matrix is simply extended, yielding

B =

1-tp
C -Ts

1 -tps

(5.2)

and the dimension of the weighting matrix D increases by one.

Figure 5.3

The second step, i.e., the extrapolation of the system state at time t + At,

is rather simple, if we assume that the first time derivative of the system

state is constant for the next time interval At. Of course, this assumption is
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only valid if At is chosen small enough. Additionally, Remark 3.5

concerning the update of unitary spinors has to be taken into account.

Example 5.2

Extrapolation of the hinge position s'ajk:

s\h (t + At) = .?'aJk (t) + At s\>v (t). (5.3)

If we do not have an estimate for s'aJk (t), it will typically be chosen to

be s'a,k (t) = 0.

In the third step, the estimates of the system state at time t + At are

matched with the kinematical constraints. Therefore, the intermediate vari¬

ables JSa, JSa, J0a, 'fla, Jha, and the directions of the rotational and transla¬

tional hinge coordinates 6ajk, SaJk at time t + At need to be evaluated first.

This can be done recursively, to be numerically more efficient. In matrix

notation we write for these quantities (cf. (3.31), (3.32), (3.33), (3.34),

(3.51), (3.34), (2.90), (2.92), (2.64)):

[ R« j = n. + l,

'S.=
r - i

(5-4)

I LS'aj S'a] J+1Sa je [l,nj,

, f X« j = na + l,
JSa = (5.5)

[J+1Sa+J+1S.§',j je [l,nj,

COa j = na + l,

.,+1fia+J+'S.fi'«j je [l,nj,

(5.6)
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0 j = n, + l,

'ga+i+1e.X,+'Sae'aj je [l,nj.

j9°=
i- ,Hfl^.o- - » ^

^

jha =

0 j = n. + l.

ha+i+1gaXJ+'SaS'aj+ (5-8)

0a X ( 0a X OaS aj + 2 Oa§ aj)

6ajk = JSab'aJk, (5.9)

and

|ajk = JSaS'aJk. (5.10)

Remark 5.1:

Althouj

computed only once.

Although the term
'+

SaS'ai appears in more than one equation, it is

The conversion of the constraint equations from Chapter 3 into matrix

notation is somewhat more complex. It is described fully in Appendix F.

For the positional constraints (3.43) and (3.44) we obtain (cf. Appendices

F1,F2, andF3)

JisA(p' + CisTA£ + b.Pos = 0, (5.11)

j2A(p' + J3As' + C2TAd + C3TAX + b2pos = 0. (5.12)

The elements of the matrices C, J., and the vectors bipos can be expressed

in terms of Sa, Sa, bajk, SaJk, and the connectivity coefficients. The corre¬

sponding performance index is defined by the following matrices B, and D,

and the vector z,
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BP

Dp

T
_

Zpos —

E 0

Apos Dpo:

Dopos 0

0 Dipos

(5.13)

A#AXTA(p,TAs,T]>

with

Apos —

Cis 0 Jis 0

C2 Ci J2 J3
(5.14)

and

[b 1 pos b2pos (5.15)

Dopos is the weight matrix for the explicit equations, while matrix Dipos

belongs to the implicit constraints. The elements of Dopos specify the preci¬

sion of the positional estimates, while Dipos characterizes the "elasticity" of

the constraints. Thus, the corresponding weight in Dpos must be chosen

larger if a position estimate is more accurate or if a constraint is more rigid.

Example 5.3

Consider the boundary constraint for the cart in the horizontal direction

(cf. Figure 5.2). The constraint equation is simply Ax = 0, if x > Xmax.

The characteristics of a constraint are specified by the weighting factor.

Figure 5.4 shows some examples for the modeling of boundary

constraints. The weighting factors are depicted for an absolutely rigid

or "ideal" behavior and for linear and nonlinear elastic characteristics

of the constraint in the interval [jCboundary,xmax] . Evidently, the

weighting factors allow to specify non-ideal constraints in a rather

simple manner. This improves the model quality, on the one hand, and
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increases its numerical robustness, on the other hand, since the changes

in the system structure do not have to be defined so sharply.

Weighting Factors

Ideal

Nonlinear

^boundary

Figure 5.4 Weighting Factors

Xroax

Remark 5.2:

Because unilateral constraints can produce forces or torques in one

direction only, the corresponding weighting factors typically depend

on the constraint forces and torques as well.

For the update of the velocity variables we can proceed in the same

manner. The velocity constraints (3.55) and (3.56) are written as

JiO' + Ci 0) = 0 (5.16)

and

j2e' + J3S' + C2Tro + C3T)< = 0 (5.17)

in matrix notation (cf. Appendices FI, F2, and F4). The corresponding

performance index is given by the following matrices and vectors:
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Bvel =

Dv

-»
T
_

E -Zdvel

Avel 0
j

Dovel 0

0 Dlvelj

©T xT e,T .T
s

(5.18)

with

Avel = [ CTJ
Cr 0 Ji 0

C2 C3 J2 J3

(5.19)

where Zdvel is the vector containing the estimates for Zv,

5.3 Coordination

The coordination level is responsible for the decision-making (cf. Figure

4.1). If the control instructions are precise enough, there is, of course, no

need for additional decision-making. However, such a complete specifica¬

tion of a task comprises the following disadvantages. First, it is rather

costly, in many cases even impossible, to determine these control instruc¬

tions. (Consider, for example, the pole balancing task described in

Section 5.1.) Therefore, in most cases, it is only feasible for repetitive tasks.

Second, the controller is deprived of the ability to react to unforeseen events

if the demanded trajectory is fully specified. Thus, it is best to specify only

as much as needed and leave the rest to the controller.

The coordination level evaluates the unknown "demanded values"

required to solve the given task and the corresponding weights. For robotic

systems the demanded values are either forces, torques, or accelerations.
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They represent the goals or the desired actions to be taken and may be

contradictory. The fine tuning is achieved with the weighting factors. They
are used to specify the relevance or importance of the different demands, on

the one hand, and they define the dependency of these demands on the

system state or upon time, on the other hand.

Remark 5.3:

Usually the goals and their corresponding weights are defined explic¬

itly. Thus, they can be evaluated directly without any necessity to mini¬

mize a performance index.

Example 5.4

To move the tip of the pole (cf. Figure 5.1) into the desired position, we

can demand the controller to act on the system in the same manner as

the force /d22 (cf. Figure 5.2), with

/d22 = pn (l-X22) +pi2 (0-X22) (5.20)

(/ being the length of the pole). Of course, we can also demand a

vertical acceleration if the execution level possesses a dynamical
model of the plant, i.e., the request could then be

Xd22 = />21 (/-X22) +/722(0-X22). (5.21)

The second request prescribes the desired motion more precisely.

However, a controller with (5.20) or (5.21) as sole demands is not able

to guide the system out of the state 92 3
= ±Jt and 0)23 = 0. It is

impossible to generate a vertical acceleration or force with the hori¬

zontal input force u under these conditions. The way out is to define

another request such as

0l)d23 = /?3l(p23+p32 (0-C023) . (5.22)

In this state the controller will then additionally try to produce a rota¬

tional acceleration which is in fact attainable.
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Example 5.5

The weighting factors can be utilized, for example, to avoid unneces¬

sarily high control forces and torques close to or in singular positions.

Assume that the pole (cf. Figures 5.1 and 5.2) is in the horizontal posi¬

tion. In this state it is impossible to generate either a vertical or a rota¬

tional acceleration with the horizontal force u. Close to this position

such an acceleration can theoretically be achieved, but only with very

large forces. This is avoided for C0d2, with the weighting factor

depicted in Figure 5.5.

Weighting Factor for c6d23

10"6

-n -n/2 0 n/2 n

Figure 5.5 Weighting Factor

5.4 Execution

The main task of this level consists in determining a control vector u

such that the desired goals, determined by the coordination level, are

attained (cf. Figure 4.1). This is achieved by using the estimates of the

actual state of the system from the information processing level. If the

dynamics are modeled, the accelerations and the constraint forces are

computed automatically. Additionally, the state of the unilateral constraints

may be determined based on the latest information of the hinge states and

the hinge forces and torques. The relationship between all these quantities
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and the control vector u is given by the dynamics, the acceleration

constraints, and the force and torque constraints.

From the dynamics (cf. (3.92) and (3.93)) the following constraint equa¬

tions result (cf. Appendices FI, F2, and F7):

MiC0 + CiT + C2f + bidy„ = 0, (5.23)

MmX + C3f + b2dy„ = 0. (5.24)

In matrix notation, the acceleration constraints (3.55) and (3.56) are written

as (cf. Appendices FI, F2, and F5)

J,9' + CiTa> + g = 0 (5.25)

and

J20' + J3S' + C2Tu) + C3TX + h = 0. (5.26)

Finally, the force and torque constraints (3.71) and (3.74) are given as

(cf. Appendices FI, F2, and F6)

JiTT + J2Tf-BiuU-T'p = 0, (5.27)

J3Tf-B2uU-f'p = 0. (5.28)

These constraints are all united in the matrix Adyn and the vector bddyn. The

performance index of this subtask is defined by the following matrices and

vectors:
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Bdyn =

E —Zddyn

Adyn Dddyn
>

Ddyn =
Dodyn 0

0 Dldyn
•

T

Zdyn — yT aT xT tt «T A,T ••,T

(5.29)

\dyn

0 M C 0^

0 CT 0 J =

Bu 0 JT 0

0 Mi 0 Ci C2 0 0

0 0 Mm 0 C3 0 0

0 CiT 0 0 0 Ji 0

0 C2TC3T 0 0 J2J3

-Bu 0

-B2u 0

0 JiT J2T 0 0

0 0 Ji 0 0

(5.30)

Ddyn - [bidyn
. T T

U2dyn g hT -T'pT-fp (5.31)

Remark 5.4:

This performance index specifies the dynamics of arbitrary robotic

systems. It can either be used to evaluate the inverse dynamics, i.e., the

control forces in relation to the actual state and the desired accelera¬

tions, or, for theforward dynamics, where the momentary accelerations

are computed from the control forces and torques [BalPat91]. The only

difference is that for the inverse dynamics the weighting factors in

Dodyn belonging to the control forces are chosen much smaller than

those belonging to the accelerations and vice-versa for the forward

dynamics. Thus, the accelerations are bound to their demanded values

in case of the inverse dynamical problem, whereas the values of the

control forces are prescribed in case of the forward dynamical

problem.
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A change in the system structure (i.e., a change in the number of degrees

of freedom) due to a singularity does not have to be treated specifically

since the dyadic reduction algorithm solves the minimization problem for

all cases (i.e., determined, overdetermined, or underdetermined). Thus, it is

not necessary to check for such singularities. Changes in the system struc¬

ture caused by unilateral constraints are simply defined by the weighting

factors in Ddyn.

Example 5.6

For the cart-pole system with a horizontal boundary constraint (cf.

Figures 5.1 and 5.2) there are the explicit boundary constraints x = 0

and the force constraint fc = 0. If the weighting factor corresponding

to the first equation is much larger than the one belonging to /c = 0 we

model the "active" constraint. On the other hand, the "free" system is

characterized by the first weighting factor being much smaller than the

second. This change from the free system to the constrained system

and vice-versa can be modeled smoothly. This increases the numerical

robustness of the model.

Another advantage of this kind of modeling a robotic system is that the

model can be enlarged in small steps, allowing to model the relevant effects

only, thereby, reducing the modeling effort to a minimum.

Example 5.7

Assume that we can enforce a certain movement on the cart in Figure

5.1 or maybe have a good guess about this movement, but we do not

know its consequences on the motion of the pole. In this case, we

simply specify the acceleration of the cart in the explicit part of the

performance index and neglect the dynamic equations of the cart.

Moreover, we can ignore the acceleration, the force and the torque
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constraints if we are not interested in the accelerations and the forces

and torques in the hinge between the inertial frame and the cart.

Example 5.8

If we consider the dynamics to be irrelevant, maybe due to small accel¬

erations or small masses, we can simply set the mass matrix to zero and

neglect the acceleration constraints. Of course, this can also be done

for individual parts of the system.

5.5 Computerized Controller Development

The methodology presented in Chapters 2, 3,4, and 5 is very suitable for

being automated. The procedure of the controller development is briefly

outlined in this section. The definition of such a controller takes place in

four steps. The first three steps are performed in Maple, an interpreter for

symbolic manipulations, while the last step consists in fine-tuning the

controller with simulations (cf. Figure 5.6).

In a first step, the mechanical system to be controlled is defined. Thus,

we have to specify:

• the object variables m«, and 7ak,

• the interconnection structure caa, and

• the hinge Specification: b'aj,., §'ajk, femaxa)k, ftmmajk, Smaxajk, Sminajk, T'ajk,

and/"ajk

This information is stored in a text file which, processed by a Maple

program, results in the matrices Bpos, Bvei, and Bdyn (cf. (5.13), (5.18), and

(5.29)) and the boundary constraints. These matrices fully characterize the

kinematical and dynamical properties of the system. In the second step, they

are modified and additional B matrices, specifying other tasks of the
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controller, are generated manually if necessary Third, the minimization

(1 e
,
the dyadic reduction) is optimized and represented in sparse form (cf

Section 4 3 3 and 4 3 4) for all performance criteria characterized by these

B matnces This is done by a second Maple program which additionally

produces the corresponding Fortran code, including the code for the

boundary constraints The controller is, thus, fully determined except for the

weights of the diagonal matnces and other parameters introduced to tune the

controller The determination and improvement of these parameters is then

achieved with simulations in the fourth and last step Chapter 6 will explain

this in more detail

Maple

Bpos, Dvel, Bdyn

Boundary Constraints
other B Matnces

L
Optimization

Sparse Representation7

Kinematical

and Dynamical
Data

Fortran

Code

(Tuning Simulations)

Figure 5 6 Controller Development
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Chapter 6

Simulation Results

This chapter describes the application of the proposed methodology on

two mechanical systems. The behavior of the controlled systems is illus¬

trated with simulations. The first benchmark treats the control of the cart-

pole system introduced in Chapter 5. This is explained in Section 6.1. A

much more difficult control problem is outlined in Section 6.2. The matter at

issue is the control of a human-like robot walking in the sagittal plane.

Finally, Section 6.3 discusses the numerical costs of the most expensive
subtasks in the computation of the control vectors for both benchmarks.

6.1 Cart-Pole System

6.1.1 Problem Statement

As outlined in Section 5.1, the plant is a cart-pole system (cf. Figure 5.1),

and the control task consists of balancing the pole moving its tip into the

demanded position for an arbitrary initial motion. As sensor information we

have the hinge coordinates (p'223, .s'ii, (cf. Figure 5.2) and their first time

derivatives. The cart is driven by a horizontal force u acting on the cart,

with the sampling rate of the controller fixed at 100 Hz.
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From the mechanical point of view, this is a rather simple system both to

understand and to model. In contrast, it is a rather difficult system to cope

with from the control point of view. This is due to the nonlinearities of Ihe

plant and the boundary constraints. Another difficulty arises from having
one actuator for two degrees of freedom. (Robot manipulators usually have

a separate drive in every joint.) The two degrees of freedom therefore

cannot be controlled independently, i.e., a complete compensation of the

nonlinear terms, as described in Section 1.1, is not possible.

We use the procedure proposed in Chapter 3 to describe the kinematics

and dynamics of the plant.

The first step is to identify the interconnection structure or the corre¬

sponding connectivity matrix [caa] (cf. Figure 6.1). There are two rigid
bodies (body 1: cart, body 2: pole) and two hinges.

[CaJ
-1 1

0-1

Figure 6.1 Interconnection Structure of Cart-Pole System

Next, we need to define the object variables of the two bodies. They are

given in Table 6.1. The principal moment of inertia of the cart does not have

to be taken into account as body 1 does not perform a rotation and the pole

is modeled as a point mass with the entire mass in its tip.
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a ma [kg] 7a3 [kg m2]

1 1 —

2 0.1 0

Table 6.1 Object Variables

Finally, the two hinges need to be characterized. They are described by
the following two rigid displacements

{S'i I s'i} = {1 Is'n.e,}, (6.1)

{5'2| s'2> = {a'22 + ifc'223e3l 0} {1 I le,}, (6.2)

the positional boundary constraint

j'n.e [-5,5], (6.3)

and the physical properties of the two joints

/'n, = «,, (6.4)

T'223 = 0. (6.5)

From (6.4) and (6.5) we see that the translational joint of the first hinge is

actuated and that the rotational joint of the second hinge is assumed to be

ideal.

With the connectivity matrix [caa], the object variables of Table 6.1,

and equations (6.1) to (6.5), the kinematics and dynamics of the system are

fully determined (cf. Section 5.5).
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6.1.2 Solution of the Control Task

The control task is decomposed into six subtasks. Three of these subtasks

are defined with a performance index whereas the other three are formulated

explicidy. The overall structure of the controller is depicted in Figure 6.2.

Sensor Information

Information

Processing

Coordination

Execution

Update
+ Extrapolation

Positional Constraints

Velocity Constraints

Demanded Accelerations

Dynamical Constraints

Boundary Test

I I Explicit Subtask Definition

O Implicit Subtask Definition

Figure 6.2 Controller Structure
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Information Processing Level

Starting with the information processing level, we have three subtasks.

The first subtask, Update and Extrapolation, calculates a first estimate for

the motion of the system at the next sampling time t + At utilizing the given

sensory information. This is done without taking the couplings between the

motion variables into account, i.e., each motion variable is updated and

extrapolated independently. The estimate x of an arbitrary motion variable

x at the next sampling time of this variable is computed by the following

equation

Jc(f + Af) = x(i) +px(x*(t) -x(t)) +At x(t), (6.6)

where x* stands for the measured value of x. The parameter px specifies the

precision of the measurement in relation to the precision of the estimated

value, px = 0 being chosen for an ideal estimate or, if there is no sensor

information, and px = 1 being selected when the measurement of a variable

is absolutely reliable with respect to its estimate.

The estimates of the motion variables at the next sampling time are

improved by the subtasks Positional Constraints and Velocity Constraints

performing a least square fit for the position and the velocity variables,

respectively, taking their interdependencies into account. The performance

indices defining these subtasks were introduced in (5.13) and (5.18). The

only parameters left to determine are the elements of die weight matrices.

The weights of the constraint equations, i.e., the elements of the diagonal

matrices Dipos and Divei are chosen to be one. With the remaining elements

of the weight matrices we can specify how "good" the estimates of the posi¬

tion and velocity variables, Zpos and Zvd, are (cf. (6.8) and (6.9)). We know

that the cart can only move in the horizontal direction, and we have the

sensor information for the hinge coordinates (p'223, s\\v plus their first time

derivatives. Therefore, the diagonal elements of Dopos and Dovei, united in

the two vectors dopos and dovei, are selected to be
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T T
|-

dopos = fjovel =

J 10 10 1 10"° 10 1 1l]. (6.7)

for

T

Zpos = [Ar>i3 Ar>23 AXi, AXi2 AX2, AX22 A(p'223 As'n,], (6.8)

Zvelvel = [u)l3 ©23X1, Xl2X2! Z22 0'223i'll1J- (6.9)

With these weights the kinematical constraints are fulfilled by adjusting the

variables R2, Xi,, X2,, X22, (023, Xi,, Xix, and X22 appropriately,

performing very small changes only for the rest of the variables. (The

update of the spinor R2 from At>23 is given by (3.47).)

Coordination Level

The only subtask of the coordination level is the determination of the

necessary changes in the motion of the system and of their importance based

on the updated and extrapolated information from the information

processing level. This is achieved with the following, explicit laws for the

demanded accelerations (cf. Figure 6.3):

e2
11

Xdli

////'

Figure 6.3 Demanded Accelerations
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Xdi, =pn(X2l-Xil) +pn(X2l-Xi1) + (l+puX22)Xi2l, (6.10)

c6d23 = p2i (0 - 2atan (b2/a2)) +/J22 (0 - u)23), (6.11)

Xd2, = pn (0-X2,) +p32(0-X2j), (6.12)

Xd22 = p*l(l-Xl2) +J942(0-X22). (6.13)

These are simple PD-type control laws in Cartesian space, except for the

term pnX21Xd21 in (6.10) introducing a coupling between the demanded

horizontal cart movement and the demanded horizontal pole movement. It

can be interpreted as follows: Assume that X2, -Xi, = 0, X2, -Xi, = 0,

X2j = 0, and that the demanded horizontal acceleration for the tip of the

pole, Xd2,, is positive (cf. positions A and B in Figure 6.4). If we choose

pn = -0.1, for example, we achieve that in situation A (X22 = 1) the cart

is decelerated first to produce the desired horizontal acceleration of the tip
of the pole. In situation B (X22 = -1), on the other hand, the same goal is

attained with an acceleration of the cart rather than a deceleration. The

values for the other parameters of (6.10), (6.11), (6.12), and (6.13) will be

given in Section 6.1.3.

A ° ^Xd2!

2

B O ^Xd2,

II

Figure 6.4
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The weighting factor for Xd21 is determined to be dx2t = 10"
.
The other

weighting factors are defined by the graphs in Figure 6.5. With these

weighting factors we mainly prescribe three things. First, the balancing of

the pole has higher priority than the position control of the cart close to the

demanded position (X^ = 0, <p'223 = 0, X2, = 0 X22 =1). Second, the

demanded accelerations (t)d23 and Xd22 have low priority if the pole is close

to the horizontal position (cp'223 = ± \ and X22 = 0). The reason for this is

that the control force to produce an arbitrarily small acceleration (6d23 or

Xd22 goes towards infinity when the rod comes close to the horizontal posi¬

tion (cf. Example 5.5). This is prevented by the proposed weighting factors.

Finally, the values of da>23 and dk22 are reduced to 10" in the lower vertical

position of the rod. This is to reduce the influence of the sign change of

Ci)d23 and to take into account that both demanded accelerations typically

reach their maximum value in that position.

Execution Level

The execution level is concerned with the calculation of the control force

vector u and with the estimates for the accelerations and the contact forces.

This is achieved by the subtask Dynamical Constraints. Additionally, the

subtask Boundary Test evaluates whether or not the positional boundary for

the hinge coordinate s'n, is active (expressed by ds' n,
= 1).

The performance index for the subtask Dynamical Constraints was intro¬

duced in (5.29). Again, we choose the elements of D2dyn to be equal to one,

except for the weight of the force constraint (6.4), which is only valid if the

boundary constraint is not active. Henceforth, the corresponding weight is

1 - di' ii,. The diagonal elements of Dodyn are determined to be

T

dodyn =

(6.14)

[lO"61 d»23 </xi, 1 10"5 dx2210"7 10"7 10"710"710"7 10"710"7 d,-n] >
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10"6 /

d£02
3

v7!AA
-n -n/2 0 7C/2 n

(?'n3

-1.0 -0.5 0 0.5 1.0

for

Figure 6.5 Weighting Factors

T
_Zdyn —

Ik (Ol3 (U23Xl, Xl2X2j X22 Tl3 T23/l1/l2/21/226l2235'll1J-
(6.15)

The demanded values for all variables except for those determined in the

coordination level, i.e., CU23, Xip Xiv and X22, are set to zero. (For dm,,

dx\
j,
and dx22 cf. Figure 6.5.)

This means that the controller evaluates a control signal, keeping the

positional constraints (u)i3 = 0, Xi2 = 0) and s'n,, if necessary, in first

priority. Second, the controller tries to produce the demanded accelerations
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Cbd23, Xdi,, Xd21; and Xd22. Third, too large a control force u is avoided

and, last, the hinge forces and torques T13, T2
3, f\,, /12, (2,, /i 2

and the rota¬

tional acceleration 6'223 are held as low as possible.

The evaluation of the demanded acceleration s'dii, and weighting faclor

ds'n, for the next control step are computed in the last subtask, designated
as Boundary Test. With these two variables, we define the physical proper¬

ties of the boundary constraint. In this benchmark they are specified as listed

in Table 6.2:

New Value Condition

fifs-11
j

1 ds'ul = 0 and oYmmii, >0 and os'u^ >()

1 ds:i\l = 0 and oYmaxii, <0 and os'ni <0

0 ds'ii, = 1 and (S^'mmii, <0 or oVa, <-e or/'n, <0)

0 a'sn, = 1 and (oYmaxii, >0 orSs'n, >e or /'ii,> 0 )

ds' ii, else

Table 6.2

with

8s'minll| = .S'minll, — s'll, = — 5 — s' 11
p

Ss'maxll, = i'maxll, — s'l\, = 5 — s'll,, (6.16)

8s'u[ = S'dllj — s'i\l = — 100 s'u, — j'll, .

Thus, the boundary constraint is modeled "ideal" (cf. Figure 5.4) with

purely plastic characteristics, i.e., ds'ii, is either 1 or 0, and .r'dii, depends
on the velocity s'n, only.
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6.1.3 Simulation Results

All the simulations are performed using a variable step Kutta-Merson

integrator. In a first step, the controller is tuned for a starting position A (i.e.,

pole hanging down vertically, 1 m to the right of the origin of the reference

frame). Additionally, if not mentioned otherwise, an actuator force limit of

ue [-20 N, 20 N] is introduced for the simulations, and the measurements

of the hinge coordinates (p'223, s'nl and their first time derivatives are

assumed to be exact. Henceforth, the parameters of the sensor fusion, /ty223,

/?sii,, pe'223, and pj'ii,, are chosen to equal one (cf. (6.6)). The testing is

done for a new starting position B (i.e., pole hanging down vertically in the

origin of the reference frame). The aim is to study the robustness of the

controller versus parameter errors, measurement noise, and an increase of

the sampling period.

Tuning

Good results were achieved by selecting the parameters in (6.10) to

(6.13) for critical damping. The "stiffness" to be chosen (parameters pu) is

directly proportional to the response time desired.

For this benchmark, a fast response of the horizontal cart movement

(i = 1) is considered to be of prime importance, followed by 2) the

response time of the rotation (i = 2) and the vertical movement of the pole

(i = 4), and 3) by the horizontal pole movement (i = 3). Additionally, the

horizontal pole movement is demanded to be overcritically damped to avoid

strong oscillations. The corresponding parameters are given in Table 6.3.

As an illustration of the dependency of the system behavior on these

parameters we present some additional simulation results for three different

cases. Compared with the nominal parameters of Table 6.3, only the param¬

eters for the rotation and the vertical movement of the pole, as well as the

parameter pa are being varied.
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i 1 2 3 4

pa 30 20 10 20

pa 2./30 2^20 ioVio 2^20

pa -0.5 — — —

Table 6.3 Parametersfrom the Coordination Level

In the first case, we choose a slower response time (/>2i = /mi = 10,

pn = -0.5) and again critical damping. For the second case, we select a

faster response time (/>2i = /mi = 120, pu = -1), critical damping, and

neglect the force limits. Finally, in the third case we use the parameters from

the second case but take the force limits into account again. Figures 6.6,6.7,

and 6.8 show the behavior of the controlled system for all three cases,

respectively.

In case one (Figure 6.6), the pole is brought into the upper vertical posi¬

tion in the third try, whereas the controller succeeds in doing so in the first

try in case two (Figure 6.7). This is at the cost of a maximum force which is

about five times as high as in the first case (approximately 100 N). If the

demanded force above or below the force limit is simply clipped, we get the

behavior depicted in Figure 6.8. We can see that the pole falls down one

more time before being stabilized in the demanded position. The maximum

demanded horizontal control force is about ten times as high as in the first

case (approximately 200 N). Figure 6.9 depicts the movement of the tip of

the pole for all three cases, whereas Figures 6.10 and 6.11 show the time

histories of the horizontal and vertical movement of the tip of the pole.
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Figure 6.6 Case 1

Figure 6.7 Case 2

Figure 6.8 Case 3
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Case I

Case 2

Case 3

Figure 6.9 Movement of the Tip ofthe Pole

Figure 6.10 Horizontal Movement of the Tip ofthe Pole

Case ]

Case 2

Case 3

* t

Figure 6.11 Vertical Movement ofthe Tip ofthe Pole
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Testing

First of all, the controller developed is tested for the initial position B

(case 4), yielding the simulation results shown in Figure 6 12

Figure 6 12 Case 4

Second, we examine the robustness of this controller with respect to the

estimation errors of the system parameters mi, m2, (le, masses of both

bodies) and I (rod length) For the simulations, these variables are increased

or decreased by 20% and 45%, respectively, in the worst direction This

occurs when the true inertia of the cart is higher than the estimated one

while the true inertia of the pole is lower In this case, the controller overes¬

timates its capability to act on the pole through the cart and underestimates

the pole's sensitivity Thus, the estimates for the object variables are chosen

as mi = 0 8, W2 = 0 12, and / = 1 2 for case 5, and as mi = 0 55,

mi = 0 145, and / = 1 45 in case 6 The movement of the pole in these

two cases compared with case 4 is depicted in Figures 6 13, 6 14, and 6 15

The system is stable in both cases, but the damping of the oscillations

decreases drastically from case 5 to case 6 When the parameter errors reach

50%, the proposed controller can no longer stabilize the system.
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X22

^ ^=*-N=^±"
-^
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/

/

— Case 4

- Case 5

Case 6

Xi,

Figure 6.13 Movement ofthe Tip ofthe Pole

Figure 6.14 Horizontal Movement ofthe Tip ofthe Pole

Case 4

Case 5

Case 6

10

Figure 6.15 Vertical Movement ofthe Tip of the Pole
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Third, we consider measurement noise. Let us assume that we have a

measurement error with a Gaussian distribution and standard deviations of

a<p'223 = 0.17t [rad], ae'223 = 0.1 tc [rad/s],

Os ii,
= 0.1 [m], a,'n, = 0.1 [m/s].

For case 7, we still select the parameters p<p'223, /?jii,, />e'223, and /?jii, of

the sensor fusion to be one (cf. (6.6)), i.e., there is no sensor fusion. These

parameters are chosen to equal 0.4 in case 8. Again, the system can be stabi¬

lized for both cases, but in case 8 the behavior of the system is much closer

to that of the undisturbed system (cf. Figures 6.16,6.17, and 6.18).

Finally, we examine the robustness of the controller with respect to the

sampling interval (100 Hz is the nominal case). This is done for a sampling

interval of 0.03 (case 9) and 0.06 (case 10) and then compared with case 4

(cf. Figures 6.19, 6.20, and 6.21). For a sampling interval of 0.07, the

suggested controller can no longer solve the task.

The simulations show that the proposed hierarchical controller can stabi¬

lize the given nonlinear plant in the complete workspace with good perfor¬

mance and very robust behavior even if the controller parameters are chosen

in a rather intuitive and simple way.
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X2„

— Case 4

- Case 7

Case 8

~ X2,

Figure 6.16 Movement of the Tip of the Pole

Case 4

Case 7

Case 8

—
I- J'-_> t

Figure 6.17 Horizontal Movement ofthe Tip of the Pole

Case 4

Case 7

Case 8

10

Figure 6.18 Vertical Movement ofthe Tip of the Pole
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X2,
— Case 4

- Case 9

Case 10

Figure 6.19 Movement ofthe Tip ofthe Pole

— Case 4

- Case 9

Case 10

Figure 6.20 Horizontal Movement ofthe Tip of the Pole

Case 4

— Case 9

Case 10

1 i

Figure 6.21 Vertical Movement ofthe Tip ofthe Pole
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6.2 Walking Robot

6.2.1 Problem Statement

The second benchmark describes the modelling and control of a biped

robot walking in a vertical plane (cf. Figure 6.22). The plant consists of 11

rigid bodies connected by 14 hinges (cf. Figure 6.26) having a total of 14

rotational and 8 translational degrees of freedom. Ten of the rotational joints

are actuated (hips, knees, ankles, shoulders, and elbows). All actuated rota¬

tional joints have upper and lower boundaries. In addition, the translational

movement of both feet is restricted by the ground. The friction between the

heels and the balls of the feet and the ground can either be static or sliding.

As sensor information there are the joint angles of all actuated joints and

their first time derivatives. Additionally, we have four binary signals indi¬

cating whether or not the heels and the balls of the feet touch the ground.

The task is the development of a controller enabling the robot to stably

walk with the demanded horizontal velocity of the upper body as the only

feedforward information. All other decisions have to be taken on-line by the

controller. The sampling rate is again fixed at 100 Hz.

This benchmark may seem to be a little artificial at first sight. The

walking robot was mainly chosen for two reasons. It possesses all the prop¬

erties for which the control algorithm was developed, such as

• complex kinematics and dynamics,

• redundancies, and

• unilateral constraints,

on the one hand. On the other hand we can intuitively understand the

dynamic behavior of this walking robot due to our own human experience.
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This simplifies the judgement of the simulation results and of the controller

behavior.

Figure 6.22 Walking Robot

The main source of troubles lies in the unilateral constraints, especially

the constraints between the feet and the ground. Hinges 1, 2, 3, 6, 7, 8, 11,

12, 13, and 14 (cf. Figures 6.22 and 6.26) each possess two different states

(static contact and free), while the hinges 4, 5, 9, and 10 change between

three states (static contact, sliding contact, and free). Summing up, this

gives us a total of 2i034 = 82'944 different states for the overall system,

i.e., working with explicit models we would have to switch between more

than 80'000 models as the behavior of the plant in these different states

changes significantly. There are even states where the plant is not

completely observable (fewer than two of the hinges 4,5,9, and 10 in static

contact with the ground) or not completely controllable (fewer than two feet

in static contact with the ground). The controller has to 1) determine the

actual state of the system, 2) decide if this state has to be changed to

generate the desired action, and 3) prevent control actions leading to

unwanted changes of the actual state of the plant. The following three exam¬

ples illustrate this:
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Example 6.1

Assume that the robot is in the position depicted in Figure 6.23, i.e.,

immediately before setting the ball of the left foot (body 7) down on

the ground.

e2

u

Figure 6.23 Example 6.1

In this situation the actuator torque typically changes from approxi¬

mately -1 [Nm] to 30 [Nm] immediately after touching the ground.

Assume that the controller considers the ball of the foot to be on the

ground while it is actually still in the air. This misjudgment of the

momentary situation would result in the enormous rotational accelera¬

tion of the foot of about -5000 [rad/s2] (/ = 0.006 [kg m2] and

Itii = u) instead of the expected acceleration of about 200 [rad/s"].

Thus, the system behavior is extremely sensitive to the correct estima¬

tion of the boundary constraints between the feet and the ground. This

is why it is necessary to have sensors detecting this contact.

Example 6.2

Suppose that the robot is positioned as shown in Figure 6.24 and that it

should move in the horizontal direction without bending the upper

body forward. This is only possible if the heel, and later on the ball of

the right foot (body 4), are lifted off the ground. Thus, the controller

has to decide that the corresponding unilateral constraints have to be
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deactivated even if they are still active for the plant, i.e., if they still

carry weight.

I
»-e, rrr

Figure 6.24 Example 6.2

Example 6.3

Another critical situation is shown in Figure 6.25 where the robot

touches the ground with one foot and should be accelerated in a posi¬

tive horizontal direction with Xdi,. The problem with unilateral

constraints is that from the controller's point of view they are bilateral

constraints which are switched on and off when the constraint forces

point in the wrong direction. Unfortunately, the constraint forces

depend on the control vector. The decision of whether or not a unilat¬

eral constraint is still valid is, therefore, only possible after evaluation

of the control vector. In die situation of Figure 6.25 the controller

assumes that the vertical acceleration of the left foot (body 7) equals

zero. The only possibility for generating the desired horizontal acceler¬

ation Xdi, in this situation is to pull the upper body forward with the

foot resulting in a negative contact force f. As the "real" constraint,

i.e., the constraint of the plant, cannot generate a negative constraint

force, the constraint between the ball of the foot and the floor will be

deactivated. For a negative constraint force f of only -10 [N], for

example, this results in a rotational acceleration of approximately 90

[rad/s ] (the foot length being 0.2 m, this results in a torque error At
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of 2 [Nm]; J = 0.022 [kg m2], and I(b = At). As the controller esti¬

mates this acceleration to be equal to zero, this leads to an error for the

next extrapolated rotational velocity of about 0.9 [rad/s]

(Af (co - cb)). Due to the fact that we can measure the relative rota¬

tional velocities only, this error in the absolute rotational velocity of

the foot will propagate through the whole structure and completely

deteriorate the estimates for the positions and velocities of the whole

plant. Therefore, it is of great importance to keep the system from

making any unwanted structure changes.

Ci *r//***j*/*j/t*s?>ly//>/

Figure 6.25 Example 6.3

The following paragraphs briefly describes the Idnematical and dynam¬

ical properties of the plant. The interconnection structure is depicted in

Figure 6.26, while the object variables are given in Table 6.4.

The robot possesses rotational joints in the hips, the knees, the ankles,

the shoulders and the elbows (hinges 1, 2, 3, 6, 7, 8, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14).

Hinges 4, 5, 9, and 10 each possess one rotational and two translational

degrees of freedom. The translational degrees of freedom describe the posi¬

tion of the heels and the balls of the feet (cf. Figures 6.22 and 6.26). All

hinges of the walking robot are of the following type:

{S'alSa} = {a'a2+jb'a2 I S'a2> {1 I S'al } . (6.18)
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—*- Hinge

O Body

Figure 6.26 Interconnection Structure of Walking Robot

a ma [kg] /a3 [kg m2]

1 47.0 2.25

2,5 9.0 0.167

3,6 5.0 0.09

4,7 1.6 0.006

8,9, 10, 11 2.35 0.019

Table 6.4 Object Variables

The values for s'ai, b'a2, and s'a2
,
the kinematical constraints, and the

physical properties of the hinges are given in Tables 6.5, 6.6, and 6.7,

respectively. Notice that in contrast with the former benchmark we addition¬

ally have velocity constraints in the horizontal direction (cf. Table 6.6).

They are only valid for static contact, i.e., if l/'a2,l < p.ol/a22l. On the other

hand, we have force constraints in the horizontal direction for sliding

contact (cf. Table 6.7)
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a S'al b'a2 S'a2

1,6 0.32e2 b'a23e3 0.225e2

2,7 0.225 e2 fo'a23e3 0.225e2

3,8 0.225e2 ft'a23e3 -O.le,

4,9 -O.le, fc'a23e3 (s'a2, —0.1) e, + ^'a22e2

5,10 O.le, fc'a23e3 (s'a2, - 0.1) e, + i'a22e2

11,13 -0.18e2 fr'a2,e3 0.15e2

12,14 0.15e2 fe'a23e3 0.15e2

Table 6.5 Hinge Geometry

a V mm a2 3 V max a2 ^ S mma22 .?'a2,

1,6 sin(-il*) sin (i in) —

2,7 sin(-^n) sin (ijt) —

3,8 sin(-^Jt) sin(iin) —

4,5,9,10 — — 0 0

11,13 sin (-jTt) sin(ijjt) — —

12,14 sin(-jJt) 0 — —

Table 6.6 Kinematic Constraints

a T'a23 /'", /'a22

1,2,3 "a

4,5,9,10 0 -p0Sgn(s'a2,) /'a22 0

6,7,8 "a 2
— —

11,12, 13, 14 «a4 —

Table 6.7 Physical Properties of the Hinges
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6.2.2 Solution

The controller used to solve this problem possesses nearly the same

structure as the controller of the cart-pole system. Therefore, in this section,

we will only describe the differences as compared to the controller of the

first benchmark. The main changes can be found in the Coordination Level

as it is, obviously, much more difficult to define the demanded actions for

stable walking than for the balancing of a pole.

Information Processing Level

The only changes at the information processing level, compared with the

first benchmark, are the additional binary sensor signals Ca2 indicating

whether the heels and the balls of both feet touch the ground. They are

defined as follows:

f 1 if S'a22 < 0

ca, = \ a = {4,5,9,10} (6.19)

[ 0 else

In the previous examples we referred to bodies 2, 3, and 4 as the right leg

and to bodies 5, 6, and 7 as the left leg. Thus, C92 = 1 indicates that the ball

of the left foot of the robot is touching the ground (cf. Figures 6.22 and

6.26).

Coordination Level

Before describing the coordination level in detail we introduce the two

additional operators limit and interp. The chpping operator limit and the

operator for the linear interpolation, interp, are defined as follows:
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limit[aM (x)

a if x < a

x if a < x < b

b if x > b

(6.20)

and

interp { (ai, bi), ..., (an, bn) } (x) =

"

bi if x<ai

, ,
,

b»i - b,
, , ., .

(6.21)
-< bi + (x-a,) if a,<x<a,

ai+i — ai

fen if j: > an

Example 6.4

Using the operator interp, the weighting factor rfx., from Figure 6.5

would be defined as follows:

rfx., = interp {(-2,10"5), (-1, 10"5), (0, 10"6),

(1,10"5),(2,10"5) }(X,,).
(6.22)

The main difficulties to be solved at the coordination level are the correct

estimation of the momentary situation and the decision regarding the appro¬

priate actions to be taken. Estimation of the momentary situation has to be

understood in a somewhat broader sense than usual in control. Rather than

the estimation of the physical state variables, which is achieved at the infor¬

mation processing level, it is the estimation of the variables describing Ihe

actual configuration of the plant, e.g., whether the robot should perform a

step or not. This kind of information is represented by "fuzzy" variables

possessing a value between 0 and 1. They are calculated by the subtask

State Detection. The resulting necessary actions are then determined by Ihe

three subtasks Feet Coordination, Demanded Contact Forces, and

Demanded Accelerations (cf. Figure 6.27). Notice that in contrast with Ihe

first benchmark there is one feedforward signal (Xd i,).
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Demanded Accelerations (cf. Figure 6.27). Notice that in contrast with the

first benchmark there is one feedforward signal (Xd 1,).

Coordination

State Detection

Feet Coordination

Demanded Contact Forces

Demanded Accelerations

I I Explicit Subtask Definition

O Implicit Subtask Definition

Figure 6.27 Structure of the Coordination Level

The subtask State Detection computes all binary and "fuzzy" variables

needed to appropriately judge the actual situation. In a first step we intro¬

duce the variables IS, RL, ER, ES, CR, CL, and ST. The variable IS

("Initialize Step") is a measure for the stability of the momentary state.

Obviously, the most stable situation occurs when the upper body is exactly

over the center of both feet in the horizontal direction. This is when IS = 0.

On the other hand, IS = 1 signifies that the momentary state is so unstable

that a step has to be performed to regain stability. Variable RL ("Right" or

"Left" foot) holds the information, as to whether or not the right foot, again

in horizontal direction, is farther away from the upper body than the left

foot. With ER ("End" step with the "Right" foot) and EL ("End" step with

the "Left" foot), respectively, we define when the step phase has to be termi-
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nated. The binary variables CR ("Contact" with the "Right" foot) and CL

("Contact" with the "Left" foot) are defined by the force sensor signals.

These two variables simply hold the information as to whether either foot

touches the ground. Finally, the variable ST ("Stumbling") detects if and to

what degree the robot is stumbling. The definitions of all these variables are

given in Table 6.8.

Variable Definition

IS
interp { (0, 0), (0.02, 0), (0.02 + 10~20, 1), (0.03, 1) } (x)

x = 2(Xi,+0.18Xi,) - (X4,+X7,) -sgn(Xl])IX4,-X7ll

RL
interp { (-0.1, 0), (-0.05, 0), (0.05, 1), (0.1, 1) } (jc)

*=IXi,-X4,l-IXi1-X71l

ER
interp{(0,0), (0.4,0), (0.6,1), (1,1)} (x)

x= sgn(Xi,) (X4,+ 0.05X4,- (Xt,+0.05X7,))

EL
interp {(0,0), (0.4,0), (0.6,1), (1,1)} (x)

x= sgn(Xi,) (X7,+0.05X7,- (Xa{ +0.05X4,))

CR limit[01] (c42 + C52)

CL limit[0 ,j (c92 + cio2)

ST interp { (-1.5, 1), (-1,1), (-0.7,0), (0,0)} (Xi2)

Table 6.8 Binary and Fuzzy Variables I

Example 6.5

For RL = 1 the right foot is at least 0.05 m farther away from the

upper body than the left foot, while RL = -0.25 indicates that the left

foot is 0.025 m farther away from the upper body than the right foot.

Next we introduce the variables BP, SRd, SLd, SR, and SL. They all

depend on the variables of Table 6.8; their definitions are given in Table 6.9.

BP ("Balance Phase") is a binary variable. It indicates whelher or not the
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robot has at least one foot off the ground (BP = 1). The variables SRd

(demand for a "Step" with the "Right" foot) and SLd (demand for a "Step"

with the "Left" foot) stand for the decision to take a step with the right and

left foot, respectively, while SR ("Step" with the "Right" foot) and SL

("Step" with the "Left" foot) hold the information as to whether a step

should be executed or is presently being executed.

Variable Definition

BP limit[„,,] (2-CR-CL)

SRd limitl0i „ ((IS RL + 1 - CR) (1 - ER) CL)

SLa limitmJ ((IS (1- RL) +1-CL) (1-EL) CR)

SR limit[(U) (SRd + 1-CR)

SL limit[0 ,j (SLd + 1 - CL)

Table 6.9 Binary and Fuzzy Variables II

Example 6.6

The definition of SRd in Table 6.9 can be explained as follows. A step

has to be performed with the right foot, i.e., (SRd = 1), if the

following three conditions are valid at the same time:

• the momentary state is becoming unstable and the right foot is

farther away from the upper body than the left foot

(IS RL > IS (1 - RL)), or the right foot does not touch the ground

(1-CR = 1)

• the step with the right foot does not have to be terminated

(1-ER>0)

• the left foot touches the ground (CL = 1)

The variables TBda,, finally, represent the demanded values for the "Trans¬

lational Boundary" flags TBa2 computed by the subtask boundary
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constraints (TBa2 = 1 if the boundary constraint for variable s'n2 is

active). They are defined as follows:

Variable Definition

TBd42 limits „ ((1 - SR) TB42 + 10TBd42ER (1 - TB a2) + ca2cs2)

TBds2 limits„ ((1 - SR) TBs2 + 10TBds2ER (1 - TBs2))

TBd92 limit[0il] ((l-SL)TB92+10TBd92EL(l-TB92) +C92cio2)

TBdio2 limit[0i „ ((1 - SL) TB io2 + lOTBd io2EL (1 - TB io2))

Table 6.10 Binary and Fuzzy Variables III

Example 6.7

Assume that the heel of the right foot is on the ground, i.e., TB s2
= 1.

In this case only the first term of the definition for TBd52,
(1 - SR) TB s2, is relevant. This term states that TBds2 is equivalent

to TB 52 as long as we do not want to perform a step with the right foot,

i.e., for SR = 0. As soon as variable SR becomes greater than zero,

variable TBas2 continuously goes towards zero, stating that the

constraint should be deactivated. The second term is only relevant at

the end of a step with the right foot (ER > 0). Its task is to avoid the

dissolution of contact with the right heel (TBs2 = 0, which may be

propagated by subtask Boundary Test), e.g., due to impact phenomena.

Thus, TBds2 will still be equal to one even for TBs2 = 0 as long as

ER>0.1.

The subtask Feet Coordination determines the demanded values for the

foot motion. This is an implicit subtask, i.e., a subtask defined by a perfor¬

mance index to be minimized. There are 6 variables to be determined:

ZFeet — Xd4, Xd42 Xd7
, Xd72 Xd4

,
Xd7

,
• (6.23)
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The 10 constraint equations or rules and the corresponding weights are

given in Table 6.11. Rules 1,2, and 5 define the state of the right foot at rest.

On the other hand, rules 7, 8, and 9 characterize the demanded motion for

the right foot in the step phase. The same is true for the left foot for the rules

3, 4, 6, and 7, 8, 10, respectively. The actual validity of these rules is given

by the weights.

Rule Constraints Weights Jstep,

1 Xd4, — X4, = 0 0.01 (1-BP SRd)

2 Xd42 + 0.02 = 0 15(1- SRd + ST)

3 Xd7,-X7, = 0 0.01 (1-BP SLd)

4 Xd72 + 0.02 = 0 15(1- SLd + ST)

5 Xd4, = 0 0.01 (1-BP SRd)

6 Xd7, = 0 0.01 (1-BP SLd)

7 2(Xi,+0.8Xi,) -XcHj-Xd?, = 0 BP(SRd+ SLd)

8 2Xl
,
— Xd4, — Xd7

,
= 0 BP ( SRd + SLd)

9 Xd42-0.14 = 0 SRd (1-ST)

10 Xd72-0.14 = 0 SLd (1-ST)

Table 6.11 Constraints and Weighting Factors ofSubtask "Feet

Coordination
"

Example 6.8

Assume that both feet are on the ground (BP = 0), that a step should

be performed with the right foot ( SRd: 0 -> 1, SLd = 0), and that

the robot is not stumbling (ST = 0). With this constellation rule 2 is

deactivated while rule 9 is activated. All other weighting factors
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remain unchanged. Thus, the demanded value Xd42 continuously goes

from -0.02 to 0.14. As soon as the right foot loses contact with the

ground (BP: 0 -» 1), rules 1 and 5 are deactivated and rules 7 and 8

are activated. These rules define the step phase. They guide the foot in

such a way that the upper body is always more or less in-between both

feet in the horizontal direction.

Remark 6.1:

For walking in arbitrary terrain we only have to change rules 9 and 10

as the step height in this case is no longer constant. The new

constraints could, for example, look like this:

Xd4,- (Xo, + 0.14) =0,
(6.24)

Xd72- (Xo2 + 0.14) =0,

where Xo2 is a guess for the terrain height.

The subtask Demanded Contact Forces is a rather important task to

avoid the problems described in Example 6.3. It computes a rough estimate

of the contact forces for the feasible demanded accelerations of the upper

body. Rough estimate means that all the dynamics except for those of the

upper body are disregarded, that all masses are assumed to have zero

velocity, and that we neglect sliding contact. For this case the relations

between the accelerations of the upper body and the contact forces of the

feet with the ground can be expressed by the following three equations:

/d42(s'421-Xl1) +/d52(s'521-Xl1) +/d92(S,92,-Xl1) +

/dl02(5'l02, -Xl,) + C/d4, +/d5, +/d9, +/dlO,)Xl2 +

/tt2g(Xi,-X2,) +m3g(Xi,-X31) +m4g(Xi,-X4,) +

msg (Xi, - Xs,) + meg (Xi, - X(,{) + mig (Xi, - X7,) +

msg(X\, -Xs,) +m9jj(Xi1-X9,) + miog(Xi,-Xio,) +

mug (Xi -Xn,) — 7i3co<ii != 0
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/d4, +/d5, +/d9, +/dlO, -miXdi, = 0 (6.26)

/d42+/d5, +/d9,+/dio, - (mi +/M2 +mi + m* +ms +
222

..
(6.27)

m6 + m7 +m8 + m9 + mio + mn )g-miXdi2 = 0

Starting from the desired accelerations of the upper body

cbdi3 = 20(0-2atan(fci3/fli)) +2^0(0-a)i3), (6.28)

Xdi, = /j'mjf[_2i2](275(Xdi,-Xi,)), (6.29)

Xdi2 - 10(Xdi2-Xi2) +2yi0(0-Xi2), (6.30)

this subtask computes the realizable accelerations (ddi, Xdi,, Xdi, and the

corresponding contact forces. The constraints of this subtask are given in

Table 6.12. There are 14 constraints for the following 11 variables:

ZFoces =

fi)dl3 Xdi, Xdl,/d41/d42/d5j/d52/d91/d92/dl0,/dl02 • (6.31)

In a second step the demanded forces are postprocessed. This is to guarantee

that forces in the horizontal direction, /da,, can be transmitted to the ground

by the friction forces p /da2 (6.32), and that the forces in the vertical direc¬

tion, /d42, are always greater than 2 N (6.33).

/da, = limitHuvfut) (A,) ae {4,5,9,10} (6.32)

/d42 = limitnAm (Hmit[xim] (fn42) +'«»"'f[_1600i2] (/d52))

/d52 = Umit[2Am (/imir[2,1600] (/d52) +'i""'r[_1600j2] (fa2))
(6.33)

/d92 = limit
[2l600] (limit (2fl60O] (/d92) + limit

{_xm2] (/dio2))

/dio2 = limit[2I600] (limit[21600] (fao2) + limit[_l6002] (/d92))
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i Constraints Weights flfstate.

1 obd 13
— cbd 13

= 0 10"4

2 Xd 1 ,
— Xd 1, = 0 10"4

3 Xd 1 2
— Xd 1 ,

= 0 lO"4

4 /d4, = 0 10"4(l-TBd42) + 10"'°

5 /d42 = 0 10"4(l-TBd42) +10"10

6 K = o 10"4(l-TBd52) +10"10

7 h2 = o 10"4(l-TBd52) + 10"'°

8 /d9, = 0 10"4(l-TBd92) +10"'°

9 K = o 10"4(l-TBd92) +10"10

10 /dlO, = 0 10"4(l-TBdio2) +10"'°

11 /dl02 = 0 10"4(l-TBdio2) +10"10

12 Equation (6.25) 1

13 Equation (6.26) 1

14 Equation (6.27) 1

Table 6.12 Constraints and Weighting Factors ofSubtask "Demanded

Contact Forces"

Additionally, the corresponding weighting factors are computed as defined

in Table 6.13.

With these weighting factors we prevent control actions leading to

sliding or an unwanted lifting up of the feet (cf. Example 6.3) since die

demanded forces in the horizontal direction are complied with more
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dali 10"4(CRCL(1-SR) (1-SL) +1) —

rfxi, 2 10"5(CRCL(1-SR) (1-SL) +1) —

dxi2 10"5(CR + CL + 1) —

dj*x

interp { (-100,10"'°), (-50, 10"'°), (0, 10"4),

(50,10"4) } (x)

X = l/da,l — (4.0 l/da2l
ae {4,5,

9,10}

df*2
interp { (0,10"4), (1,10"4), (100,10"8),

(200,10"10),(300,10"10) }(fda2)

Table 6.13 Weighting Factors

strongly as their values tend towards their upper limit, whereas the

demanded vertical forces are kept more accurately as they reach their lower

boundaries.

The last subtask of the coordination level, designated with Demanded

Accelerations, computes the demanded values of the accelerations and the

corresponding weighting factors. Their definitions are given in Tables 6.14

and 6.15, respectively. The demanded accelerations are again chosen to

attain critical damping. Notice that the accelerations of both knees, i.e.,

6'd223 and 6'd723, are each defined by two control laws which are activated

and deactivated by the fuzzy variables SR and SL, respectively.

These demanded contact forces and the demanded accelerations, together

with the corresponding weighting factors, defining their momentary impor¬

tance, represent the decision of the coordination level regarding the

behavior of the system in the actual situation to stably move with the desired

horizontal velocity.
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U)da -Ma3
ae {2,3,5,6,8,

9, 10, 11 }

(6da3 (0-{pa3) -0)a3 ae {4,7}

Xda2 0.3 Xda+22 ae {2,5}

Xda, limit[_50,50] (20(Xda, -Xa,) +2^0(0-Xa,)) ae {4,7}

Xda2 200(Xda2-Xa2) +2^00(0-Xa2) ae {4,7}

8'da23 (0-9'a23) +2(0-0'a23) ae {1,6,11,13}

8'd223
(200(^-(p'223)+2^00(0-0'223))SR +

(50(^-(p'223) +2,/50(0-e'223)) (1-SR)

—

6'da23 50 (- ^ - (P'a23) +2T50(0-0'a23) ae {3,8}

9'd723
(200(i -(p'723) +2^00(0-0'723))SL +

(50(£-<p'723) +2750(0-e'723)) (1-SL)

—

8'da23 (^-9'a23)+2(0-G'a23) ae {12,14}

Table 6.14 Demanded Accelerations

Execution Level

The execution level has exactly the same structure as that described in

the first benchmark (cf. Figure 6.2). The demanded values of vector Zdyn (cf.

(5.29)) of the subtask Dynamical Constraints are set to zero if they are not

specified by the subtasks demanded forces, demanded accelerations, or

boundary test. The corresponding weighting factors can be found in Table

G.3 of Appendix G.

The main differences as compared to the execution level of the first

benchmark can be found in the subtask Boundary Test. This is due to the

fact that we additionally have boundaries possessing three different states.

The state of the boundary constraints is characterized by the flags RB a,

TBa,, and TBa2, RBa = 1 indicating that the rotational joint "a" is in
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dx2x

dxsxX

X= interp { (-0.2, 10"'°), (0, 10""10),

(0.02, 1), (0.07,2), (0.1,2) }(x)

^=sgn(Xi1)(X.,-X2,)

—

dx*x 10" (1 - limitw ,j (c42 + C52)) —

dx42 10 (1 - limit[0U (C42 + C52)) —

dxi{

dxixX

X= interp { (-0.2,10"'°), (0, 10"'°),

(0.02,1), (0.07,2), (0.1,2) }(jc)

x=sgn(Xi,) (Xi,-X5,)

—

dxix 10" (1 - limitl0 ,j (c92 + cio2)) —

dxi2 10 (1 - limit[0 n (c92 + cio2)) —

dvsa3

SRXa + 10"6(l-SR)

Xa = interp { (0, 10"10), (5,10"'°),

(10, 10"6),(15, 10"8),

(20,10"4), (50, 10"4) } (6'da23)

ae {2,7}

dea23 10"5SR + 10"'°(1-SR) ae {3,8}

dsn^
interp {(0,0.1), (2,0.1), (3,1),

(400,1), (600,100), (1000,100) } (/da2)
ae {4,5,9,10}

Table 6.15 Weighting Factors

contact with either the upper or the lower boundary. TB a2 specifies whether

s'*22 has reached the positional boundary, while TBa, = 1 symbolizes

static contact, i.e., s'a2, = 0. The boundary flags are defined in Table 6.16:

(6.34)
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Value Conditions

RBa

1 RBa = 0and((8fc'm,„a23>0and 88'a23>0) or x'a23> 0)

1 RBa = 0and((8Z>'maxa23<0and S9'a23<0) or x'a23<0)

0 RBa = 1 and (8fc'mma23<0 or 89'a23<-eor T'a23<0)

0 RBa = 1 and (8b'maxa23>0 or 80'a23>e or T'a23>0)

RBa else

TBa,
1 l/'a,l-p.ol/'a2l<0 and li'^,1 <0.001

0 else

TBa2

1 TBa2 = 0 and ((8s'mina22>0 and 8?a22>0) or/'a22>0)

0 TBa2= 1 and (8s'mma22<0 or 8j'a22<-£ or/'a22<0)

TBa2 else

Table 6.16 Boundary Flags

for

6o'imna23 = b mina23
— b a23 ,

5Z?'maxa23 = fc'maxa23 — b a2? ,

OS trana22
= S imna22

— S H2
,

(6.35)

and

86'a23 = 9'da23 - 8'a23 = 0 - 6'a23,

8s'a2, = 0,

8s'a22 = ,s'da22 — S'a22 = 0 — s'i22.

(6.36)

They are valid for a e {1,2, 3, 6, 7, 8,11,12,13,14} for rotational

boundaries and for a e {4, 5,9,10} for translational boundaries.
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Remark 6.2:

Notice that the boundary constraint is dissolved if the contact force

becomes negative or if 8s'a22 < e. This second condition makes it possible
that the boundary constraint is deactivated even if the contact force is posi¬
tive. This is what happens with the constraint for the heel of the right foot in

the situation described in Example 6.2.

6.2.3 Simulation Results

The controller was tuned for a demanded horizontal velocity of 0.5 m/s.

The resulting behavior of the plant is shown in Figure 6.28. Figure 6.29

depicts the movement of the robot during the third step with a resolution of

0.02 seconds per image. Finally, Figure 6.30 shows the horizontal velocity

of the upper body versus time. We can see that after the second step the

system is in a steady state.

To test the robustness of the controller, the demanded velocity is

increased and decreased. For a demanded velocity of 0.1 m/s the controller

is still able to stabilize the plant (cf. Figure 6.31). Smaller demanded hori¬

zontal velocities were not tested as the simulation times became excessively

long. The simulation results for a demanded horizontal velocity of 1.0 m/s

are given in Figure 6.32. Again, the controller succeeds in stabilizing the

plant. However, for a demanded horizontal velocity of 1.2 m/s and more this

is no longer true.
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Figure 6 28 Walking with 0 5 m/s Horizontal Velocity
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Figure 6 29 Third Step
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Figure 6.30 Horizontal Velocity ofthe Upper Body

Xi

01

15

Figure 6.31 Horizontal Velocity of the Upper Body

Figure 6.32 Horizontal Velocity of the Upper Body
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6.3 Numerical Effort

This section briefly discusses the numerical effort to compute the control

vector for the proposed controllers. According to our experience the

subtasks Positional Constraints, Velocity Constraints, and Dynamics are the

numerically most expensive tasks.

Tables 6.17 and 6.18 give the number of floating point operations to

calculate the solution of the subtasks for the first and second benchmark,

respectively, with one processor. The computational costs are evaluated for

the solution of the minimization problem with Gaussian elimination, with

dyadic reduction, and with optimized dyadic reduction. The backward

substitution needed in all three cases is taken into account as well.

Utilizing the dyadic reduction approach rather than applying Gaussian

elimination we were able to realize savings in the computational costs of

between 50% (positional constraints and velocity constraints) and 80%

(dynamical constraints) in the first benchmark and around 80% for all three

subtasks in the second benchmark. This reduction of floating point opera¬

tions is mainly due to the avoidance of zero operations which, using dyadic

reduction, can be determined off-line. By optimizing the dyadic reduction

algorithm the computational costs were decreased by another 20% for the

first benchmark and 50% in the second benchmark.
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Mode
Performance

Index
+ -

* /

Gauss

Jpos 512 512

/vel 512 512

Jdyn 3375 3375

normal

Jpos 99 65 216 52

7vel 88 66 198 44

Jdyn 270 205 605 130

optimized

Jpos 99 65 216 52

Jvel 88 66 198 44

Jdyn 225 171 504 108

Table 6.17 Numerical Costs in the First Benchmark

Mode
Performance

Index
+ -

* /

Gauss

y^s 166 375 166 375

Jvel 166 375 166 375

Jdyn 1 225 043 1 225 043

normal

Jpos 17 769 16 519 36 678 2 390

Jvel 16 648 15 601 34 343 2 094

Jdyn 112 623 108 489 229 380 8 268

optimized

Jpos 9 545 8 702 19 823 1576

/vel 6451 5 929 13 424 1044

Jdyn 52 567 50 452 107 249 4 230

Table 6.18 Numerical Costs in the Second Benchmark
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Chapter 7

Summary and Conclusions

The proposed method was successfully applied to the modelling and

control of rather complex nonlinear systems.

The hierarchical structure proved to be very valuable as it permitted

small step increases in the controller's complexity until the given problems

could be solved with the desired accuracy and minimal effort.

The use of performance indices to specify the subtasks and the numerical

minimization of these indices proved to be an efficient approach. This kind

of subtask definition has several advantages. There are solutions for the

determined case as well as for the over- and underdetermined cases. Thus,

there is no need to pay special attention to redundancies of any kind and

singularities as they do not have to be treated differently. Also, there is no

necessity to completely specify the demanded trajectory. Therefore, the

controller is not superfluously deprived of the degrees of freedom required

for reacting to unforeseen events. It is also possible to on-line "deactivate"

specific constraints by setting the appropriate weighting factors to zero. This

allows to completely change the structure of a subtask or of the whole

control task, even though the hierarchical structure of the controller is rigid.

This approach thus lends itself to being used to model the dynamics of

systems with changing structures in a rather straightforward manner.
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The expected high costs to compute the control vector and, therefore, the

sampling interval were found to be reducible in several ways. First, through

the avoidance of costly trigonometric computations due to the use of quater¬

nions in the kinematical and dynamical equations. Second, by formulating

the constraint equations with redundant coordinates (joint coordinates and

Cartesian coordinates) and by using recursive definitions of subexpressions

wherever possible. Finally, by optimizing the algorithm of dyadic reduction.

This optimization is done off-line. In the case of the walking robot

described in Chapter 6, for example, this off-line optimization reduced the

computational costs by about 50%. Compared with Gaussian elimination,

which also could be used to solve the minimization problem, the reduction

of the computational costs is even greater (more than 90%).

This off-line optimization makes it possible to determine an upper limit

to the calculation time allotted to find the solution of a subtask. This feature

is rather important when it comes to deciding upon the hardware needs for

guaranteeing the necessary sampling rates. Additionally, it allows to work

with sparse matrices, as the whole algorithm is fully predetermined after the

off-line optimization, i.e., the position of every nonzero element is known in

advance.

The evaluation of the constraint equations for the kinematics and

dynamics of arbitrary, rigid multi-body systems and the off-line optimiza¬

tion of the dyadic reduction algorithm for an arbitrary number of processors

have been computerized using a symbol manipulation program

[ChGeGo88]. This symbol manipulation program proved to be a very valu¬

able and proficient tool for this purpose.

Among the ways to take full advantage of the proposed method would be

the asynchronous and parallel computation of the solutions to the subtasks.

The asynchronous processing would permit the differentiation between the

simple and fast subtasks, on the one hand, and the more comprehensive

subtasks, which are less time critical on the other hand. In connection with

parallel processing considerable decreases of the samphng interval are yet
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possible to attain. Thus, the implementation of the proposed controller on a

multiprocessor system is feasible. The parallelization of the algorithm of

dyadic reduction is straightforward. The major problem to be resolved is the

proper organization of the data flow and an efficient coordination of the

different computation steps that can be executed simultaneously.
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Appendix

A Symbol Index

Page
Symbol Significance Introduced

a, p integers specifying body reference frames 39

Ar>a = At COa angle (body a) 49

6'aj rotational velocity vector of unitary spinor S\ 44

8'ajk component of vector 8'aj indirection b'ajk 44

u\o coefficient of friction 139

vi number of non-zero elements of row i of matrix B 83

v integer specifying the structure of matrix B 83

v, number of non-zero elements of row i of matrix B 83

vi integer specifying the structure of matrix B 83

Av_ number of new non-zero elements in row i of B 86

Av, new non-zero elements in matrix B 83

x matrix representation of hinge torques 109

Ta hinge torque vector (hinge a) 54

tak component of ta indirection ek) 54

t'aj
k passive link torque (hinge a, link j, direction baj k) 46

t'p matrix representation of passive hinge torques 109

(p angle 13

Acp'aj angle (hinge a, link j) 50

(p'ajk rotation angle (hinge a, link j, rotation axis b'aJk) 51
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Symbol Significance
Page

Introduced

Acp'a,k=Ar 8'ajk angle (hinge a, link j, rotation axis b'aJk) 50

(p mmajk
lower bound of variable cp'ajk 51

Cp maxaj. upper bound of variable (p'ajk 51

CO rotational velocity vector of unitary spinor R 23

'CO rotational velocity vector of unitary spinor'/? 28

a integer specifying hinges 39

a real number, scalar part of R, or magnitude of a 8

Oa scalar part of unitary spinor Ra 48

ak kr/i element of vector a 30

a'aj scalar part of unitary spinor 5% 41

a vector in the unprimed reference frame { ek} 20

a unit vector of vector a 13

i

a resultant vector of vectors a\ to a'n 27

a first time derivative of vector a 22

a' vector in the primed reference frame { e'k} 20

a matrix representation of vector a 30

A multivector 8

(A)r,Ar r-blade or r-vector part of multivector A 8

Af reverse of multivector A 10

IAI magnitude of multivector A 12

A"1 multiplicative inverse of multivectorA 12

AB geometric product of multivectors A and B 11

AB inner product of multivectors AB 10

AaB outer or wedge product of multivectors AB 11

A matrix 68
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Symbol Significance
Page

Introduced

A+ Moore-Penrose-Inverse of matrix A 69

A* sparse representation of matrix A 89

Apos matrix (positional constraints) 104

Avel matrix (velocity constraints) 106

Adyn matrix (dynamical constraints) 110

K }th element of row i of matrix B 79

K jth element of row i of matrix B 80

K,p pth element of row ir of matrix Bin 46

K,p pth element of row it of matrix B211 46

b\k component of b'aj indirection 6'aJk 41

b vector, cf. R 20

b« vector, cf. Ra 48

Dajk vector fe'aJk in the unprimed reference frame 49

b'aj vector, cf. 5'aj 41

6'ajk unit vector of the klh component of b'aj 41

6aJk matrix representation of 6aJk 103

b(y) vector (implicit constraints) 67

b, ith column of matrix B 79

Dpos vector (positional constraints) 104

bdyn vector (dynamical constraints) 110

B(y) matrix (performance index) 70

B matrix B after one reduction step (dyadic reduction) 78

Bo matrix 73

Bi matrix 73

Bio = [bin „] matrix 109
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Symbol Significance
Page

Introduced

B2u = [bmup] matrix 109

Dpos matrix (positional constraints) 104

Bvel matrix (velocity constraints) 106

Bdyn matrix (dynamical constraints) 110

B* sparse representation of matrix B 89

Bo sparse representation of matrix Bo 90

Bi sparse representation of matrix Bi 90

BP variable "Balance Phase" IM

'-'aa connectivity coefficient 40

+

r connectivity coefficient 40

t-aa connectivity coefficient 40

Ca~ binary sensor signal 141

C connectivity matrix 106

ClS submatrix of matrix Apos 104

Ci submatrix of matrix C 105

C2 submatrix of matrix C 103

C3 submatrix of matrix C 103

CL variable "Contact" with the "Left" foot 143

CR variable "Contact" with the "Right" foot 143

d, ith diagonal element of matrix D 79

Q0pos vector of diagonal elements of matrix Dopos 120

dovcl vector of diagonal elements of matrix Dovei 120

dodyn vector of diagonal elements of matrix Dodyn 122

D diagonal matrix, weight matrix 70

D matrix D after one reduction step (dyadic reduction) 78
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Symbol Significance

Page
Introduced

Do diagonal matrix 73

D! diagonal matrix 73

Upos diagonal matrix (positional constraints) 104

Dvel diagonal matrix (velocity constraints) 106

Ddyn diagonal matrix (dynamical constraints) 110

Dopos submatrix of matrix Dpos 104

Dovei submatrix of matrix Dvei 106

Dodyn submatrix of matrix Ddyn 110

D.O.F. degrees of freedom XX

{ek} orthonormal reference frame, unprimed frame 16

{e'J orthonormal reference frame, primed frame 20

{e'«k} orthonormal frame rigidly attached to body a 47

£3 3-dimensional EucUdean space 15

E unit matrix 73

EL variable "End" step with the "Left" foot 143

ER variable "End" step with the "Right" foot 143

i linear function, linear operator, linear transformation 18

7 transpose or adjoint of f 19

U element of matrix representation of linear function f 31

Ak passive link force (hinge a, link j, direction Saj>k) 46

fa hinge force (hinge a) 54

f matrix representation of hinge forces 109

f'p matrix representation of passive hinge forces 109

Fa resultant force exerted on body a 59

Fga gravitational force on body a 59
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Symbol Significance
Page

Introduced

i

g vector 29

i

ga vector 54

9 vector 109

Q geometric algebra 8

fr geometric algebra of 3-dimensional EucUdean space 15

h vector 29

'ha vector 54

b vector 109

dextral unit pseudoscalar 16

JA, index (component of J a) 89

Id, index (component of J d ) 91

'pi index (componentjp) 90

i'i index (component Jr) 90

Irp, index (component Jrp) 90

r
index, cf. fciu,

„7

Irp

46

it index, cf. fou 46

K principal value of % (body a, direction e'aj 57

Ja index vector 89

J BO index vector 94

Jd index vector 91

Jp index vectors 90

Jr index vector 90

Jn> index vector 90

interp operator of linear interpolation 141

IS variable "Initialize Step" 143
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Symbol Significance
Page

Introduced

j integer, index specifying the Unk of a hinge 41

j*k index (component of Ja ) 89

JDPj index (component of J Dp) 91

i*j index (component of Jr*) 91

JDn, index (component of Jon) 91

J jacobian matrix 106

J IS submatrix of matrix Apos 104

Jl submatrix of matrix J 105

J2 submatrix of matrix J 103

J3 submatrix of matrix J 103

Ja index vector 89

J BO index vector 94

Jdp index vector 91

Jdt index vector 91

Jdd index vector 91

% inertia tensor of body a 56

J(z,y) performance index (node) 70

J(P,T) performance index (dyadic reduction) 87

k integer, index (components of vectors) 42

1 integer, index (actuators) 46

1 angular momentum 59

la angular momentum of body a 59

limit clipping operator 141

m number of implicit constraints 68

ma mass of body a 56
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Page
Symbol Significance Introduced

M mass matrix 110

Mi submatrix of matrix M 109

Mm submatrix of matrix M 109

n number of hinges 39

na number of links in hinge a 41

nraj number of rotational D.O.F. in link j of hinge a 41

ntaj number of translational D.O.F. in link j of hinge a 41

N number of rigid bodies 39

pv parameters 107

(p, r) dyadic reduction step 80

p position vector 24

{p} position space 24

P momentum 59

Pa momentum of body a 59

<ji]k matrix element of matrix Qi 79

Q matrix 73

Qi matrix 79

rjk matrix element of matrix R 32

ra position vector of dm* with respect to {e'a,,} 57

raa point of application of hinge force fa on body a 59

% rotation operator of unitary spinor R 19

R = a + ib unitary spinor or quaternion 20

Ra = aa + iba quaternion (orientation of {e'ak} relative to {ek} 47

'R product of spinors R\ to R\ 27

R = [rJk] matrix representation of rotation operator % 32
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Symbol

Page

Significance Introduced

B matrix representation of unitary spinor R 31

IDC submatrix of matrix B 32

{/cla} rigid displacement 24

{Ra 1 Xa} rigid displacement 47

RBa "Rotational Boundary" flag 152

RL variable "Right" or "Left" foot 143

S'ajk component of vector s'aj in direction s'ajk 41

As'ajk= Ar5'ajk translation (hinge a, Unk j, translation axis s'a)k) 50

S minaj^
lower bound of variable s'ajk 51

S maxaj. upper bound of variable s'aJk 51

OS minaj. distance of variable ,s'ajk from the lower boundary 124

OS maxaj. distance of variable s'aJk from the upper boundary 124

8s'ajk acceleration error of variable s'ajk 124

Sa vector 47

i

Sa vector 48

S'a translation vector (hinge a) 41

S aj translation vector (hinge a, link j) 41

S'ajk unit vector of the kth component of vector s'aj 41

Sajk vector s'ajk in the unprimed frame 50

JSa matrix representation of vector 'sa 102

S aj matrix representation of vector s'a 102

Sa,k matrix representation of vector §aJk 103

& unitary spinor 48

'5a unitary spinor 48

S'a = fl'a + i'b'a unitary spinor (hinge a) 41
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Page

Symbol Significance Introduced

S'aj = a'aj + ib'aj unitary spinor (hinge a, Unk j) 41

{S'a I s'a} rigid displacement (hinge a) 41

{ S'aj I s'aj} rigid displacement (hinge a, link j) 41

'5a rotation operator of unitary spinor 'Sa 48

JS> unitary spinor (hinge a) 102

J§, matrix representation of unitary spinor 'Sa 102

S'aj matrix, cf. matrix R 102

SL d variable demand for a "Step" with the "Left" foot 144

SRd variable demand for a "Step" with the "Right" foot 144

SL variable "Step" with the "Left" foot 144

SR variable "Step" with the "Right" foot 144

ST variable "Stumbling" 143

t scalar variable, generally used as time variable 20

TB da2 demanded value for TB
,2

145

TBak "Translational Boundary" flag 152

up magnitude of vector up 46

up pth control force or torque 45

y control vector 109

U monic, upper triangular matrix 78

Xo position vector of rfma with respect to {ek} 57

Xa position of {e'ak} relative to {ek} 47

2<a matrix representation of vector Xa 102

y node input vector 66

y node output vector 66

Z vector of internal variables 66
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Symbol Significance
Page

Introduced

ZFeet vector 120

ZFoces vector 120

Zpos vector 104

Zvel vector 106

Zdyn vector 110

zd demanded values for vector z 73
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(BI)

B Geometric Algebra

Bl: (Af)r = (-l)(r,r'))/2Ar

• (2.1), (2.13), (2.14),(2.15), and (2.18):

(A'\ = <(XAJ )r = <]TAS>; = (A); = a; = (a1a2...ar)t
s s

= (ar...a2ai) =-(ar. .aia2) = (-1)" (aiar...a2)

. (r(rl))/2 <r(r l))/2 .

= (-1) (aia2...ar) = (-1) Ar

»<> / A r> \ / ,
. (r (r 1)+s(s 1)+1(1 l))/2, .

B2: (AtBA =
(-1) (BsA,)t

• (2.15) and (Bl).

(Arfli>t = <fl:Al>:=(-l)(,(,,))/1<l»U:>t
= (-i)<'(",,/2(_i)(,(,"»/2(_i)(r<rl,'/2<BiAI>i (B2)

- C_1\
<r<rl>+s<'! D+t(tl))/2. .

B3: Ar+Ar = (AJA,),,

• (2.15), (2.18), (2.4), (2.12), and (2.11):

AjAr = (ar...a2ai) (aia2...ar) = (ar...a2) aiai (a2. .at)

= (ar...a2) Iail2(a2...ar) = Iail2(ar...a2) (a2...ar) (B3)

= lail Ia2l"...larl2

B4: aBr = a Br + aABr
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• (2.13), (2.23), and (2.24):

aBr = a (b.b2...br) = <aBr)r., + (aBr)r+1 (B4.1)

• (2.23), (2.24), and (B2):

Bra = <Bra)r.t + <Bra)r+, = (a'B^ + (a^,
= (-l)(r(r-,)

+

(r-,,(r-2,,/2(aBt)r,+

(-l)(r(r-1,
+

(r+1)r)/2(aBr)r+1 (B4.2)

= (_1)(r,r,,-(r,„(aBr)ri+(_1)(r(,„+r)(aBrL
= (-l)(M,(aBr)M + (-l)r<aBr)r+,

• (B4.2):

(-l)"rBra = - <aBr)r., + <aBr>r+, = (-l)rBra (B4.3)

• (B4.1) - (B4.3) solved for <aBr>M:

<aBr)r., = I (aBr - (-l)rBra) = a • Bt (B4.4)

• (B4.1) + (B4.3) solved for <aBr)r+1:

(aBr>r+1 = i (aBr + (-l)'B,a) = a a Br (B4.5)

• (B4.1), (B4.4) and (B4.5):

aBr = <aBr>M + (aBr)r+1 = a Br + a a Br (B4)
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C Algebra of Euclidean 3-Space

Cl: i1 = -i

• (2.38), (2.15), and (Bl):

f = (e^e,)1 = e3e2e, = -(e,e2e3) = -i (Cl)

C2: i2 = -1

• (2.38), (Bl), (2.4), and (2.37):

i2 = (e,e2e3) (e,e2e3) =-(e3e2e,) (e,e2e3)

= —e3e2 (e)e,) e2e3 = —e3 (e2e2) e3 =
—

e3e3 = -1

C3: xi = ix

• (2.25), (2.39), (2.26), (2.15), and (B2):

xi = x • i + x a i = x • i = (xi)2

, ,.(3 2+1 0 + 2 l)/2,. .

= (-1) (;x>2 = ix

C4: iA = Ai

• (C3):

3

iA = /^Ar = i (a + b + ic + id) = i (a + b + ci + di)
r=0

= ia + ib + ici + idi = ai + bi + ici + idi

(C2)

(C3)

(C4)

= (a + b + ic + id) i = Ai

C5: a a b a c = Xi
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• (2.100), Example 2.3:

a a b a c = J^a.e, a ^blci a ^ckek
J k

= Yaib,C*e> Aej Aek = Xfl'fclCk'e. (ei Xek) ^

= Xi

C6: rJk = (2a2-l)eJ-ek-2X^,el- (eJxek)+2^l
I

• (2.105), (2.60), (2.62), (Bl), (2.43), (2.25), and (2.42):

rjk=eJ-r^ek=eJ- (R*ekR)
= e,

• ((a- ib) ek (a + ib))

= e,
• (aeka + aekib - ibeka- i°bekib) (C6.1)

= e,
• (aeka + !'a(ekb-bek) -j'2bekb)

= e,
• (a ek + lia (ek a b) + bekb)

• (2.26), (2.11), (2.43), and (2.27):

e,
• (lia (ek a b)) =[ (e, (lia (ek a b)) -

-(-l)'(2/a(ekAb))eJ)
= ifl(ej(ekAb) +(ekAb)ej) (C6.2)

= 2ia(el a (ek a b))

= 2iaej a ek a b

• (2.25) and Example 2.4:

e,
• (bekb) = e, (b (ek • b + ek a b))

= ^
• (bbk +b (ek a b) + b a (ek ab))

= e, (bbk + b • ekb - b bek + b a (ek a b)) ^C6 3)

= ^
• bbk + ibke] b - b2e, •

ek

= lbJbk-b2eJ -ek
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• (C6.1), (C6.2), (C6.3), (2.61), Example 2.3, and (2.42):

rjk = (a - b2) es ek + Y^j'afc.e, a e, a ek + 2bxbk

= (la - 1) e, ek - Y^a/b.e, (e, x ek) + 2bsbk
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D Kinematics

Dl: R = i('/c]TJ+,%)'j

(2.87), (2.78), (2.15), (2.61), and (2.60):

R = ~(R\R\+i...R\)
at

= R\R\+l...R'n+R\R\+l ...R\ + ...+R\R\+l...R'n

= ({R\ia'),R',+i + ...R'n+R\ (ifl'.+u'co'.+i) .../?'„ +
...

R lR i+l . . . (tA n/0)n) (T}\ ~\

= ji(R\R\+l...R'n) ( (R\+l ...R'n)' <0\ (R\+l ...R'n) + ...+©'„)

= UlR( R co', R +...+«'„)

= I/'/?X^ta),jJ+,/?=i«,/?XJ+VJ
j=, j=>

D2: "a = £ J+'%>'j x ('a-Ja) + Y/Vi
j=,+i j=i

,a = A(2;^.)=t%'J+^,i

(2.88) and (2.77):

_d_
d;

=

X(J+'cox JTXa'J+ JT'%'j) (D2.1)

i='

= xj+icoxj+vJ+i)+1%'i

,j+i j+u,, j+i,
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(2.92):

XJ+'C0X )+Vj = I( Z J,+'%») X J+'%'j
j=> j*=j+i

j*i

= x (J,+,%)>xx]+Vi)
j*=l+l (D2.2)

J+!n> i T^ ,+ln

j*=i+i j=, j-j*

= X ( «-x('a-Ja))
j*=i+i

• (D2.1)and(D2.2):

J+1r» i ,J*+1,
XJ+1cox J^'J + X %'i

= X rXcoVx ('a-] a)) +

j=, j=i j»=i+i (D2)

. ^j+i ,^
j+i, i+1„

D3: 'co =

X ox %>'i + X %>'i

(2.77):

.)+U
.

j+i
•.A (£%) = X (J %o'j +

J

Xco'i)

1=1

n 1

= Xj+1coxj+Vi+X]+Vj
(D3)

j+1„
D4: la = X %>'j x ('a -'a) + X 2&'i +

j=i+i j=i

X(xr^j'+v,)x%J+
j=i j»=j+i

J+1coxr'coxJ+VJ+2J+'f2(i'J) )
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(D2.1):

n-l

a = ^(a)=^(XJ+1«>xJ+Vi+X]+Vi)

= X(]+'(ox J+Vi +J+1cox %'j +J+1cox )+Vi) +

1=1

X(J+Vi + J+1^'i) (D4.1)

= X(J+'(ox J+Vi+J+1cox (J+1cox J+Vi) +

J+,cox ^'j) +£(J+1(ox J+Vi + J+1^)
J=>

first term from (D4.1) and (1)3):

r'^^'j
(D4.2)

= X( X ],+,cox J*+Vi- + X J*+Vr) x J+V,
j=i j*=a+i j*=j+i

second term from (D4.2):

X( x ]*+1^o» x 1+Vi = X (^Vi-xX^Vi)
J=l j»=j+l J«=l+1 J=l

= X (J'+1%oV x (X )+1%»'i - XJ+Vi)) (D4-3)
J*=l+1 J=l 1=J*

°
l'+l

= X %>Vx('a-Ja)
j«=i+i
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(D4.1),(D4.2),and(D4.3):

n-l n 1

J*+1v
),+lrl J*+1,x>,.V ^ „ >+i<D~<

X ( ( X
'

(o X
'

"%» + X %»V) X "'%'j +

j=i j*=j+i j*=j+i

)+1~ /"J+l~ J+W \ xii^v J+Irp^- ^ xV J+1rt>v

1=1

'cox (J+,cox j+Vj) +2,+1cox J+'%'j ) +X W,

X"Xco'iX(,a-)a)+X1+1^,J +

j=i+i

n 1 n-l

l=i

X(x r'coxj+Vioxj+Vi+
j=i j«=j+i

J+,cox(,+1coxJ+Vi+2J+1!?(i'j) )

(D4)
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E Dyadic Reduction

El: dp = dp + dTb

• (4.33), (4.34), (4.35) for j = k = p:

<7Pjk + <?> = ?Pjk + Q'sk

= d^b^b^+d^b^b^ = d^^b^ + d.bj)^ (El)

= dp + dIb2v = ~df + 0

E2: I =

*,*>»+drKb*

~dP

• for j > p and k = p:

Op + Or = flp + Or

^*JP
^

JP ^*JP
^

JP

= rfp^ftpp + dtbj>^ = dpbp~bpp + djbjb^ (E2)

= dpbPi+dtbrpbTi = dpbm+0

E3: ~d, =
?**L and £n = b^-b^b*
dP

• for j > 0 and k >0:

°pJk + °'jk
=

<?Pjk + ?'*

= dvbmb^+d,bnbA = dpbfibfk + dtbJ>A
(E3.1)

substitution of (E2) in (E3.1):

dpbpibpk+dtbqblk

= 5p (^pj^ipA) (^kJ^Ak) +^
(E3.2)

dP dp
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transformation of (E3.2):

^Mrlc = 4AAk +dtbT1blk -

,d„b„,+drbr.,b„^ ,d„b„v + drb„b,

*p

, /"p^pj ^ "r^rp^rj n /"p^pk ^ "r^rp^rk ,

dp dp

d ( db2\ (E3.3)
= dp (1 - J-) bpibpk + dr \l--LJ> kfork -

dp V dp J

d^-(b!pbpsb± + bipbIibpk)
dp

(El):

d„ ~d-d„ drb2
l-Zl = p, p

= ripP- (E3.4)

dp dp dp

(El):

2

4.-<M>»
_

<*P

4> 4> <*p
1-^ =

(E3.3), (E3.4), (E3.5):

, ,
2 ,

^r^rj^rk = dp-^AbKbpk+d.J-b^b^ -

dp dp

^(b^b^ + b^b^)
dp

= -4-1 (^^V + £nfcrk - fcrpfcp,^ - brpbT]bpk)
dv

= ^(b^b^bj^-b^)

YM:bpk = bpk + Kb& and ^r = ^

(E3.5)

(E3)
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(E2), (E3) and (El):

dpbP! + dtb^bn
K

=

dpbp]+d,brp(b!)+bTpbn)

dv

=

(dp+drb2Tp)bn+drbipbTJ

PJ

dp dp

n+1 k 1 n n+I

(E4)

E5: X X v„Av, + X (5 + X <v„ + Av,)) Av,
k=p+l j=p+l k=p+I j=k+l

Av - 1 + Av
,

= v Av + (Av, - Av wl) (5 + —! j
—)

• (4.53):

n+1 k 1 n n+1

X Xv.Av.+ X (5+X(viJ+Avij))Av,k
lc=p+lj=p+l k=p+l j=k+l

n+1 k 1 n+1 n+1

= X (XviJ+XVAvik-XAv,jAvn+1 +

k=p+l j=p+l J=k+I j=n+2

n n n+1

X5Av,k+ X XAv(JAvik
k=p+l k=p+lj=k+l

n+1 n+1 n n n+1

= X Xv,JAvft+ X5Av,k+ X XAv„Av*
k=p+lj=p+l k=p+l k=p+lj=k+l

(4 51), sum of finite series:

n n+1

X XAviJAvik=(Avi-l) + (Av-2)+...+Avn+1
k=P+u=k+i (E52)

Av - 1 + Av
,

= (Av-Avn+1)-^—= ^

(E5.1)



^)-^+2(Avi-Aviwl)(5

i=n+l
pip

Av+1-Av

\!!'v
pip

K4—1r

+)Av)v+(1+Av(vY+Av=

n+m

i=n+l

^))^+(Av-Av,n+1)(5X(vAv,+
,

AV+1-AVn+m

(E6),=„+i

iypip
vJ—ir

+)+AvAv(vY+Av=

n+m

i=n+l

^))-^+(Avi-Avii+1)(5+X(vAv,
.

AV+1-AVn+m

*ri

i=n+l

+)Av+Av(vY+Av+2Av=r)J(p,

n+m

(E5):and(4.53),(4.52),(4.50),

"»')
2

'

X(Av,-Avn+1)(5+
.

Av+1-Avn+m

i=n+l

+(l+v.JAv,)(vipAvp+XAvr+=/(p,r)E6:

9

v/n+1ii
v

li
—)*

—+,)(5vAv+(Av-Av=

,
Av+1-Av

2
'n+1ii

v'n+1il
v

11

(E5)—

=
J—'(Av-Av+,)vAv+5(Av-Av=

„^,
+Av1-Av

k-p+lj-k+1k=p+lk=p+lj=p+l

XAv^Av,,X!5Av,k+IvuAvik+X
n+1nnn+1n+1

(E5.2):and(4.51),(4.46),(E5.1),

Appendix188
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F Matrix Representation of Constraint Equations

Fl: Notational Definitions and Conventions

• The ranges of the different indices are specified as:

a,P [1,N]

a g [l,n]

j e [l,nj

P e [l,nj

(Fl.l)

column¬

wise, k (F1.2)

r

[1, n„J for Af>v m«k, coak, t.k

[1. ntranJ f°r &X\> %\> ^ak>/ak

[1, nraj] for 6ajk, Acp'ajk, e'a,k, 6'ajk

[1> ntajl f°r §aJk> A*'aik, S'*)k, 5'ajk

• The col operator determines that the indexed elements are aligned

column-wise.

• The row operator symbolizes that the indexed elements are aligned

row-wise.

• The diag operator indicates that the indexed elements are aligned in

the diagonal of a matrix with all other elements equal to zero.

• An index is said to bsfree if it does not appear on the left side of the

equation. Free indices always run over their entire range (cf. (Fl.l) and

(F1.2)).

• For elements with more than one index the indices are incremented

from right to left, i.e., the rightmost index runs from one to its upper

bound before the second index from the right is incremented by one
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and the rightmost index begins to run from one to the upper bound

again.

Example El.l:

In the following two examples, the index k is a free index in contrast

to the indices a, a, and j. The index range of k depends on the vari¬

able and is specified in (F1.2)

T

ffla = CO/(COak) = [COa, C0o2 COoJ
(F1.3)

fi'aj =C0l (G'ajk) =[e'»j, ...6'ajJ.

Example E1.2:

Assumethatn = l,n, = 2, nrll = 3,andnrl2 = l.Inthiscase

co I (by k) is the short form for

[bnlbu2bn3bi21]. (F1.4)

Example E1.3:

InJu = row (baj k), again with ke [l,nrig] (cf. (F1.2))andn = 5,

the matrix Jia stands for

bal, bal, ...
bll ba2. ...ba2„ ...ba5„

F2: General Definitions

• Unification of vectors with n,,,, components:

A$ = col (A$ak)

© = C<?/(C0ak)

CO = CC?/(C0ak)

% = COl(Xak)

(F1.5)

(F2.1)
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Unification of vectors with naws components:

AX = co/(AX«k)

X =COl(Xak)

X =C0i(Xak)

f =CO/(/ak)

(F2.2)

Unification of vectors with nra] components:

Af'== col(Acp'ajk)

Q'= col (e'ajk) (F2.3)

6' = coZ (8'«jk)

Unification of vectors with n,, components:

AS'= col (As'ajk)

S' =co/(i'.Jk) (F2.4)

§' = COl (S'ajk)

Connectivity matrices (cf. (5.4) and (5.5)):

Ci„a = cai\e, -ek] j.ke [l,n,J

c = [c,J
c,saa=c;a&T-c0,RnT

(F25)

C2oa = coa row ( (Sa - Xa) x ek)

C3oa = caa[ej-ek] j,ke [l.n,^]
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• Jacobian matrices (cf. (5.4), (5.5), (5.9), and (5.10)):

Jla = rWW(6ajk)

JlSa= /tDW(S«baj1,)

J, = diag(J»)
^

" k

(F2.6)
J2a = TOW (Bajk X (Sa-JSa))

J3a = «?w(Sajk)

F3: Positional Constraints in Matrix Notation

Specification of intermediate variables bipos (cf. (5.4) and (5.5)):

Dlposa = 2 ( Caa £)a — Caaoa)
bipos = COl (biposj (F3.1)

U2posa — Caa§a— CaaXa

• Representation of (3.43) and (3.44) in matrix notation (cf. (F2.1),

(F2.2), (F2.3), (F2.4), (F2.5), (F2.6), and (F3.1)):

JisAcp' + CiTA£ + bipos = 0 (F3.2)

J2A9' + JsAs' + C2TA£ + C3TAX + b2poS = 0 (F3.3)

F4: Velocity Constraints in Matrix Notation

Representation of (3.55) and (3.56) in matrix notation (cf. (F2.1),

(F2.2), (F2.3), (F2.4), (F2.5), and (F2.6)):

Jifi' + CiTco = 0 (F4.1)

J29' + Jas' + C2Tffl + C3TX = 0 (F4.2)
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F5: Acceleration Constraints in Matrix Notation

Specification of intermediate variables g and h (cf. (2.95) and (2.96),

(5.6), (5.7), and (5.8)):

g =co/('ga)
(F5.1)

h = COl( ha)

Representation of (3.63) and (3.64) in matrix notation (cf. (F2.1),

(F2.2), (F2.3), (F2.4), (F2.5), (F2.6), and (F5.1)):

Ji6' + CiTri» + g = 0 (F5.2)

J26' + JaS' + C2Tco + C3TX + h = 0 (F5.3)

F6: Force and Torque Constraints in Matrix Notation

Specification of intermediate variables t'p, f'p :

X'p = COl (Tt>aj)

fp = CO/(/'pajk)
(F6.1)

• Representation of control vector u and the matrices Bm (cf. (3.28),

(3.29), and (3.30) for the definition of binu and 02U]i :

U = col(up)

B,u= [*,u.rP] (F6.2)

B2u= [fo2„iip]
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• Representation of (3.71) and (3.74) in matrix notation (cf. (F2.1),

(F2.2), (F2.6), (F6.1) and (F6.2)):

JiTx + J2Tf-BiuU-T'p = 0 (F6.3)

J3Tf-B2uy-f'p = 0 (F6.4)

F7: Dynamical Constraints in Matrix Notation

• Matrix representation of the inertia tensor for the arbitrary rigid body
a, (2.105), (3.77), and (3.78):

3

% = e; • (Mk) = ej • (X/ake\e'ak e*)

3

k=I

(F7.1)

= X/ok (ej e'ak) (e'°k • ek)

• Matrix representation of the inertia tensor for the symmetric rigid body
a with symmetry axis e'a,, (3.81):

/ajk = e, • (J7aek) = e, (7a2ek + (fa, -/a2) e'a,e'a, ek)

= 7a2ej •

ek + (/«, -/a2) (e, e'a, e'a, • ek)

Matrix representation of the mass matrix of the rigid body a (cf. (F7.1)
or (F7.2)):

l« = [/«jj j.ke H.n,,,,]

ma = ma[eJ-ek] j,k e [l.n^]

Mi = diag(\a)

Mm = diag (iDa)

Specification of intermediate variables bi dyn:

bldyn = COl (COa X laCOa)
b.dyn = CO/(b.dynj (F7.4)

D2dyn = COl ("tga )
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• Representation of (3.92) and (3.93) in matrix notation (cf. (F2.1),

(F2.2), (F2.5), (F7.3) and (F7.4V):

MlQ)+ClX + C2f+bldyn = 0 (F7.5)

MmX + C3J,+ b2dyn = 0 (F7.6)
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G Weighting Factors

Gl: Information Processing Level

Diagonal elements of weighting matrix for positional constraints

dopes =[rj6Td/d/dJT]'
dipos = col (!) i e [1, 56]

(Gl.l)

d« = C0l(d&a})

dx = C0l(dxak)

dq) = COl (dcoaZj)

ds = col(dsnk)

(G1.2)

ae {4,5,9,10}

<ifla3, dxak 10"4 ae {1,2,3,5,6,8,9,10,11}

J*a3, dxak 10"8 ae {4,7}

«q> a2. 10"2 ae {1,2,3,6,7,8,11, 12,13,14}

u<p a23 0

ae {4,5,9,10}(it a2, 1

(is a22 10"2

Table G.l Weightsfor Subtask "Positional Constraints'

Diagonal elements of weighting matrix for velocity constraints

dovd =[draTd/deTd/]>
divd = col(h) ie [1,42]

(G13)
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do) = COl(de>a})

6x = col(dxa.)
(G1.4)

de' = col(dvn23)

6S = col(ds*k) ae {4,5,9, 10}

diaa., dxak 10"8 a = 1

uoa., dxa. 10"'° ae [2,11]

rfe'a23 10"8 ae {1,2,3,6,7,8,11,12,13,14}

<fe'a23 10"'°

ae {4,5,9,10}ds a2, 1

dsa22 10"8

Table G.2 Weightsfor Subtask "Velocity Constraints"

G2: Execution Level

• Diagonal elements of weighting matrix for dynamical constraints

dodyn = [d„T dV dxT dxT d/ deT d/]>
(G2 1}

didy„ = co/(l.) ie [1,97]

da = Col(du)

do = Col(dwa3)

6x = col(dxak)

dx = co/(dt.k) (G2.2)

d/= col(df*k)

de1 = COl (^9a23)

dv = col(d?*k) ae {4,5,9, 10}
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d% 10"" pe [1,10]

dcoi3
from subtask demanded

contact forces
—

uoia. 10"8 a e [2,7]

daa. 10"6 ae [8,11]

dxik
from subtask demanded

contact forces
—

dxak
from subtask demanded

accelerations
ae {2,4,5,7}

dxak 10"" ae {3,6,8,9,10,11}

d3 0 ae [1,14]

duk 0 ae {1,2,3,6,7,8,11,12,13,14}

dfik
from subtask demanded

contact forces
ae {4,5,9,10}

dwtai 10"19 ae {1,4,5,6,9,10}

Je«23
from subtask demanded

accelerations
ae {2,3,7,8}

dntii 10"' ae {11,12,13,14}

dsMik
from subtask demanded

accelerations
ae {4,5,9,10}

Table G.3 Weightsfor Subtask "Dynamical Constraints"
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